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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE,
Office of Secretary of State, )
Concord, June 1, 1865. )
Sir: By virtue of authority vested in me by chap-
ter 2398 Pamphlet Laws of this State, I hereby au-
thorize you to print two thousand copies of the
Report of the Adjutant General for the use of the
State.
B. GERHISH, Jr., Secretary of State.
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE.
General Head Quarters, ^
Adjutant General's Office, >
Concord, May 20, 1865. )
To His Excellency Joseph A. Gilmore, Governor and Comma7ider-in-Ckief
:
Sir :—I have the honor to submit to your Excellency the annual report of the
Adjutant General's Department, for the year 1865. I would state that heretofore
all annual reports which emanated from this office, have closed with the 20th of
May of the year in which they were submitted. This report being entirely differ-
ent in its scope from any which have been heretofore furnished, embracing so
much material which might properly have been embodied in previous reports, and
having already attained such voluminous proportions—it has been found impracti-
cable to embody in it the records of New Hampshire troops in the field of a later
date than January Ist, 1865. Up to that date all casualties, discharges and other
items of public interest which have been reported either to this office or to the
War Department, have been noted against the name of every individual soldier.
With the continuance of the liberal appropriations granted to this department dur-
ing the past year, I hope to be able to submit to your successor in office, in a sin-
gle voliune similar in size and style to the two embraced in this report, an accur-
ate and final record of every man who was in the service from New Hampshire at
the time when the present report closed.
With the highest respect,
• I am your Excellency's obedient servant,
NATT HEAD, Adjutant General.
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General Head Quarters State op New Hampshire,
^
Adjutant General's Office, >
Concord, May 20, 1865. )
To His Excellency Joseph A. Gilmore, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief:
Governor :—In my annual report of last year I stated that
when I assumed the duties devolving upon the Adjutant General
of the State, in March, 1864, I found that the records of the office
were sadly incomplete and that but very little information con-
cerning the history of New Hampshire troops in the field, had
been collected. No record whatever, existed of thousands of
New Hampshire's bravest sons who had entered the service of
the United States, in their country's hour of peril, determined to
sustain the National Government, to defend our dear old flag, to
maintain the principles of liberty and justice and to perpetuate
those free institutions which are dear to the heart of every true
American.
Hundreds of New Hampshire's noble men of whose names even
there was no record within our State, had yielded up their lives
upon the field of battle. Thousands had died from wounds re-
ceived in action or from disease contracted during many arduous
campaigns, after lingering illness far away from home, absent
from all friends, with no one near to whom they could look for
that heavenly consolation, which a parent, sister or brother only
can give. Hundreds, again, had been honorably discharged the
service and returned to their homes with bodies maimed and
constitutions shattered, and yet the State possessed no record by
which justice and honor could be rendered these brave men.
It is with no little satisfaction that I am able to announce that
since the first of April, 1864, I have obtained such returns of
2 *
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New Hampshire troops as will make the records in the possession
of the State, as complete as those in possession of the War De-
partment. No one, not closely connected with this office, can
form an idea of the unremittant, persistent and ceaseless efforts,
required and made, in order to obtain the information so neces-
sary to be had and of which the office was entirely destitute.
—
When one expedient failed to elicit information called for, another
was tried, when that failed, still another was invented. Dis-
couragement was not tolerated. Ultimate failure was not re-
cognized as a possibility, knowing it to be my duty to accomplish
certain objects, I have left no means untried by which said ob-
jects could be accomplished. As the office was small, but few
clerks could be accommodated, and as the records of New Hamp-
shire Volunteers had been commenced upon three books only,
but few clerks could be engaged upon them at the same time.
The details of the business of the office being closely connected,
I found it impracticable to engage two sets of clerks, one for
day work, the other for night work, the former for the performance
of the legitimate work of the office, the latter for the purpose of
obtaining back records and causing the same to be noted upon
the books. As one set of clerks, numbering as many as the office
would accommodate, could not in office hours perform the amount
of woi'k to be discharged, I required that they should labor by
night as well as day, when the same was absolutely necessary.
To said requirement, cheerful compliance was rendered ; and I
am pleased to add, that in no instance have clerks in my employ
failed to render strict attention to their duties. My principal as-
sistants, three in number, have apparently taken a personal inter-
est in the perfection of the records of New Hampshire soldiery.
This can be readily accounted for by the fact that, two of them
have themselves been honorably discharged, after a term of three
years' service, from the Third New Hampshire Regiment, and the
other has seen twenty-eight months' of active service, as officer
and soldier, during this gigantic, but now extinct, rebellion.
Sympathizing with our volunteers, and knowing what in justice
was due them from the State, they have labored with uncommon
zeal to further the rendition of said justice. Nor can those who
have had business at my office have failed to mark that gentle-
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manly and accommodating spirit on their part which is not always
found in union with accurate business habits. The result has
been that nearly eighteen thousand men have been accounted for,
of whom no record previously existed, beyond that of their enlist-
ment in the United States service ; and in hundreds of cases even
that fact was not a matter of record.
In this connection I have a grateful tribute to pay to our gal-
lant officers in the field. In compliance with my urgent requests
made to them in April of last year, they, with hardly an ex-
ception, promptly and cheerfully proffered their utmost services.
It will be remembered that during the past year all of the regi-
ments from this State have been engaged in an almost continuous
campaign. It was, therefore, no trivial matter for them to fur-
nish back returns for three years. Almost constantly on the move,
seldom having tents, and often being forced to leave all regimen-
tal papers and records in the rear, for lack of transportation and
other causes, they nevertheless set to work with willing hearts
and willing hands, and, despite all obstacles and inconveniences,
they rendered montlily returns in such copious numbers, that I
obtained in eight months, what I had every reason to expect would
take twice that length of time. All honor to them for the inter-
est that they have so substantially shown in the welfare and good
name of their individual commands. Where all have done so
well, it would be invidious to particularize.
On the 25th I issued the following communication to the offi-
cers of New Hampshire regiments : •
General Head Quarters State of New Hampshire,
^
Adjutant General's Office, >
Concord, April 25, 1865. )
To the Commissioned Officers of New Hampshire organizations, in
the field :
I have the pleasure to inform you that by tlie valuable and
efficient assistance rendered by you respectively, and with the aid
of clerical assistance at Washington, D. C., I have been enabled
to obtain such monthly returns of your respective organizations
as will make the files in this office as complete as those in the
possession of the War Department. The value of these returns
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cannot be estimated by figures. The welfare of our brave sol-
diers is inseparably conuccted with them. The payment of boun-
ties, and the awarding of pensions is influenced, and the exten-
sion of State aid is based upon them. Other matters of equal
importance, such as determining and establishing the heirships of
property of deceased officers and men, and all other matters that
are influenced by the official information of the death of our brave
volunteers, are in many cases governed and decided by the infor-
mation embraced in them.
The monthly returns thus obtained have enabled me to account
for nearly eighteen thousand volunteers ; of which, previously, no
record existed at these headquarters beyond that of their enlist-
ment into the military service of the United States.
The State records of New Hampshire soldiers 'up to January
1st, 1865, are as complete as they can now be made.
Monthly returns of a majority of the regiments for the months
of January, February and March, 1865, have been received at
these headquarters.
The necessity of promptly furnishing "these returns, is enjoined
upon all commanding officers of New Hampshire Regiments, re-
spectively. Those that have failed to furnish them for the first
quarter of the current year, will on the receipt of this communi-
cation, forward them at the earliest possible moment.
Blanks for monthly returns, as well as for report of casualties,
will always be promptly furnished on receipt of requisition for
same.
In conclusion, I would add, that, to the officers who have so
kindly and cheerfully rendered me inestimable service in perfect-
ing the records of New Hampshire soldiery, I would offer my
most grateful thanks. Would that I could requite them more
substantially. The knowledge, however, that tlicy have faithfully
discharged the duties devolving upon them, as officers entrusted
with the welfare of New Hampshire's most noble sons, must nat-
urally create a satisfaction, sweet and infinitely pleasing.
With high respect,
I am, your obedient servant,
NATT HEAD, Adjutant General.
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The ordinary business of the office for the past year (apart
from that already indicated) has been very extensive and ex-
tremely laborious. The following items will give an idea of what
work has been performed
:
Number of letters that have been received, 9,500
Number of letters that have been written, includ-
ing certificates of enlistment issued, 12,000
Number of letters whose importance require that
copies should be retained, 4,225
Number of commissions issued to volunteer officers
from March 1, 1864, to May 20, 1865, 698
In addition, numberless recruiting commissions and commis-
sions for officers of the State Miliiia have been issued, orders and
circulars published, State aid claims of towns and cities exam-
ined, and other multifarious duties attended to.
Appropriations for and expenses of the Adjutant General's
Department for the year ending July 21, 1865, have been as
follows :
Current Expenses.
Appropriation for salary of Adjutant General, $1,000 00
Appropriation for Clerk hire, 3.000 00
Total,
Drawn for Adjutant General,
Dlxawn for Clerk hire,





Balance unexpended, $561 Q'o
Appropriations for securing hack records.
Amount appropriated, $10,000 00
Drawn for Clerk hire and other as-
sistance, $1,632 00
Expenses of Adjutant General to the
army and army hospitals, 200 00
Stationery and printing, 465 00
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Amount appropriated brought over, $10,0000 00
Total expenditures,
' $2,497 00
Balance unexpended, $7,503 00
Total appropriations, $14,000 00
Total expenditures, 5.935 34
Total balance unexpended, $8,064 66
In addition there is to be deducted from the amount of $8,064 66
the sum of 'i^l88 26, expenses incurred for clerical assistance in
the Quartermaster General's Department, but which has been
paid from the appropriations of this office, there being no appro-
priation for the Quartermaster General's Department.
Anticipating that some persons may think that I was unreasona-
ble in calling for the Honorable Legislature to appropriate so large
a sum in which to obtain back records when it becomes known
that such a small amount has been required, I would state that
had not our faithful officers rendered efficient services in fur-
nishing back returns, all the money unexpended would have been
required to maintain clerks in Washington. Therefore the State
is indebted to its faithful servants in the field, for the amount
thus saved.
It is also to be remembered that the expense of printing the
voluminous report which was authorized to be prepared is still
to be defrayed, and that to this purpose a portion of the unex-
pended appropriations for this office may properly be devoted.
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f Battalion of Cavalry.,
j 1st Co.JIeavy Artl'ry
§ 2d Co. Heavy Artil'ry
II
1 st Light B attery
Co.E, IstU. S- S. S...
Co. F, 2d U.S. S. S...
Co. G, 2dU. S. S. S...
Col. M. W. Tappan
Col. Gilraan Marston
Col. E. Q. Fellows
Col. Thomas J. Whipple...
Col. Ed. E. Cross
Col Nelson Converse
Col. Haklimand S. Putnam.
Col. Hawkes Fearing, Jr.. .
Col. E. O. Fellows
Col. M. T. Donahoe
Col. Walter Harriman
Col. Joseph H. Potter
Col. Aaron F. Stevens
Col. Robert Wilson
Col. Jno. W. Kingman
Col. James Pike
Col. Henry 0. Kent
Maj. David B. Nelson.......
Capt. C. H. Long
Capt. I. McL. Barton
Capt. Geo. A. Gerrish
Capt. Amos B. Jones
Capt. Henry M. Caldwell...






























* Consolidated with 2d Infantry.
f Consolidated with 1st Cavalry Regiment.
\ Consolidated with 1st Heavy Artillery Regiment.
§ Consolidated with 1st Heavy Artillery Regiment.
II
Consolidated with 1st Heavy Artillery Regiment.
(2.)
MILITARY ORGANIZATIONS RAISED SINCE JANUARY 1, 1864.





Col. Thomas L. Livermore.
Col. Charles H. Long
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Tahular Statement of Recruits forwarded to New JBampshire Organi-
zations.
ORGANIZATIONS. '
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The above statement is as correct as can possibly be arrived
at from the records of this department.
Every citizen of New Hampshire is well acquainted with the
fact that the vokmteer recruiting service has been under the
absolute control of United States authorities, since the establish-
t
ment of the Provost Marshal's Department in 1863. No State
official has ever been authorized to keep a debit and credit ac-
count with the several towns and cities of the State, of their re-
lation respectively with the United States, for men called for and
men furnished. Many may rightfully think that such business is
inseparably connected with this department, but from the follow-
ing causes, the same has been prevented, viz
:
First. The War Department has steadfastly refused to grant
authority to the State to assume full charge of its recruitment of
volunteers.
Second. Previous to July 21, 1864, the employment of cleri-
cal assistance in this department was not authorized by law.
Third. Since July 21, 1864, this department has been re-
stricted to four assistants.
It is not supposable that^ue persons could discharge the du-
ties connected with the volunteer recruiting service in acidition
to those that have devolved upon this department during the past
year. What respect and admiration would not the presence of
five persons thus competent, command ? With what wonder, and
amazement would not thev be gazed upon ?
For valuable information concerning the volunteer recruiting
service, attention is called to exhibits kindly furnished by Major
William Silvey, First United States Artillery, Acting Assistant
Provost Marshal General of this State, contained in volume 11 of
this report.
On the I5th of April, 1861, the President of the United States
issued his proclamation, calling for seventy-five thousand of the
militia of the several States of the Union, to put down insurrec-
tion and to enforce obedience to the laws of the land. New
Hampshire was required to furnish one regiment of infantry, for
a period of service of three months. It is well known how
promptly this call was filled. In July, 1861, a call for 300,000
three years' men was announced, whicliwas nearly filled, when in
July 1862, an additional call was made for 300,000 three years' men.
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The total quota under calls of 1861, was nine thousand two hundred
and thirty-four. The number furnished was eight thousand eight
hundred and eighty-three.
August 4, 1862, a call for three hundred thousand nine months'
men was made. The quota reduced to a three years' standard
was twelve hundred and sixty-three. The number for which
credit was given was one thousand seven hundred and thirty-six,
which reduced to a three years' standard, gave an actual credit
of four hundred and thirty-four. This call was succeeded Octo-
ber 17, 1863, by a call for three hundred thousand men, but its
completion was not however enforced. It soon" became evident
that the law under which the same was made, without amend-
ment, could not be depended upon to recruit our armies. Upon
the reception of this call, the following proclamation was made by
His Excellency the Governor
:
A PROCLAMATION BY THE GOVERNOR.
The President of the United States has issued a Proclamation calling upon the
Governors of the loyal States, to raise for the service of the United States, before
the Fifth day of January next, three hundred thousand volunteers. The quota
for New Hampshire under this call will be as follows :
For the First Congressional District, 1.390
For the Second Congressional District, • 1.129




The quotas of the different towns and wards Avill be announced as speedily as
possible from the Adjutant General's Office.
I would impress upon the loyal citizens of New Hampshire the fact that this
call of the President is not unnecessary. The recent draft has furnished very few
men to our armies. The term of service of many of our volunteers is about to ex-
pire. If we throw into the field a fresh army of three hundred thousand more
before the first of January, their term of service will be short, while they will win
the same honor and emoluments with those who have borne the burden and heat
of the day. . The moral effect of such a reinforcement of our armies, following
such victories as Gettysburg, Vicksburg and Port Hudson, will be the death-
blow of the rebellion. The volunteers who shall be mustered into the service
from this State are designed to fill up the ranks of New Hampshire regiments
which have already won immortal fame, and, each recruit will be permitted to
designate the corps which he wishes to enter. The General Government gives to
each fresh recruit $302.00, to each veteran $402.00. In addition to these sums I
do hereby (with the advice and consent of the Executive Council) offer a bounty
of one hundred dollars to every man who vohuiteers in response to this call be-
fore the Fifth day of January next, and I would recommend to the several cities
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and towns to take immediate measures for promptly raising their full quota by
offering (in accordance with the law enacted July 9, 18G2j reasonable town boun-
ties to be paid in addition to the Government and State bounties ; or for the pur-
pose of cashing the bounties offered by the General Government so that they shall
be paid to each volunteer in full when he is mustered into service.
Let me remind the citizens of New Hampshire that if this call is not met before
the Fifth of January, 1864, a draft will then be ordered in this State to meet all
deficiencies up to that date. The Conscription Act provides that the first class of
those enrolled shall be exhausted before the second is called upon ; and every
member of the first class may consider himself as elected unless this call for volun-
teers is promptly met, and there is a strong probabilitj'' that Congress, immediate-
ly on coming together, will strike from the Conscription Act the commutation
clause, and cause every able-bodied man M'ho is drafted to be represented in the
field.
It is very evident that some who have stayed at home and talked war must, un-
der this call, report themselves for duty. It is evident that those who have depre-
ciated and opposed the recent draft must now show their faith in volunteering by
their works. JNIen of New Hampshire, we can meet this call upon us before the
First of January, and, God helping us, we will do it. Women of New Hamp-
shire, it is your duty to say to the husbands, brothers, sons and friends whom
your influence has hindered from responding to the calls of their country ; " Go
to the rescue or be accounted false to your country and to God," Shall the
Granite State, the State of Langdon and Stark, prove recreant in such a crisis as
this ? God forbid.
Given at the Council Chamber, at Concord, this fourth
day of November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and sixty-three, and of
the Independence of the United States the eighty-
eighth. •
JOSEPH A. GILMORE, Governor.
Allen Tenny, Secretary of State.
The next call was made February 1st. 1864, for five hundred
thousand men. with the condition that there should be credited
on it all the men raised by draft in 1863, as well as the volun-
teers under tlie previous call of October 17, 1863, for three
hundred thousand men, and all otl)cr men not before credited.
—
This call, therefore, absorbed and formed the total of all calls
then made subsequent to the calls of 1862. The call of Feb-
ruary 1st, 1864, was announced as follows:
War Depaktment, ^
Adjutant Geneual's Ofeice, >
Washington, Feb. 1, 1804. ^
General Orders,
No. 35.
The following is an Order of the President of the United States :
Executive Mansion, )
February 1, 1864. >
Ordered, That a draft for five hundred thousand men, to serve for three years
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or during the war, be made on the tenth day of March next, for the military ser-
vice of the United States, crediting and deducting therefrom so many as may have
been enlisted or drafted into the service prior to the 1st day of !March, and not
heretofore credited.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
By order of the Secretary of war :
E. D. TOWNSEND, Assistant Adjxitant General.
This call gave rise to the following proclamations
:
A PROCLAMATION BY THE GOVERNOR.
The General Government has determined to put down the rebellion by the
Fourth day of July next. By a proclamation of the President of the United
States, it is
—
«' Ordered, That a draft of five hundred thousand men to serve for three years
or during the war, be made on the 10th day of March next, for the military ser-
vice of the United States, crediting and deducting therefrom so many as may
have been enlisted or drafted into the service prior to the First day of March, and
not heretofore credited."
New Hampshire having filled her quota under the call for three hundred thou-
sand volunteers, will need to raise only her proportion of two hundred thousand
men, in order to meet all demands upon her before the tenth of March. By tele-
gram from the War Department I am informed that this call " is equivalent to a
call for two hundred thousand men in addition to the three hundred thousand
called for October 17, 1863." The quota of New Hampshire imdcr this last call
has not been officially announced, but will be, in round numbers, an advance of
sixty-seven per cent, on the quotas of each town as assigned under the call of
October 17th, by eii'cular from the Adjutant General's office, bearing date of No-
vember 9th. The whole number of men required of our State to meet the call
will not be far from two thousand. A detailed statement of the additional men
required from each town will be i'^sued from the Adjutant General's Office as
soon as possible.
Meanwhile I would urge upon the people of New Hampshire the importance of
taking prompt and decisive measures to meet this new demand upon them. The
Government bounties will not be paid after the first of March next, but till that
time each fresh recruit will receive from the General Government $300; each
man who has seen nine months' service, $400. By the advice and with the con-
sent of the Executive Council, I do hereby declare that the State bounty of .f 100
to soldiers enlisting in New Hampshire regiments will continue to be paid till
March 10, 1864.
In order to meet this new requisition, I am authorized by the "War Department
to recruit the four companies of New Hampshire Cavalry, which has been recently
attached to the First Rhode Island Cavalry, to a full regiment, which shall be
known hereafter as the First New Hampshire Cavalry. This aff"ords the sons of
New Hampshire an opportunity to enrol their nimes in a regiment which is to be
made up of picked men, and will doubtless be assigned to special service. An
accomplished officer of the regular army has already been detailed by the War
Department to assist in the organization of this regiment. Re-enlistments under
the recent call, from members of New Hampshire regiments which have seen two
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3'ears service, will be credited to the quota of their respective to\vns, or any other
town which they may prefer within the limits of the same Congressional District.
Each man re-enlisting from these old regiments will receive $400, Government
bounty, and $100 State bounty, and have the privilege of spending thirty days
with his family. Many members of the Second, Fourth, Fifth and Sixth regi-
ments of Infantry, the Sharpshooters and the New Hampshire Battery, have al-
ready re-enlisted, and will be credited under this new call, as our quota of three
thousand seven hundred and sixty-eight men, under the call of October 17, 1863,
was filled at home, without counting these re-enlistments.
The men from New Hampshire can be raised by volunteering, and I am deter-
mined that they shall be. By filling up the New Hampshire Cavalry to its maxi-
mum, and encouraging the hearty disposition of our glorious veterans to re-enlist,
we shall meet all requisitions upon us by the first of March. I am confident that
we shall do this. There will never be another draft in the old Granite State.
—
Her sons will rise in their might, and, like an avalanche from their icy hills, sweep
the last traces of armed treason into the Gulf of Mexico before another return of
our great national anniversary. Only one more eflFort and the thing is done.
Given at the Council Chamber in Concord, this first
day of February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and sixty- four, and
of the Independence of the United States the
eighty-eighth.
JOSEPH A. GILMORE.
By His Excellency the Governor:
Allen Tenny, Secretary of State.
A PROCLAMATION BY THE GOVERNOR.
I am informed by telegraph from Washington, on the authority both of the Sec-
retary of War and the Provost Marshal General, that our State will be accredited
with all men furnished under the draft of July 3, 1863, while no account will be
made of men called for under that draft. As a consequence of this decision, I am
happy to say that New Hampshire is in excess of all demands upon her at the
present time.
Our deficiency at the beginning of the present official year, was 388
Quota called for October 17, 1863, 3,768
Quota as estimated under call of February 1, 1864, 2,512
Total. 6,668
Men furnished wider the draft, 3,012
Men furnished under call of October 17th, 3,768
Re-enlistments from old regiments not reckoned as a part of our
quota under call of October 17th, 387
Total, 7,167
In addition to the re-enlistments already reported at the Adjutant General's
office a number of men have been mustered as veterans from the Third, Seventh
and Eighth Infantry and the N. H. Cavalry, and these are yet to be credited to the
State. It is not too much to hope that New Hampshire is at the present time at
least 600 men in excess of all demands upon her. It is certain that her quota
under every call is full.
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While this cheering news relieves us from the necessity of any especial exertion
to avoid a draft in the old Granite State, let me appeal to her patriotic citizens to
keep the balance on the right side. Other calls may be made upon us, and in
meeting them New Hampshire must still head the column. Let us Bend into the
field in the Spring a full Regiment of Cavalry, composed exclusively of the sturdy
yeomanry of our own State. As an incentive to continued effort in this direction,
I do hereby announce that the State Bounty of $100.00 will continue to be paid,
till further notice, to citizens of New Hampshire, who enlist either as fresh re-
cruits or veteran volunteers to the credit of towns in which they have residence.
The bounties offered by the General Government of $3C0.00 for fresh recruits,
and $400.00 for veterans will be paid up to March 1, 1864.
Given at the Council Chamber, in Concord, this ninth day of February, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-four, and of the Inde-
pendence of the United States the eighty-eighth.
JOSEPH A. GILMORE.
By His Excellency the Governor, with the advice and consent of the Executive
Council.
AiiLEN Tennt, Secretary of S^ate.
The quota under this call of five hundred thousand men was
finally adjusted at six thousand five hundred and seventy-three.
The number for which credit was received, was six thousand five
hundred and seventy-three.
On the 14th of March, 1864, another call was made for two




Adjutant General's Office, >
Washington, March 15, 1864. >
General Orders.
No. 100.
Additional draft of two hundred thousand men. The following is an order by
the President of the United States
:
Executive Mansion, )
Washington, March 14, 1864. )
In order to supply the force required to be drafted for the navy, and to provide
an adequate reserve force for all contingencies, in addition to the five hundred
thousand men called for February 1, 1864, a call is hereby made and a draft or-
dered for two hundred thousand men, for the military service (army, navy and
marine corps) of the United States.
The proportional quotas of the different wards, towns, townships, precincts, or
election districts, or counties, will be made known through the Provost Marshal
General's Bureau, and account will be taken of the credits and deficiences on
former quotas.
The 15th day of April, 1864, is designated as the time up to which the numbers
required from each ward of a city, town. &c., may be raised by voluntary enlist-
ment, and drafts wiU be made in each ward of a city, town, &c., which shaU not
3*
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have filled the quota assigned to it i^-ithin the time designated for the number re-
quired to fill said quotas. The drafts will commence as soon after the loth of
April as practicable. The Government bounties, as now paid, continue until
April 1, 1864, at which time the additional bounties cease. On and after that
date, one hundred dollars bounty, only, will be paid, as provided by the act ap-
proved July 22, 1861.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
(Official.)
E. D. TowNSEND, Assistant Adjutant General.
On receiving the announcement of the quota of the State un-
der this call for two hundred thousand men, the following proc-
lamation was issued by the Governor:
A PROCLAMATION BY THE GOVERNOR.
The issue of an order by the President of the United States for an "additional
draft of 200,000 men," on the 15th day of April, calls for a statement from the
Executive Department of this State in regard to the demands of the General Gov-
ernment for men from New Hampshire.
The call of the President for 500,000 men, issued on the first of February, was
intended to cover all existing deficiences. Under that call the proportion of New
Hampshire was 6,573 men. Up to the first of March, as appears by a circular
issued by Brigadier General Hinks, our State was credited with 6,864 men, being
an excess over all demands upon us of 291. Gen. Hinks explicitly states that his
circular " does not include any veteran volunteers re-enlisted in the field," taking
account only of recruits mustered within the State. Hence, not only our excess
of 291, as reported by Gen. Hinks, but the number of re-enlisted veterans are to
be credited under the President's recent call for 200,000 men.
*Our quota, under this call, is 2,626
Excess of volunteers, 291
Re-enlistments in Second Regiment, 100
Third " 264
" Fourth " 400
Fifth " 60
Sixth " 185
" Seventh " 175





Deficiency under present call, 659
In this statement of re-enlistments, we give for the 3d, 4th and 7 th regiments
the estimates of Colonel Stevens, the State Agent for re-enlisting veterans in the
Department of the South. In regard to other regiments the statements are official,
but later returns would be even more favorable. The facts which are given above
show most conclusively that New Hampshire's deficiency under the present call
is very slight. This deficiency we must meet by volunteering before the Ist of
Changed to 2,592
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April. On that day the munificent Government bounties of $400 to veterans and
$300 to fresh recruits will cease to be paid. J.et us fill to the maximum, before
that day, the ranks of our noble First New Hampshire Cavalry, which now
numbers 457 men, and New Hampshire is again in excess of all demands upon
her. But I would appeal to the patriotic citizens of our State to give to their
Government no stinted or niggardly support. Let each sub-district see that its
quota is full, beyond all question, by April 1 . Let us unite in reiterating the
statement that " There shall never be another draft in the Old Granite State."
Given at the Council Chamber, in Concord, this seventeenth day of March, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-four, and of the In-
dependence of the United States the eighty-eighth.
JOSEPH A. GILMOP.E.
By His Excellency the Governor with the ad^'ice and consent of the Executive
Council.
Allen Tenny, Secretary of State.
On the 16th of June, His Excellency the Governor, to stimu-
late enlistments, in anticipation of another call, and to secure the
continuance of the 1st New Hampshire Cavalry as a separate
organization, issued another proclamation in the following terms
:
PROCLAMATION BY THE GOVERNOR.
By the provisions of an act just passed by the Legislature of New Hampshire, I
am empowered to issue my proclamation offering a State Bounty of Three Hun-
dred Dollars to every recruit who may enlist and be mustered into the service of
the United States to fill up the ranks of the First Regiment of the New Hamp-
shire Cavalry, until said Regiment shall contain the maximum number required
for a Cavalry Regiment. Said bounty to be paid to such recruit as soon as he
shall have been mustered into the service and received at any rendezvous of the
United States.
I do therefore hereby announce to the people of New Hampshire that said boun-
ty will be immediately paid to all such persons as may volunteer to fill up the
ranks of our First New Hampshire Cavalry.
This regiment has already distinguished itself in the field, and is now rendering ef-
fective service in connection with the victorious advance of our armies upon Rich-
mond. Its ranks are, however, far from full, and I appeal to the young men of
New Hampshire to rise to the emergency which demands a reinforcement of the
Army of the Potomac, and avail themselves of this opportunity to enlist in a fa-
vorite branch of the service, under New Hampshire officers of experience and
tried courage.
Another call will doubtless soon be made upon our State, to be promptly filled
either by volunteer enlistments or by an unwelcome and peremptory draft. Every
man who avails himself of this liberal bounty and enters the ranks of this favorite
regiment, will diminish the quota of New Hampshire under subsequent calls. Let
us have a full regiment of cavalry in the field within thirty days.
Given at the Coimcil Chamber in Concord, this
sixteenth day of June, in the year of our
Lord eighteen hundred and sixty-four, and
of the Independence of the United States
the eighty-eighth.
J. A. GILMORE.
By His Excellency the Governor
;
Allen Tenny, Secretary of State.
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This call was succeeded July 18th, 1864, by a call for five hun-
dred thousand volunteers, announced as follows :
War Department, Adjutant General's Office, )
I. 5Washington, D. C, July 19, 1864.
General Orders,
No. 232.
A PROCLAMATION BY THE PRESIDENT.
"Whereas, by the act approved July 4, 1864, entitled " An act further to regu-
late and provide for the enrolling and calling out the national forces, and for other
purposes," it is provided that the President of the United States may, " at his
discretion, at any time hereafter, call for any number of men, as volunteers, for
the respective terms of one, two and three years, for military service." and " that
in case the quota of, (or) any part thereof, of any town, township, ward of a city,
precinct, or election district, or of a county not so subdivided, shall not be filled
within the space of fifty days after such call, then the President shall immediately
order a draft for one year, to fill such quota, or any part thereof, which may be
unfilled.'' And whereas the new enrollment heretofore issued is so far completed
as that the aforementioned act of Congress may now be put in operation, for re-
cruiting and keeping up the strength of the armies in the field, for garrisons, and
such military operations as may be required for the purpose of suppressing the re-
bellion, and restoring the authority of the United States Government in the in-
surgent States :
Now, therefore I, Abraham Lincoln, President of the United States, do issue
this my call for five hundred thousand volunteers for the military service ; pro-
vided, nevertheless, that this call shall be reduced by all credits which may be es-
tablished under section eight of the aforesaid act, on account of persons who have
entered the naval service during the presei\t rebellion, and by credits for men fur-
nished to the military service in excess of calls heretofore made.
Volunteers wdll be accepted under this call for one, two or three years, as they
may elect, and will be entitled to the bounty provided by the law for the period
of service for which they enlist.
And I hereby proclaim, order and direct that immediately after the fifth day of
September, 1864, being fifty days from the date of this call, a draft for troops to
serve for one year shall be had in every tovra, township, ward of a city, precinct
or election district, or county not so subdivided, to fill the quota which shall be
assigned to it under this call, or any part thereof which may be unfilled by vol-
unteers on the said fifth day of September, 1864.
In testimony whereof, I liave hereunto set my hand and caused the seal of the
United States to be affixed.
Done at the city of Washington, this eighteenth day of July, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-four, and of the Independence of the




William H. Seward, Secretary of State.
By order of the Secretary of War :
E. D. TowNSEND, Assistant Adjutant General,
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The quota under this call was five thousand nine hundred and
twenty-five. No time was lost on the part of the people of the
State in making every possible exertion to fill this call in the
time specified.
To facilitate the raising of volunteers the following Act was
passed by Legislature and announced by the Governor to the
people of the State:
A PROCLAMATION BY THE GOVERNOR.
The President of the United States having issued his Proclamation calling for
500,000 men, of which number our quota is to be filled by volunteering if we can,
by drafting if we must, 1 desire to call your attention to the following Act, passed
by the Legislature of this State on the sixteenth day of July, 1864 :
AN ACT TO FACILITATE THE RAISING OF TROOPS.
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE.
In the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sxty-four.
Be it enacted by the Senate and Hmse of Representatives in General Court convened
:
Section 1. The Governor, with the advice and consent of the Council, may
appoint State agents, not exceeding ten to recruit in the insurgent States, agreea-
bly to the act of Congress now in force, with power to increase that number to
forty, if the experiment prove successful and the interest of the State shall require
it. And the men so raised shall be credited to the several cities, towns, sub- dis-
tricts and places, in proportion to the quota of each city, town, sub-district and
place.
Sec. 2. Said State agents shall receive as pay for their services and expenses
twenty dollars for each man by them enlisted and mustered into the service of the
United States for the term of one year; twenty- five dollars for each man so en-
listed and mustered for the term of two years, and forty dollars for each man so
enlisted and mustered for the term of three years.
Sec. 3, The Governor with the advice and consent of the Council is author-
ized and empowered to issue his proclamations, (from time to time,) offering boun-
ties not exceeding one hundred dollars for one year's men two hundred dollars for
two years' men, and three hundred dollars for three years' men, and in the same
proportion for any other term of service, to each soldier who shall be mustered
into the service of the United States to fill the quota of this State during the pres-
ent war, whether such soldier shall have voluntarily enlisted, or volunteered as a
substitute for a drafted or enrolled man, or as a representative substitute for any
citizen not enrolled, and not exceeding two hundred dollars to each drafted man
for one year who shall be mustered into said service to fill said qubta during said
war, provided that for all recruits enlisted in the insurgent States under the pro-
visions of this act, the Governor is hereby authorized to pay a bounty not exceed-
ing the sum of five hundred dollars for a three years' man.
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Sec. 4. Any city may by vote of its City Council, and any town or place may
at any legal meeting thereof duly notified and holden for that purpose, upon or in
anticipation of any call of the United States Government, for troops during the
present war, raise money and appropriate the same as bounty to each soldier, ex-
cept those enlisted in or from insurgent States, -who shall be mustered into the
service of the United States or shall have been mustered into said service since
the last call, and prior to the passage of this act, to fill the quota of such city,
town or place, whether such soldier shall have voluntarily enlisted, or volunteered
as a substitute for a drafted or enrolled man, such bounty in no case to exceed in
addition to the State bounty, the sum of one hundred dollars for each one year's
man, two hundred dollars for each two years' man, and three hundred dollars for
each three years' man, and in the same proportion for any other term of service,
and such city, town or place, may make such distinction in the bounties to be paid
between volunteers and substitutes of drafted or enrolled men as it may deem ex-
pedient ; and any city, town or place -in the same manner may raise money and
appropriate the same as bounty to each man drafted for one year therefrom who
shall be mustered into the service of the United States as part of the quota of such
city, town or place, in addition to the State bounty, a sum not exceeding two
hundred dollars.
Sec. 5. The Governor and Council, and the various towns and places may
make such regulations as they may deem expedient in relation to the time and
maimer of payment of the bounties authorized by this act, provided, however, that
in no case shall any of said bounties be paid to any soldier, or his order, until he
shall have been duly mustered into the military service of the United States.
Sec. 6. No city, town, place or agent shall pay, or offer to any drafted man,
volunteer or substitute, any greater sura than that ui this act authorized, under a
penalty not less than one hundred dollars, or more than five hundred dollars for
each offence, which may be recovered by indictment, one half to the use of the
prosecutor.
Sec. 7. All cities, towns and places shall be credited on their respective quotas
for aU mtn bj-- them furnished or furnished by any inhabitant of such city, town
or place, and mustered into the service of the United States in excess of all for-
mer quotas, and prior to the passage of this act, and upon such excess being duly
certified by the Assistant Provost Marshal General for the State, to the State au-
thorities, the same State bounty as provided in this act for volunteers, shall be
paid for the men so furnished to the city, town, place or persons entitled thereto,
provided however, that such bounty shall in no case exceed the sum actually peiid
for such men, and that any State bounty heretofore paid to the men constituting
such excess shall be duly allowed and deducted.
Sec. 8. Whenever there shall be any call by the General Government for sol-
diers fi-om this State, for its service, each city, town and place shall be called upon
for its quota in proportion to the number its enrolled men bears to the enrolled
men of the State, and shall be credited with any excess or charged with any de-
ficiency of the men by it furnished up to the time of said call.
Sec. 9. The Governor is authorized to draw his warrants upon the treasury
for so much money as may be necessary to pay the bounties and agents' pay pro-
vided for by this act, said bounties to be paid to the cities, towns or places, and to
the drafted man, volunteer, substitute, or their assigns.
Sec. 10. This act shall take effect upon its passage ; all authority heretofore
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given to the Governor and Council to offer bounties, and to the various cities,
toMms and places, to raise and appropriate money for bounties, and all acts and
parts of acts inconsistent with the provisions of this act are hereby repealed.
WILLIAM E. CHANDLER,
Speaker of the House of Representatives.
CHARLES H. BELL,
President of the Senate.
Approved July 16, 1864.
JOSEPH A. GILMORE, Governor.
In consideration of the provisions of this act and the exigences of the public
service, I, Joseph A. Gilmore, Governor of the State of New Hampshire, with
the advice and consent of the honorable Council, do hereby proclaim that the State
will pay to each soldier who shall be mustered into the service of the United
States to fill the quota of this State, during the present war, whether such soldier
shall have voluntarily enlisted, or volunteered as a substitute for a drafted or en-
rolled man, or as a representative substitute for any citizen not enrolled, and to all
recruits enlisted in the insurgent States, under the provisions of said act, the
highest sums authorized by the provisions of the third section of said act to be
paid as bounties to said soldiers respectively, whether volunteers, drafted men,
substitutes for drafted or enrolled men, representative substitutes for citizens not
enrolled, or recruits enlisted in the insurgent States, whenever any soldier of
either class above designated shall be duly mustered into the military service of
the United States to fill the quota of this State from time to time required.
And I do further proclaim and give notice that I shall in all other respects main-
tain the requirements and carry out all other provisions of said act in so far as the
same shall be found to be in accordance with the laws of the United States, doing
all in my power to promptly meet this requsition of the General Government with
as little hardship as possible to the people of this State.
I would appeal to the patriotic citizens of New Hampshire to rally to the sup-
port of that noble army which, for the first time in the history of the rebellion,
seriously threatens the rebel capital. And I would suggest to the authorities of
our towns and cities the propriety of their immediately offering the highest boun-
ties authorized by section four of the above act, thus making the aggregate of our
State and town bounties $200 for one year's service, $400 for two, and $600 for
three in addition to the bounties offered by the General Government.
Given at the Council Chamber, in Concord, this twenty-first day of July, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-four, and of the Inde-
pendence of the United States the eighty-ninth.
JOSEPH A. GILMORE.
By His Excellency, the Governor, with advice of Council
;
Allen Tenny, Secretary of State.
The following proclamations were also issued during the ex-
tra session of the Legislature upon the modification of the " act
to facilitate the raising of troops," passed at the June session :
PROCLAMATION BY THE GOVERNOR.
An act entitled "An act to facilitate the raising of troops" having this day be-
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come a law, I would call the attention of the people of New Hampshire to its pro-
visions, and assure them that I shall do my utmost to put it immediately in effec-
tive operation.
In accordance with the provisions of this act, I shall commission any agents
which a town or city may designate to recruit for said sub-districts in the insur-
gent States, and afford them every facility in my power for the prosecution of
their duties.
And I do hereby authorize any agents appointed to recruit for the quota of the
entire State or any sub-district therein, to offer and pay, on behalf of the State, a
bounty not exceeding $150 for one year's men, $300 for two years' men, and
$600 to three years' men to each recruit who may be secured in the insurgent
States, so soon as he shall have been duly mustered into the service of the United
States.
I further announce that a bounty of $100 for volunteers or substitutes who en-
list for one year, $200 for volunteers or substitutes who enlist for two years, and
$300 for volunteers or substitutes who enlist for three years, will be paid by the
State of New Hampshire.
I call upon the towns and cities of the State to offer the largest bounties au-
thorized by the military bill just passed, and do all in their power to stimulate re-
cruiting in this and other States for the quota of New Hampshire.
Given at the Council Chamber this nineteenth day of August, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-four, and of the Independence of the
United States the eighty-ninth.
JOSEPH A. GILMORE, Governor.
By His Excellency the Governor
:
Allen Tenny, Secretary of State.
A PROCLAMATION BY THE GOVERNOR.
Whereas, the General Government has authorized the raising of five detached
companies of Heavy Artillery in this State, and the Legislature of New Hamp-
shire has authorized the payment of Ten Dollars in addition to the prescribed
bounties, for each man furnished to these companies, or to any other new organiza-
tion which may be authorized in this State, by the War Department, I do hereby
promise to any recruiting agent or citizen the sum of ten dollars for each man fur-
nished by them and duly mustered to fill these companies or any other new or-
ganizations.
And I do hereby establish the recruiting offices for these five companies of Hea-
vy Artillery at Manchester, Concord, Nashua, Dover and Laconia, in this State.
And I do hereby notify the people of New Hampshire that I have requested of
the War Department the privilege of raising one more company of Heavy Artillery,
for which the recruiting office shall be opened at Lancaster in this State.
Capt. James O. Chandler of Manchester, is authorized to recruit in that city for
the third company of Detached Heavy Artillery from the State of New Hamp-
shire. Other appointments will be made and announced from the Adjutant Gen-
eral's office.
I would suggest to the people of New Hampshire that this favor, unexpectedly,
but not without frequent solicitation, granted by the War Department, affords a
rare opportunity for our citizens to enlist in support of their government, and ap-
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peal to them to use their influence to fill these companies to their maximum before
the 5th of September next.
Given at the Council Chamber this nineteenth day of August, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-four, and of the Independence
of the United States the eighty-ninth.
,
JOSEPH A. GILMORE, Govenwr.
By His Excellency the Governor :
Allen Tenny, Secretary of State.
In this connection, the following general order and circular
was issued from this office :
Adjutant General's Office, )
Concord, Aug. 24, 1864. 5
General Orders,
No. 1.
Authority having been received from the War Department to raise six com-
panies of Heavy Artillerj^, the following is hereby promulgated
:
The Third Company Heavy Artillery will be raised at Manchester and vicinity,
for which Capt. James O. Chandler is appointed Chief Recruiting Officer, with
Head Quarters at Manchester.
The Fourth Company Heavy Artillery will be raised at Dover and vicinity, for
which George W. Colbath, is appointed Chief Recruiting Officer, with Head Quar-
ters at Dover.
The Fifth Company Heavy Artillery will be raised at Concord and vicinity, for
which Robert S. Davis, is appointed Chief Recruiting Officer, with Head Quarters
at Concord.
The Sixth Company Heavy Artillery will be raised at Nashua and vicinity, for
which Edward Parker is appointed Chief Recruiting Officer, with Head Quarters
at Nashua.
The Seventh Company Heavy Artillery will be raised at Laconia and vicinity,
for which William N. Blair is appointed Chief Recruiting Officer, with Head
Quarters at Laconia.
The Eighth Company Heavy Artillery will be raised at Lancaster and vicinity,
and at Newport and vicinity, for which E, R. Kent and Truman L. Heath have
been appointed General Recruiting Officers, the former with Head Quarters at
Lancaster, and the latter with Head Quarters at Newport.
All persons assisting in recruiting said companies will report for orders and in-
structions to the Chief and General Recruiting Officers of same.
Recruiting Officers will be governed by the following Regulations :
1. Enlistments will not be for a period less than one year.
2. They will not allow any man to be deceived or inveigled into service by
false representations, but will in person explain the nature of the service, the
length of the term, the pay, clothing, rations, and other allowances, to which a
soldier is entitled by law, to every man, before he signs the enlistment.
3. The conditions of the enlistment will be such as are prescribed by the army
regulations. You will enlist no man whose age shall exceed forty-five years, or
be less than eighteen years, and none but able-bodied men,—being precise in your
inquiries in this respect.
3*
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Recruits must at least be five feet three inches in height ; but the regulations in
respect to age and height does not extend to musicians,
4. Enlistments must in all cases be made in duplicate. Copies will be delirer-
ed to the mustering officer by whom the company is mustered.
5. Enlistments must be filled up in a fair and legible hand. Tlie real name of
the vohmteer must be ascertained and correctly spelled ; and the christian name
must not be abbreviated.
6. At the time of enlistment, the volunteer must be carefully examined by a
surgeon appointed for that purpose, who will govern himself by the instructions
embraced in Circular No. 1, War Department, Provost Marshal General's Office,
dated Washington, D. C, Jan. 5, 1864, copies of which will be furnished.
After the volunteer has signed the enlistment papers, the oath will be adminis-
tered to him according to the form in- the enlistment paper, by a justice of the
peace, who will sign the proper certificate upon the enlistment paper.
7
.
All volunteers, will be forwarded by squads or companies to the Superin-
tendent of Volunteer Recruiting Service of the State, at Concord, for muster into
service, but it is preferred that they be forwarded by companies.
On being mustered they will be ordered to Camp Gilmore, Concord, there to
remain until the organization of the companies is complete.
8. No subsistence or pay will be allowed until after muster into service.
Date of enlistment, date of muster, and date of commencement of service, will
take effect from the actual date of muster into service.
The volunteer has the choice of enlisting and remaining at home until the mini-
mum number is raised to enable his company to be mustered in—drawing no pay
or subsistence meanwhile—or be promptly forwarded to the Superintendent of
Recruiting Service at Concord, for muster into service, and on being mustered, or-
dered into camp. •
9. Transportation will be furnished, if forwarded by companies, on application
to the Adjutant General.
10. Reasonable expense incurred, such as rent of office and advertising—in
not more than two papers for each company—will be paid.
For such expenses incurred, you will take a duplicate receipt as a voucher for
every payment made.
Blanks will be hereafter furnished to you, upon which to make up your ac-
counts of expenditures in form, for payment by the United States Mustering and
Disbursing Officer.
11. In all the vouchers, items, with the dates and cost of same must be stated.
12. No conditional enlistments must be received.
13. All necessary blanks will be furnished to the Chief and General Recruiting
Officers by the Adjutant General.
14. Bounties will be paid by the United States as follows :
For volunteers who enlist for one year, $100.00
For volunteers who enlist for two years, 200.00
For volunteers who enlist for three years, 300.00
The first installment of bounty will be paid by the Mustering and Disbursing
Officer when the volunteer is mustered in, as follows :
To volunteers for one year, $33.33
To volunteers for two years, 66.66
To volunteers for three years, 100.00
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15. Bounties will be paid by the State of New Hampshire as follows :
For volunteers who enlist for one year, $100.00
For volunteers who enlist for two years, 200.00
For volunteers who enlist for three years, 300.00
16. These companies must be organized and mustered into service by the 5th
of September, 1864, so that towns and cities may receive credit for enlistments be-
fore the draft commences.
On failing to be mustered by that time, they will be consolidated or assigned to
organizations now in the field.
17. It is enjoined upon all, that the utmost effort possible will be made to fill
the companies of this desirable branch of the service, to the maximum number by
the time specified ; thereby giving New Hampshire the credit of having eight com-
panies of Heavj' Artillerj' in the service and aiding in filling her quota under the
present call for five hundred thousand volunteers.
By order of the Governor
:
NATT HEAD, Adjutant General,
Adjutant General's Office,
Concord, N. H., Aug. 24, 1864.
To (he Selectmen of the several Towns and Wards in the State
:
Gentlemen :—Permit me to call your attention to a mode by which your quotas
can probably be filled before the draft, and at a much less expense than by send-
ing substitutes at the present enormous prices.
The Eighteenth Regiment of Infantry, Colonel Charles H. Bell, of Exeter, and
six Companies of Heavy Artillery, are now being raised in this State for one year's
service. Towns are allowed by the new military law to pay to persons who have
for three months been inhabitants thereof, and who enlist as part of their quotas,
any sum thej' may see fit to vote as bounty. So if a town should vote $300 as
bounty to each volunteer inhabitant, &c., that sum added to the State and United
States bounties, of $100 each, would give the volunteer $500 bounty, or $100
more than a drafted man can possibly receive ; and the town will in this way save
$300 to $400 on each man from what it would have to pay for substitutes. Thus
a town putting in twenty men would save from $6000 to $8000.
It is understood that the draft cannot be postponed beyond the 5th of Septem-
ber, as that day was fixed by act of Congress. At the rate at which men are put
in at the several Provost Marshals' offices, a draft for at least one half the quota of
the State will have to be made on the 5th of September, The young men, a very
large part of them, know that if drafted they must go at the present price of sub-
stitutes, and it is believed that large numbers of them will be ready to enlist for
one year and avoid the draft. They will get a large boimty, generally ; will not
be put into old regiments with substitutes, &c., and they will prefer to volim-
teer.
It certainly seems for the interest of towns that their officers should make every
effort in their power to fill their quotas at this reduced expense by encouraging
voluntary enlistments of their inhabitants into the new organizations. And the
sooner it is done the better. Nineteen hundred and fifty men will fill the new
organizations to the maximum, and a considerable number have already been
raised. From present indications there is no certainty that another week will not
see them full.
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So much as to the matter of saving expense to towns. But I should feel that I
had not discharged my duty if I failed to call your attention to the incalculable
benefit which the enlistment of our own inhabitants will render to the country.
—
One regiment of such men is more desirable than a brigade of substitutes. Our
State may well be proud when she sends to the front the hardy sons of her soil,
who have borne the old flag gallantly on scores of battle-fields, and have never
once done discredit to the memory and home of John Stark.
Yours, respectfully,
NATT HEAD, Adjutant General.
After the call of July 19th, 1864, had been fully met. His Ex-
cellency the Governor, issued the following proclamation, ap-
pealing to the people of New Hampshire not to intermit their ef-
forts to recruit our gallant army :
A PROCLAMATION BY THE GOVERNOR.
While it is my privilege to announce to the people of New Hampshire that the
quota of our State under all calls is now substantially filled, I would urge upon
our citizens the necessity of laboring with unremitting diligence till the Eighteenth
Regiment of Infantry and Twelfth Company of Heavy Artillery are filled to the
maximum. To complete these organizations we now require about six hundred
men, and we are allowed by the War Department thirty days in Avhich t6 fill the
ranks and complete the organization of these bodies. Prompt, energetic and ex-
perienced officers have been designated to the command of the regiment and com-
pany, and the Executive will spare no pams to fill them with New Hampshire
men. The Honorable Council have voted unanimously to continue the payment
of State bounty of f 100, $200 and $300 to one, two and three years' men, and in-
structed me to impress upon the towns the importance of similar action. Will
not our local authorities anticipate the wants of the Government, and, even though
no call is made, no draft is pending, send to the assistance of our noble brethren
in the field the few men required to complete those organizations which have been
so auspiciously begun ? Believing that it is no time to measure and weigh our
obligations to our country, and that the people of New Hampshire have no dis-
position to do so, I have promised the War Department that the Eighteenth Regi-
ment shall be filled in thirty days.
Given at the Council Chamber, in Concord, this thirteenth day of October, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixtj'-four, and of the
Independence of the United States the eighty-ninth.
JOSEPH A. GILMORE, Governor.
By His Excellency the Governor :
Allen Tenny, Secretary of State.
The last call for troops was made December 19th, 1864, as
follows
:
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War Department, ^
Adjutant General's Office, >




By the President of the United States of America. A Proclamation, calling for
three hundred thousand volunteers :
Whereas by the act, approved July 4, 1864, entitled "An act further to regu-
late and provide for the enrolhng and calling out the national forces, and for other
purposes," it is provided that the President of the United States may, " at his dis-
cretion, at any time hereafter, call for any number of men, as volunteers, for the
respective terms of one, two and three years, for military service," and "that in
case the quota or any part thereof, of any town, township, ward of a city, precinct
or election district, or of any county not so subdivided, shall not be filled within
the space of fifty days after such call, then the President shall immediately order
a draft for one year to fill such quota or any part thereof, which may be unfilled ;"
And whereas, by the credits allowed in accordance with the act of Congress on
the call for five hundred thousand men, made July 18th, 1864, the number of men
to be obtained under that call was reduced to two hundred and eighty thousand
;
and whereas the operations of the enemy in certain States have rendered it im-
practicable to procure from them their full quotas of troops under said call ; and
whereas, from the foregoing causes, but two hundred and forty-thousand men
have been put into the army, navy, and marine corps, under the said call of July 18,
1864, leaving a deficiency on that call of two hundred and sixty thousand
;
Now, therefore, I, Abraham Lincoln, President of the United States of Ameri-
ca, in order to supply the aforesaid deficiency, and to provide for casualties m the
military and naval service of the United States, do issue this my call for three
hundred thousand (300,000) volunteers, to serve for one, two or three years. The
quotas of the States, districts, and sub-districts, under this call, will be assigned
by the War Department, through the Bureau of the Provost Marshal General of
the United States ; and, " in case the quota, or any part thereof, of any town,
township, ward of a city, precinct or election district, or of any county not so subdi-
vided, shall not be filled " before the fifteenth day of February, eighteen hundred
and sixty- five, then a draft shall be made to fill such quota or any part thereof,
under this call, which may be unfilled on said fifteenth day of February, 1865.
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and caused the seal of the
United States to be afiixed.
Done at the city of Washington, this nineteenth day of December, in the year oj
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-four, and of the Independence of




William H. Seward, Secretary of State.
By order of the Secretary of War ;
E. D. Townsend, Assistant Adjutant General.
The quota under this call was two thousand seventy-two, but
was afterwards reduced, by order of the President, to eight hun-
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dred and four men. Previous to this call there was an excess
due the State of thirteen hundred and twenty-five, giving a sur-
plus over the call of five hundred and twenty-one men.
The number of men credited under the last call up to April 30,
1865, when volunteering ceased, was twelve hundred and ninety-
three, which added to the surplus of previous calls, (five hundred
and twenty-one) gives the surplus over all calls, April 30, 1865,
of eighteen hundred and fourteen men. This last call for troops
gave rise to the two proclamations which follow
:
A PROCLAMATION BY THE GOVERNOR.
After Saturday next, the seventh day of January, the bounties heretofore paid
to substitutes by the State of New Hampshire will, by unanimous vote of the
Governor and Council, cease to be paid. In making this announcement I am well
aware that the action which has been taken in the premises by the Governor and
Council, may not at once commend itself to the favorable judgment of the people
of the State. Suc'h action, however, is imperatively demanded by the facts which
have been officially reported by members of the State Government, who have late-
ly made a personal inspection of the condition of nearly every New Hampshire
organization now in the service. It appears from such report, that neither the
General Government nor any of the States (with the exception of New Hamp-
shire and Connecticut) have for some time past been paying bounties to substi-
tutes. It appears, also, that hundreds of men who have been duly mustered and
forwarded to our regiments have never been received; and that hundreds more
have deserted to the enemy on the fust opportunity. The State has, therefore,
paid thousands of dollars for men who (Avhile they nominally Sll our quotas, and
while they excuse from military service men who are able to bear arms, and from
their professions of loyalty ought to be willing to do so,) are rendering no help to
our country in her hour of peril, but on the contrary giving aid and comfort to
her enemies. Such men are disgracing the State which they represent, and mak-
ing the names of some of our best and bravest regiments a by-word and a reproach
in the loyal armies of our country.
Having learned these facts from unmistakable evidence, I cannot feel that it will
be right—that it will be any thing less than a betrayal of the trusts committed ttv
them—for the State authorities to longer acquiesce and assist in sending this class
of men to nominally recruit, but really disgrace her noble regiments which have
won such glorious distinction on every field. The honor of the State demands a
change in this respect ; and (at whatever sacrifice of personal poi>ularity, at the
price even of a humiliating confession of previous ignorance and delinquency), the
change shall be made. The public treasure shall not be squandered with no ade-
quate and substantial return.
The citizens of New Hampshire will, of course, still have the opportunity to
send substitutes to represent them in the rebel ranks. The withdrawal of the
State bounties will doubtless cause such a decline in the market value of bounty-
jumpers and gallows-birds, that they can be procured by individuals as cheaply as-
ever. No substantial injury is therefore inflicted upon those persons who feel that
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they must be represented by proxy in the army, by the action of the Governor and
Council which is this day announced. But I appeal to such persons to send no
man to the front, for whose loyalty and good conduct they are not wilUng to be
personally responsible—that they may be in fact, as well as in name, represented
in the final overthrow of the rebel hosts.
In maiving this announcement, I wish it distinctly to be understood that I shall
spare no pains, efforts or expense to promptly fill every quota which is assigned
to the State of New Hampshire, and shield our people from an indiscriminating
and unwelcome draft. Bounties of .$100, $20C and $300 will still continue to be
paid by the State to volunteers for one, two and three years in the military, naval
or marine service of the United States. Bounties of $150, ,|300 and $500 will
still be paid to recruits, who may be accredited to the quota of New Hamp-
shire within the limits of insurgent States ; and the Governor and Council confi-
dently expect to secure from this source, at a comparatively slight expense, more
men (and those too, thoroughly loyal, and in many eases veteran soldiers) than
the substitute brokers of New Hampshire are prepared to furnish. Every facility
consistent with the existing law, will be given to sub-districts desiring to recruit
in insurgent States.
In conclusion, let me appeal to the people of New Hampshire to offer such
bounties to their own citizens as may fill the decimated ranks of our old and tried
regiments, with such men as we sent in the Eighteenth Infantry and the Heavy
Artillery. The recent call for troops demands of oiir State but a few hundred
men ; but other demands may be made of us in order to give the death blow to
that gigantic rebellion, which already totters toward its grave. To such demands,
let us make a substantial and hearty response. I et our young men respond in
person. Let our wealthy citizens, who are not subject to enrollment, esteem it a
privilege to have their names borne in the ranks of our victorious'armies, by tried
and trusty representative recruits.
Given at the Council Chamber at Concord, this fourth day of January, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty- five, and of the Inde-
pendence of the United States the eighty-ninth.
JOSEPH A. GILMORE, Governor.
Allen Tenny, Secretary of State.
A PROCLAMATION BY THE GOVERNOR.
It is only at this late day that I am enabled to lay before the people of New
Hampshire a statement of the quota which they will be required to furnish under
the President's call of December 19th, 1864, for three hundred thousand men.
—
That quota is two thousand and seventy-two men, after the deduction of all cred-
its to which our State is entitled, up to the commencement of the current year.
These men will, it is supposed, be demanded of those towns which responded to
the call of July, 1864, by furnishing one year's men. The quotas of the various
sub-districts will be speedily announced by the district Provost Marshals, so that
the authorities of towns and cities may be informed what number of men they are
required to furnish in order to escape the pending draft.
Supposing the call of December 19th to be little more than a nominal demand
upon our State, the citizens of New Hampshire have relaxed their efforts to secure
men, and find themselves unexpectedly called on to furnish two thousand volun-
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teers within the brief space of a fortnight. The task is a difficult one, but it can
and must be accomplished. Let every loyal citizen put his shoulder to the wheel,
and let us escape the disgrace of having history record the fact, that the war for
the Union closed with a draft in New Hampshire. One more effort and the work
which we have set ourselves to accomplish will be done, and well done. The
glorious victories of Sherman and Thomas and Terry, encourage the hope that we
have heard, and are now to answer the last call. The bounties paid by the State,
under the present call, will be those specified in my proclamation of January 4th,
a copy of which is hereunto annexed
.
Given at the Council Chamber, at Concord, this twenty-seventh day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-five, and of the
Independence of the United States the eighty-ninth.
JOSEPH A. GILMORE, Governor.
Allen Tenny, Secretary of State.
SIXTY AND NINETY DAYS' MEN.
April 24t]i, the following telegram was received from Major-
General Dix, commanding Department of the East, viz
:
New York, April 24, 1864.
To His Excellency, Joseph A. Gilmore, Govertior of Neio Hampshire
:
Please call out, and send to Fort Constitution, two companies of militia, to re-
lieve the company commanded by Captain Long, which is ordered to the field. I
will have companies of militia mustered into the service of the United States for
sixty days.
JOHN A. DIX, Major General.
To fulfil the requirements of the above dispatch, the following
orders were promulgated
:
General Head Qgarters, State of New Hampshire, )
Adjutant General's Office, Concord, April 27, 1864. 5
Si'euialOrders,
No. 5.
In compliance with a telegram from Major-General John A. Dix, United States
Volunteers, commanding Department of the East, dated " Headquarters, Depart-
ment of the East, New York, April 24th, 1864," the following independent com-
panies of State volunteers will forthwith be prepared for muster into the service
of the United States, for sixty days, for service in the defences of Portsmouth
harbor, viz :
I. The Strafford Guards, of Dover, N. H., Capt. Israel B. Littlefield, com-
manding.
II. - The Manchester National Guards, Capt. James O. Chandler, commanding.
The captains of said companies will report to this office when their companies
are ready for muster, which must be at the earliest practicable moment.
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The composition of the companies will be as follows, viz : One Captain, one
1st Lieutenant, one 2cL Lieutenant, one 1st Sergeant, four Sergeants, eight Cor-
porals, two Musicians, one Wagoner, sixty-four privates minimum, eighty-two
privates maximum. At least the minimum number of enlisted men (eighty)
must be present on parade for muster in. When ready, these companies will be
mustered in their respective cities (Dover and Manchester^ by a United States
Mustering Officer, and orders will be given for their immediate transportation to
Portsmouth for duty.
By order of the Governor.
NATT HEAD, Adjutant General.
Great credit is due to both organizations for the prompt man-
ner in which these orders were complied with.
On the 5th of May, Capt. Israel B. Littlefield, commanding
Strafford Guards, paraded his company, consisting of three offi-
cers and eighty enlisted men, for muster into the United States
service, and were mustered the same day by Capt. Charles
Holmes, U. S. A. mustering officer, for a period of service of sixty
days.
Capt. James 0. Chandler, commanding National Guards, par-
aded his company for muster on the 9th of May, comprising the
minimum number of enlisted men and three officers. The com-
pany was mustered into service the same day at Manchester, by
Capt. Charles Holmes, U. S. A. mustering officer, for a period of
service of sixty days.
Both companies immediately upon their being mustered were
transported to Fort Constitution, Portsmouth Harbor.
May 2d, the following orders were received from General Dix,
commanding the department of the East, viz
:
Head Quarters, Department of the East, >
New York City, June 30, 1864. 5
To His Excelleticy Joseph A, Gihnore, Governor of Neiu Hampshire :
I have the honor, by direction of Major-General John A. Dix, commanding the
Department, to request that you will have detailed, in pursuance with instructions
received from the President of the United States, two companies of militia to re-
lieve the two companies now at Fort Constitution, Portsmouth harbor, whose term
of service will expire on the 6th of July, 1864. The term of service will be for
ninety days. Capt. Silvey, A. A. P. M. G., and chief mustering officer, will have
the musters made.
I am, sir, very respectfully,
your obedient servant,
D. T. VAN BUREN, Colonel § A. A. G.
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On the reception of the above orders, the commanding officers
of the two companies at the Fort, were consulted as to whether
or no their respective companies would not like to reenlist.
Their answers being of a most favorable character, no other organi-
zations were called out. Time however passed rapidly away,
their term of service had expired and yet they were not certain
whether or no they would reenlist. Too long delay occurring,
the following orders were promulgated July 2 1st:
Generai Head Quarters, State of New Hampshire,
Adjutant General's Office, Concord, July 21, 1864.
Special Orders,
No, 17.
In compliance with orders received from Major-General John A. Dix, command-
ing Deijartraeut of the East, dated New York City, June 30th, 18G4, it is hereby
ordered,
I. That the company at Manchester known as the Martin Guards, commanded
by Capt. George C. Houghton, prepare at once to be mustered into the United
States service for a period of ninety days, to relieve the National Guards, com-
manded by Capt. James O. Chandler, now on duty at Fort Constitution, Ports-
mouth harbor, whose term of service has expired.
n. That Capt. Israel B. Littlefield, commanding at Fort Constitution, recruit
his company known as the Strafford Guards, now on duty at said fort, from its
present members, and to enlist all other suitable persons that may desire to enter
the service for the period of ninety days.
III. The composition of these companies will be as follows, viz : One captain,
one 1st lieutenant, one 2d lieutenant, one 1st sergeant, four sergeants, eight cor-
porals, two musicians, one wagoner, sixty-four privates, minimum, eighty-two
privates, maximum. At least the minimum number of enlisted men (eighty,)
must be present on parole for muster.
The captains of said companies will report to this office when their companies
are ready for muster, which must be at the earliest practicable moment. When
ready, these companies will be mustered in their respective locations, Manchester
and Fort Constitution, by a United States mustering officer, and orders will be
given for the immediate transportation of the Martui Guards to Fort Constitu-
tion.
IV. Capt. James O. Chandler, commanding National Guards, will, on being
mustered out of service, proceed with those members of his company, as do not
desire to re-enlist, to their homes in Manchester. Application will be made on
the proper United States authority for transportation.
By order of the Governor,
NATT HEAD, Adjutant Gmeral.
Capt. Littlefield was further instructed to have his company
recruited by a certain date. It becoming evident that such would
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not be the case, he was directed to have his company ready for
muster, July 28th. He failing to comply with these last instruc-
tions, the following orders were announced
:
General Head Quarters, State of New Hampshire,
Adjutant General's OiBce, Concord, July 30, 1864.
Special Orders,
No. 19.
I. Capt. Israel B. Littlefield, commanding Strafford Guards, failing to have
his company complete in numbers, ready to be mustered into the United States
service for ninety days, Thursday, July 28th, 1864, as ordered by telegram of July
26th, 1864, paragraph H., of special orders No. 17, of these headquarters, dated
July 21st, 1864, is hereby revoked.
n. Capt. Joel H. Tarbell, commanding Lafayette Artillery, of Ljnideborough,
N. H., is hereby ordered to have his company in readiness to be mustered into the
United States service, Iilonday, August 1st, 1864. for a period of ninety days.
The composition of his company will be as follows, viz : One captain, one ] st
lieutenant, one 2d lieutenant, one 1st sergeant, four sergeants, eight corporals, two
musicians, one wagoner, sixty-four privates, minimum, eighty-t^vo privates, maxi-
mum. At least the minimum number of enlisted men (eighty,) must be present
on parade for muster.
On being mustered into the United States service, orders will be given for im-
mediate transportation to Fort Constitution, Portsmouth harbor.
By order of the Governor,
NATT HEAD, Adjutant General.
Capt. George C. Houghton, commanding Martin Guards, par-
aded his company, comprising eighty enlisted men and three offi-
cers, for muster into service, July 25th, (four days after being
ordered), and were mustered into service th6 same day, at Man-
chester, by Capt. W. M. Graham, 1st United States Artillery,
mustering officer, for a period of service of ninety days.
Capt. Joel H. Tarbell, commanding Lafayette Artillery Com-
pany, paraded his company, consisting of the minimum number of
enlisted men and three officers, for muster into United States ser-
vice, August 1st, and was mustered into service same day, at Lyn-
deborough, for a period of ninety days' service, by Capt. W. M.
Graham, 1st United States Artillery, mustering officer.
Both companies, on being mustered, were immediately for-
warded to the fort.
The National Guards were mustered out of service, at Man-
chester, July 27th. The Strafford Guards were mustered out of
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service at Dover, N. H., July 28th. The Lafayette Artillery Com-
pany was mustered out of service Sept. 23d, 1864, at Fort Con-
stitution, and were on the same day transported to their homes.
Capt. Houghton's company, the Martin Guards, reenlistcd for one
year, and constituted the tenth company of the First Regiment
of New Hampshire V^olunteer Heavy Artillery.
Complete records of the above companies may be found in vol-
ume H., indexed by their respective names as State militia organ-
izations.
VISIT TO THE ARMY.
During the Winter of 18G4, I found it necessary to make a
personal inspection of the condition of our New Hampshire reg-
iments, and satisfy myself in regard to what was required on the
part of the State to fit them for efficient participation in the ap-
proaching Spring campaign. The fact that no visit had been paid
to our soldiers in the field by any State official since the war be-
gan rendered this visit doubly necessary ; and in my opinion it is
only to be regretted that this office was not at an early day
brought into closer personal relations to the officers and men of
our gallant regiments.
The Hon. Leonard Chase of the Executive Council, Colonel
Hutchins of the Governor's Staff, and Mr. J. H. Gilmore, clerk
to the Governor and Council, accompanied me throughout my
entire trip. The Governor, himself, the State Treasurer and
Warden of the State Prison, visited Washington at the same
time on business arising from their several official positions.
A Sabbath was spent by the party on its way to Washington
in New York, and was devoted by me to a thorough inspection
of the New England Rooms, under the efficient superintendence
of Col. Frank E. Howe. Few of our citizens have any just
conception of the magnitude and the benificient influence of this
noble charity. Soldiers from all sections of the country have
been freely Avclcomcd by it to lodging, food, clothing and medi-
cal attendance. New Hampshire men who have passed through
New York on their way to and from their regiments have spoken
in terms of uniform praise of its tender and thoughtful care.
The Adjutant General feels grateful for an opportunity to per-
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sonally inspect the workings of the New England Rooms while
in the full tide of successful operation, and speaking an earnest
word of commendation for him who in their supervision has won
the enviable name of " The Soldiers' Friend."
At Philadelphia a sufficient stop was made to enable me, un-
der the guidance of our gentlemanly and accomplished State
Agent, Col. Robert R. Corson, to visit and minutely inspect some
of the larger buildings which have been thrown open for the re-
ception of our sick and wounded soldiers in and around this city
of hospitals. Among those which excited especial interest was
the Mower Hospital at Chestnut Hill, in charge of Surgeon J. H.
Hopkinson, which at the time of our visit had two thousand two
hundred and thirty-nine patients under treatment, and the Satter-
lee Hospital (still larger) at West Philadelphia in charge of Dr.
I. I. Hayes, of arctic fame. In both the hospitals mentioned, and
others which we visited, we found many New Hampshire men
whose immediate transfer to the Manchester Hospital was one of
the principal objects of Governor Gilmore's visit to Washington.
Everywhere the officials were courteous and attentive, explaining
complicated machinery and thorough system of these noble insti-
tutions with evident interest in the welfare of those committed
to their charge. The pleasantest feature in the visit was the
hearty gratitude evinced by those citizens of our State whom sick-
ness and wounds had shut up from the busy scenes of camp or
the tender associations of home, that they were visited and cared
for by the authorities of their native State. We rejoiced to find
these noble_^ sufferers everywhere tenderly cared for, fed and
clothed.
For several days after my arrival in Washington I was in con-
stant communication with the War Department in adjusting cer-
tain important matters connected with my office, and making ar-
rangements to supply the defective records of the office from the
fuller returns on file in the department at Washington. Time
was found however to visit those forts in the defences around
Washington which were garrisoned by the 1st New Hampshire
Heavy Artillery, and receive the generous hospitality of Colonel
Long. A thorough inspection was also made of the home-like
arrangements for the comfort of our men at Col. Mason's New
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Hampshire Rooms ou Seventh Street, which were under the im-
mediate charge of Miss Miranda Swain, a lady who has done
much for the comfort of our sick and wounded soldiers.
On the 19 th of December, I left Washington in the steamer
Daniel Webster for City Point, where I arrived on the day fol-
lowing. Taking the cars almost immediately on what was for-
merly the Petersburg and City Point Railroad the party were
soon set down at Hancock's Station near the Headquarters of
the 2d Brigade 2d Division of the 9th Army Corps, and cordially
welcomed by Gen. Griffin, Col. Bixby and other old acquaintances.
I spent with Gen. Griffin three days, being detained at his very
agreeable quarters longer than I had intended, by heavy rains.
On the afternoon of the 21st, I made a visit to the Sixth,
Ninth and Eleventh Regiments with which some of my party
were quartered during my entire stay on the left. I found Col.
Harriman, Col. Titiis, Lt. Col. Cogswell, Lt. Col. Bixby and their
subordinates in excellent health and spirits. All however were
clamorous for reenforcements, and justly complaining of the
character of the men whom we had lately sent to their regiments.
Indeed this complaint was very general among the officers of all
our regiments and supported, by statistics which should startle
the people of New Hampshire. One or two examples will illus-
trate the nature of the evidence which was laid before us on this
subject. During the twelve mouths preceding my visit three
hundred and twenty-eight substitutes had been sent to the Ninth
New Hampshire. Of this number only one hundred and forty
were ever received. The remainder, one hundred and eighty-
eight in number, helped materially to fill our quota, but were not
of the least possible service in the field. They cost the State, at
a low estimate, one hundred thousand dollars. Since the organ-
ization of the Eleventh Regiment, six hr.ndred and fifty-two men
had t^en sent to it ; of this number not more than tAvo hundred
could be satisfactorily accounted for. The Fifth New Hampshire,
(than which no regiment has a more honorable record,) had been
recently moved back from the front because its men could not
be trusted on picket. Thirty of them deserted in one night.
Several had been hung for desertion to the enemy, ot! ers were
awaiting trial at the time of my visit.
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It was such facts as these (for the first time realized when
their baneful influence was seen,) which upon being reported to
His Excellency the Governor, and the Honorable Council, on ray
return, induced them to immediately withdraw the large bounties
which were then being paid to substitutes ; and thus rid the State
of the disgrace of sending to the front a class of men who had
sullied the fair fame of our regiments in the opinion of every
General officer with whom I conversed.
On the 22d of December, while the fitful climate of Virginia
reminded us of the " stern and rock-bound coast " with which the
day is associated, we made a brief inspection of the works be-
fore Petersburg, visiting in turn Forts Hays, Davis, Sedgwick,
Rice and Morton, and gaining some faint idea of life in the forts
and trenches.
At the latter post we got our first view of Petersburg, and a
glance at '•' the crater " where our brave boys suffered so severely
Returning from it to our comfortable quarters, we traversed a
sunny field, over which the officers who escorted our party had
seen the storm of battle fiercely raging. In a sheltered nook, un-
der the shade of a clump of pines, we found the graves of sev-
eral of the Sixth New Hampshire— each one carefully distin-
guished by a rude head-board bearing the name and rank of the
honored dead, and, now and then, the square and compass to in-
dicate that he was buried by " brethren of the mystic tie."
On the afternoon of the same day, we took the cars on the
military railroad and paid a flying visit to the extreme left of the
line. We were left at Warren's Station to the resources of our
own locomotive powers. Two miles and a half of hard walking
from the '' Yellow Tavern," where our boys had a hard fight for
the Weldon Road, brought us to the quarters of the New Hamp-
shire Battery. There we were mounted and it was but a short
ride to Fort Welch, near which 'the Fifth New Hampshire Regi-
ment was encamped. At the camp of this veteran regiment we
were very hospitably entertained by Col. Crafts, and had an op-
portunity to visit the picket line near the Pegram House where
Roger A. Pryor had been recently captured by Capt. Dudley, of
the Eleventh. Just at dusk the Fifth Regiment was drawn up in
line and I had the honor of entrusting to its care a magnificent
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stand of co]ors which was appropriately received by Col. Crafts.
On the same evening we returned to our comfortable quarters
witli the Ninth Corps, and on the 23d, an ambulance was brought
round and we started for Gen. Wilcox's Headquarters, where we
were the guests of Major Robert A. Hutchins, of Concord. On
the way we made a brief call at the Russell House, the head-
quarters of Surgeon Webster, of Manchester, now in charge of
the Ninth Corps Hospital. Plere we were shown through some
of the wards and cookeries, and got a faint idea of wliat a field-
hospital is. Here too (as indeed everywhere that we made a
halt) the localities in which our brave boys had made their most
desperate charges or most stubborn resistance, were pointed out.
This region is one vast battle-field. Whether our quarters were
in the midst of the tangled and swampy forest, or on the broad
and trampled plain, or on the swelling hill-top, we were assured
by substantial evidence that the ground had all been fought over.
The shattered trunks of the standing trees, the slashed timber,
the crumbling rifle-pits, the scattered graves are evidence of that.
At the time of our visit there was a lull in the storm of battle
;
but every morning some poor fellow was brought in from the fort
just in our front, or the picket-line beyond it, who had fought his
last fight.
At General Wilcox's Headquarters clustering around a deserted
rebel mansion known as the " Friend House," situated on a hill-
top in 'full view of Petersburg and effective range of the rebel
batteries, we mounted and rode along the lines visiting Fort
Steadman (which was even then threatened by the fierce and for
a moment successful assault which has since been made upon it,)
and other points of interest along the Appomattox. During the
night, under the escort of Major Hutchins, I made my way out to
the picket line and the farthest vidctte posts, seeing a great deal
which was of interest and returning impressed with new and
more just ideasof the dangers and hardships of a soldier's life.
On the 24th of December, we took an ambulance and started
across the country for the Army of the James, crossing the Ap-
pomattox on a pontoon bridge at Broadway Landing, and leaving
Point of Rocks, where Miss Dame was ministering so efficiently
to the wants of our sick and wounded New Hampshire boys, on
our left.
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On reaching General Ferrero's Headquarters I found that the
Eighteenth Regiment which we had expected to find in his command
had returned to City Point. The day was therefore devoted to an
inspection of our advanced posts near Dutch Gap and the Howlett
House Battery, and towards night-fall we were indebted to the gen-
erous hospitality of Gen. Ferrero for an ambulance to Bermuda
Hundred and a special boat thence to City Point.
Immediately on returning to City Point I did myself the honor
of calling on Lieutenant General Grant, who received me with
marked courtesy and placed at my disposal his private boat to
facilitate my visit to New Hampshire Regiments which I had not
yet seen. Later in the day I called on General Benham, in
command of the Engineer Corps, to which the Eighteenth was
temporarily attached, who was pleased to claim the title of
" a son-in-law of New Hampshire," and spoke in the highest terms
of the officers and men from our State who were under his com-
mand. Availing ourselves of an ambulance proffered by 'him,
we rode out to the headquarters of Lieut. Col. Clough, where
we were received with that hospitality which U characteristic of
New Hampshire soldiers. A beautiful State flag was presented
to the regiment by Mr. J. H. Gilmore and accepted by Colonel
Clough in appropriate but informal speeches.
The next morning, with horses furnished from t':e Eighteenth
Regiment and accompanied by its lamented Major, we embarked
on board the Monohansett, and steamed up the James. Past Ber-
muda Hundred, with its storehouses and shipping, still on up the
crookedest of all crooked rivers, past Haxall's, Malvern Hill and
Deep Bottom—by Jones' Landing, on the left, and Varuna Land-
ing on the right-— through two pontoon bridges, and we reached
Aiken's Bluff, "where a couple of gunboats, a huge double-turreted
Monitor and 'the little Stromboli were stationed ready as the event
proved, to run away on the first approach of the enemy. Just
in front of us, and not a mile away, the shells were bursting
harmless over Dutch Gap.
Here we disembarked and started across the country for Lau-
rel Hill, where our regiments were encamped, on ground that
their valor had successfully held against the fierce assaults of the
enemy. "We reached first the camp of the Second Regiment then
4*
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bearing on its rolls five hundred and twenty-five men, of whom
two hundred and seventy-seven were present for duty under the
command of Major Cooper. After a brief inspection of the
preparation wliich " the boys " were making for their Christmas
festivities wo started for the Seventh Regiment, which we found
encamped on the Newmarket Road five miles from Richmond.
Col. Abbott was then in command of his regiment, which had
three hundred and thirty-five men in camp. The Third New
Hampshire (in command of Lieut. Col. Randlett,) was encamped
near the Seventh, both being embraced in the brigade of General
Haw'iey, and I had the pleasure of witnessing a dress parade by
both the regiments. It need hardly be said that the appearance
and drill of the men was faultless.
During the day I had the privilege of visiting the Twelfth Reg-
iment, (Lieut. Col. Barker.) the Thirteenth, (Lieut. Col. Smith,)
and the Tenth, (Capt. Head.) These regiments were reduced in
numbers to an aggregate of only five hundred and eighty-two
men present for duty at the time of my visit; but it impressed
me with their hardy endurance and unfaltering zeal in the right-
eous cause which their mere presence before the rebel capital was
pressing to a successful issue.
I found that the colors of most of our regiments both in the
Army of the James and of the Potomac, were so tattered and
worn as to require speedy renewal, and had the pleasure of call-
ing the notice of their commanders to the action of the Legisla-
ture of last year, which enabled me to at once provide new State and
national Hags in exchange for the old ones. Most of the regi-
ments have since made requisitions for new colors, and those which
had been so bravely defended through many a fierce assault and
so proudly borne in glorious victory, have been restored to the
State, to be carefully preserved as mementoes of our great na-
tional struggle. I would respectfully recommend that this de-
partment be authorized to procure tlie photographing of these
flags in colors, by some skillful artist, in order that their present
appearance may be perpetuated and made familiar to our citizens;
and would suggest that no pleasanter recognition of the services
of our veteran soldiers could possibly be made, than the presen-
tation in the name of the State, of an accurate delineation of the
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flags beneath which he has fouglit, to every New Hampshire sol-
dier who holds au honorable discharge.
After paying my respects to the Division Commander of our
New Hampshire soldiers in the Army of the James, (Gen Terry,
who has since won immortal fame at Wilmington,) I bade a re-
luctant farewell to Col. Abbott's liospitable quarters and returned
through almost impenetrable darkness and over well-nigh impass-
able roads to my boat. The night was such that it was deem.ed
imprudent to attempt the passage of the pontoon bridges and we
remained till early morning in somcAvIiat unpleasant proximity
to the bursting shells of the enemy.
The next day we steamed down to the Point, and transferring
our baggage immediately to the steamer Dictator, safely arrived
in Washington after a tedious pass ige, embarrassed by fog and
ice.
STATE MILITIA.
It is with no little regret that I am forced to remark that the
State militia of New Hampshire, in regard to numbers, is hardly
worthy of the name. It consists of but six organizations, whose
strength is limited by law to fifty enlisted men each, with a captain
and two lieutenants. It will, therefore, be seen that, for immedi-
ate service, the utmost force that the commander-in-chief of the
military and naval forces of New Hampshire can summon at his
control for the purpose of preventing invasion and resisting
aggression, is the stupendous and irresistible army of tJiree hun-
dred men and eighteen lyfficers. These companies are located as
follows: National Guards, of Manchester; Granite State Cadets,
of Nashua; Strafford Guards, of Dover; Lafayette Artillery Com-
pany, of Lyndeborough ; Bedford Light Infantry, of Bedford
;
Lancaster Rifle Company, of Lancaster. In addition to these
organizations, there are two independent battalion organizations,
viz: The Governor's Horse Guards, consisting of three compa-
nies, with headquarters respectively at Concord Nashua and
Portsmouth; and the Amoskeag Veterans, of Manchester. Neither
of these battalions are required by statute to perform active duty
in case of invasion or insurrection.
Every exertion possible has been made during the past year to
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encourage the organizing of new companies of militia. The suc-
cess thus far has proved very unsatisfactory. One advantage,
however, has been derived from ill success : it is the knowledge
of the undeniable fact that voluntary enlistments cannot be de-
pended upon to secure a permanent and reliable military force.
November 22d, the following circular was freely distributed
throughout the State, viz
:
Adjutant General's Office, }
Concord, N. H., Nov. 22, 1864. )
[circular.]
The Constitution of New Hampshire wisely affirms that *' A well-regulated mi-
litia is the proper, natural and sure defence of a State." The experience of the
Ijast few years demonstrates this fact. Different sections of our State have been
threatened with invasion, others have been disturbed by internal dissension and
open violence. In every instance we have been compelled to appeal to the Gen-
eral Government for protection. Destitute of " a well-regulated militia," we have
been powerless to defend our own houses. The armies of the nation, battling for
our liberties in the far South, must be weakened- to perform a duty which justly
devolves on us, and which we might easily perform.
Our citizens have realized this defect in our military system. There is hardly
a hamlet in the State in which her loyal sons have not felt the necessity of some
body of trained men who might serve as a basis of organization in the hour of
sudden and unforeseen danger. But the defect is as yet unremedied. The only
organized bodies of militia within our borders are :
The Amoskeag Veterans, of Manchester; the Lafayette Artillery, of Lynde-
borough ; the Strafford Guards, of Dover ; the Granite State Cadets, of Nashua
;
the Bedford Light Infantry, of Bedford ; the Governor's Horse Guards, of Con-
cord ; the National Guards, of Manchester ; the Martin Guards, of Manchester.
Of these organizations, two (the Veterans and Horse Guards) hold charters di-
rect from the Legislature, and can hardly be classed with propriety as State mili-
tia. The other six organizations comprise perhaps three hundred effective men.
This is the entire strength which the Governor, as " commander-in-chief of the
army and navy" of New Hampshire, has under his control with which to repel
such invasion as even now threatens us from across the border, or put down a sud-
den insurrection within our own limits.
In these circumstances, I would call the attention of the people of the State to
the militia law which was enacted at the June session, 1862, and urge upon them
the importance of organizing themselves into companies of volunteer militia for
the purpose of State defence, under the provisions of that act. This act provide*
that tifty citizens of any city or town may, upon petition, have leave to organize
as a company of volunteer militia, (either infantry, artillery or cavalry,) and rec-
ommend suitable persons to be commissioned as oificcrs. The State Government
will furnish each company, thus organized, with arms and equipments, as pre-
scribed by the army regulations of the United States, and also pay the sum of
fifty dollars per annum towards procuring a suitable armory in which to store the
same.
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These companies are required by the law to parade on the afternoon of the fourth
Tuesday of May, and also on one afternoon immediately preceding the Fall en-
campment ; for each of which day's service they receive one dollar per member.
They are also required to attend a three days' encampment in the Fall of each
year, for attendance on which they receive one dollar and fifty cents per man for
each day's pay and subsistence, and five cents per mile for travelling fees to and
from the place of encampment. In the case of a company of Cavalry, or Light
Artillery, the same allowance will be made for each horse required to be fur-
nished.
These companies, thus organized, are subject to the orders of His Excellency
the Governor, within the boundaries of the State , but he has no authority to order
them beyond its limits. In that respect they stand on a perfect equality with the
enrolled militia of New Hampshire, and can only be called into the service of the
General Government by draft, or by voluntary enlistment.
Believing that our people feel the necessity of a larger and more perfectly or-
ganized body of volunteer militia within our borders, I have embodied the general
features of the existing law in this circular, and shall be happy to give additional
information in person or by letter to any who may think of availing themselves of
the provisions of this act. Copies of the entire law will be pronptly forwarded
on application at this office.
Let me, in conclusion, once more impress upon the people of New Hampshire
the necessity of prompt and efficient action in this matter. Let me remind them
of the advantages which may accrue to themselves from a judicious liberality in
fostering the military spirit among our young men. Not only protection from
possible danger, but increased facility in meeting the requisitions of the General
Government will result form the organizations of companies of volunteer militia
in such important centres as Concord, Claremont, Keene, Lancaster, Portsmouth
and Laconia.
The city of Manchester has always been distinguished for its military spirit.
It boasts at the present time one chartered company, two companies of uniformed
militia, and one volunteer association (the Natt Head Zouaves,) which is inferior
in discipline and patriotic spirit to neither of the others. These companies have
again and again served as a nucleus around which to gather companies for actual
service ; and Manchester has promptly filled her quota at an expense which has
never exceeded, and seldom reached, $150 per man, while other towns, destitute
of military organizations, have been compelled to offer a bounty of .f 1000. Clearly,
the money which was spent in organizing and equipping the volunteer militia of
that city was'a most profitable investment. A similar investment has saved to
some of our sister States millions of dollars. Will not the wealthy and patriotic
citizens in other places consider the propriety of lending a helping hand to the
young men who would gladly organize and drill. There are such in every town.
There are, in our returned soldiers, men who are competent drill masters and
efficient officers. We want no showy uniforms, no fuss and feathers. The State
law restricts the costume of new companies who may choose to purchase a uni-
form, to simple blue—inexpensive and serviceable. But no uniform at all is
needed. What we do need is men trained to bear arms, as their fathers did before
them in good old Jackson times,
NATT HEAD, Adjutant General.
Numerous replies were received to this circular, evincing a gen-
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eral desire on the part of a large number of the citizens of the
State that our militia force should receive more encouragement
from the State and be greatly augmented in numbers. Instruc-
tions were promptly given, whenever asked for; but there the
matter seemed to end. One company only has been fully organ-
ized since the promulgation of the preceding circular, viz : the
Lancaster Rifle Company, of Lancaster, numbering at the present
time forty-three members. One reason of such ill success is the
fact that most of our young men had entered the service of the
United States, and those that remained had full reasons for think-
ing that sufficient inducements on the part of the State were not
offered to encourage them to enter the State service.
I would here render a just tribute to the existing militia. As
organizations, they have been most prompt to respond to suai-
mons. The officers have evinced a most praiseworthy interest in
rendering instant attention to all matters of correspondence, and
promptly transmitting all returns that have been required of them.
For such as there is of the militia, no better could be asked for.
The defects of the existing militia law, I will endeavor to ex-
plain under the following head, viz
;
THE STATE MILITIA LAW.
As previously stated voluntary enlistments cannot be depended
upon to secure a reliable militia organization. Then, again, the
law is not stringent enough in requiring men to turn out and
drill at stated periods. It cannot be expected that men will
turn out and drill for a recompense of one dollar per day, unless
strictly obliged to do so by law ; and in case of failure in so do-
ing, unless excused by the proper authorities on sufficient grounds,
a penalty should be provided which in its execution should be
instant and effective.
Uniforms should be furnished by the State without expense to
privates or non-con)missioned officers. The uniform provided
by law is the same as that of the United States Army, and it is
believed that all that might be required could be purchased at
most reasonable rates from the United States Government, there
being such immense quantities on iiand that must be disposed of
in some way.
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The system of Yermont, wliich State is divided into twelve
military districts and maintains twelve regiments of infantry, has
been found to work admirably, affording in every particular a
reliable and disciplined force. And in my opinion our existing
law, with a few brief amendments, calculated to overcome the
obstales to voluntary enlistment will in a brief time secure the
organization of an effective force, which from reasons of expe-
. diency, need not be so large as that of Yermont. In order to
secure such a force, place it on an active footing and provide for
its discipline, and this, too, without increasing the number of the
active militia already authorized, (3000,) or in any material de-
gree the expense attending upon their parade and discipline.
I respectfully suggest the following bill in amendment of the
existing law, confident that its concise and brief provisions will
secure the desired end :
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE.
In the year of our Lord one thousand eight hiuidred and sixty-five.
An act to amend the existing Militia Law of the State, passed June session, 1862.
Be it enacted by the Setiate and Iloitse of Rcpi-esentatives in General Court con-
vened :
Section 1. The three thousand active militia now by law authorized shall be
distributed, one regiment to each of the several Congressional Districts. The com-
panies shall be of the maximum number of the corresponding arm of the regular
service, and shall be raised in military districts as hereinafter provided. His Ex-
cellency the Commander-in-Chief, shall cause the quota of each town and city,
for such regiment, to be apportioned from the existing State enrollment, made as
now provided, and shall by proclamation define the time, at or before which such
quotas shall be raised by voluntary enlistment, and he shall specify a time when
all unfilled quotas shall be completed by draft, to be made under such regulations
as he shall prescribe, agreeably to existing laws. He shall then assign comjiany
districts from contiguous territory, and shall at once appoint field ofHcers for the
several regiments. Companies, when enlisted or drafted, as the case may be, may
assemble as he may prescribe, which companies may recommend their officers,
who in turn shall be recommended by the regimental officers for commissions.
—
The uniforms shall be purchased by the State, and distributed by the Quarter-
master General.
Sec. 2, Light Batteries or sections thereof, may be raised and attached, as the
Commander-in-Chief, with consent of Council, may direct. Cities and towns are
hereby authorized to raise and appropriate money to aid in sustaining any military
organization existing within their own limits, company and regimental parades, as
now provided, are auxiliary to a State encampment. Existing organizations un-
der the law of 1862, are disbanded to conform to the amendments here laid dc^wn.
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Independent organizations existing before that date, may be continued with the
approval of the Commander-in-Chief,
Sec. 3. There shall be a Quartermaster General appointed by His Excellency,
holding the rank of Brigadier General, who shall have charge of all the military
property and disbursements pertaining thereto, under the constitution. Said
Quartermaster General shall give bonds to the acceptance of the Governor and
Council, for the faithful discharge of his duties, and his salary shall not exceed
the sum of $ , to be determined by the Governor and Council. There shall
also be appointed, in like manner, a Surgeon General, with the rank of Brigadier
General, whose salary shall be for actual services only, and shall be established by
,
the Governor and Council.
The Adjutant and Quartermaster General, as now commissioned, shall turn
over to those officers the functions duly pertaining to them, which they shall
thereafter hold and exercise.
Sec. 4. So much of such act of 1862 as conflicts with the provisions of this
act, is hereby repealed—and the Adjutant General shall secure an immediate
compilation of the law, as amended, for distribution, furnishing therefor all need-
ed blanks.
Sec. 5. This act shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage.
I here subjoin the record of 'New Hampshire Volunteer Or-
ganizations, in their numerical order. I would add that although
the historical report of some of the regiments is most meagre and
of a very unsatisfactory nature, still it is the best that I have
been enabled to obtain in a space of eight months. It is my wish,
should I continue in office another year, to submit to your suc-
cessor a historical report of the operation of each New Hamp-
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FIRST INFANTRY.
Head Quarters 1st Regt., Heavy Artillery, N. H. V.,
Fort Sumner, Md., December 24th, 1864.
Brig. General Natt Head, Adjt. Gen, of New Hampshire
:
General :—In compliance with your request of date November 25th, 1864,
I have the honor to furnish the following sketch as past history of the operations
performed by the First Regiment New-Hampshire Volunteer Infantry. You
will find it somewhat prolix, which fault I think however, may be admissible in
a history of the First Regiment as the regular and common routine of soldiers'
duty is most properly mentioned there, besides, gives some slight idea of the
country, the manners, and thoughts of the people when this war commenced, as
well as the more important feature of explaining our manner of soldiering, in,
and execution of, the first campaign.
I trust this sketch will meet your approbation, but am fearful that it will not.
Please advise me immediately on its receipt.




Lieut. Colonel First New -Hampshire Heavy Artillery.
HISTORY OF THE FIRST REGIMENT NEW-HAMPSHIRE
VOLUNTEER INFANTRY.
It would be worse than useless in a sketch like this to attempt
a disquisitionary chapter upon the cause of the fearful rebellion
now deluging our country with the blood of men, and tears of
women.
We know that it burst upon our fair land like the earthquake's
shock, none the less terrible, that its muttering had been heard.
This is knowledge sufficient for our present purpose.
. The proclamation of President Lincoln, calling for seventy-five
thousand troops, was the official announcement that this startling
shock had rent in twain the veil of our Republican Temple.
The summons to our patriotic people, found willing hearts and
ready hands to rally to the defence of country, and responsive
souls whose earnest loyalty fed the fires upon the menaced altar
of Freedom. There were subtle assassins aiming at the heart
3
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of the mother, and the stalwart sons rose up with an impatient
eagerness to defend her. The smooth forehead of youth became
knit with the fixed determination of manhood, and eyes kindled
into beauty w!th thought and purpose in their depths.
New-Hampshire, responsive to citation, instantly became re-
sonant throughout her length and breadth, with the noisy notes of
military preparation from her granite steeps, and homes nestled
in rock-encircled valleys, her hardy enthusiasts hurried to her
Capitol, eager to be led against the traitor armies of their
country.
From the number who had thus volunteered, and first arrived
at Concord, enough men were taken to constitute a Regiment of
Infantry.
The offer of Mason "W. Tappan, to lead this regiment, was
quickly accepted by Governor Goodwin, and under his manage-
ment, the regiment was silently, quickly, and efficiently organized,
and between the first and fourth day of May, was mustered into
the service of the United States as the " First Regiment New-
Hampshire Volunteers."
Thus brief is the history of the raising and organization of the
first regiment from New-Hampshire. No bounties were offered,
no inducements other than those of patriotism were held out;
yet the establishing of recruiting offices was merely a necessary
form, creditably executed by His Excellency the Governor.
It will be recollected that New-Hampshire, unlike most of her
sister States, was possessed of no efficient military organization.
She had no military strength except upon paper. In the midst
of her profound peace, war and all its appurtenances had been
forgotten. Yet this first regiment Avas perhaps as thoroughly
equipped in all respects, as any body of men in the service.
In fact it was so well appointed, as to be able to live within
itself and to maintain an independent campaign for weeks. The
baggage trains, consisting of twenty-four army wagons, carried
the plentiful supplies of the Commissary and Quartermaster's
Department, including intrenching tools, etc. ; while the medical
department was most bountifully furnished with all proper stores,
including a most serviceable assortment of implements, calculat-
ed for the scientific mutilations of all applicants for surgical
treatment.
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Although the uniform of the men was of a rebellious grey, and
the coats like a " practical joke," were more pointed than elegant,
yet they were furnished with great promptness, and were intend-
ed to be substantial. In fact the liberality of the State authori-
ties, in providing for the comforts of the men and the encourage-
ment of the officers, is worthy of commendation, and will be re-
membered with gratitude.
In consideration of the expense for outfit for so short a term
of service, every commissioned officer of the regiment, was pre-
sented with his uniform and full equipment.
The regiment was retained in its camp of instruction at Con-
cord, until the twenty-fifth of May, when some proficiency in
drill having been obtained, our full appointment furnished, and
orders to march received, we embarked on a train of thirty-six
cars at the Concord depot.
The novelty of the event, together with the anxious and ten-
der solicitude of friends, drew together a vast concourse of
people to witness the departure. Such scenes are the introduc-
tory pictures of the war panorama.
The masses, packed in the area, swaying to and fro
;
groups
of friends with hearts stirred to quicker beating as they ex-
changed parting embraces, and gave the farewell kiss ; the sob
betraying the tender affection of mother and wife, the pale faces
and half concealed agitation of sisters and loved ones, the
father admonishing his soldier son ever to remember his country
and his God, and never to disgrace the name of those ances-
tors who fought with Stark at Bennington, the deep sympathy
welling up from every heart, and betraying itself in the anxious
and tearful countenance, all this, mingling in strange contrast
with the boisterous shouts and laughter of the soldiers, in their
continual efforts to maintain their own cheerfulness, together with
the inspiring cheers of the multitude as a final farewell, and the
booming of the cannon as a parting salute, are prominent portions
of a picture which a pen never can portray, and the vivid reality
of which can live only in the memory of its participants.
Similar scenes transpired during our brief halt at Manchester
and Nashua, for each city had contributed largely to fill up the
marching column. Our progress thence onward seemed one con-
tinual ovation. Every house displayed its flag, and in villages
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and thickly settled districts, the road sides were lined with the
inhabitants, men, women, and children, vicing with each other
in their sentiments of honor, and words and deeds of encourage-
ment. Wherever we passed, the husbandman left the field, and
the artisan the work-shop, to express their deep interest and give
us words of cheer. Such manifestations of sympathy, are the
true stimulants of the soldier, a tonic that engenders patriotism,
even in hearts hitherto barren of the love of country.
Upon our arrival at "Worcester, Mass., we found that the citi-
zens had prepared for us a most bountiful entertainment. Tables,
sufficient to accommodate the whole regiment, and supplied with
substantial food, were arranged in Mechanics Hall.
No favor was more opportune or more gratefully remembered
by the soldiers during their campaign.
From Worcester we proceeded by the Sound route to New
York, where we arrived Sunday morning, and met with a grand
reception from the " Sons of New Hampshire," resident in the
city. They presented us with an elegant silk stand of colors,
gave the regiment a collation at the Arsenal, and the officers a
dinner at the Astor House. Of a truth we were proud of our
brothers in Gotham and grateful for their generous courtesies.
The funeral procession of the lamented Col. Ellsworth, de-
layed our passage to the ferry, and we stood in the street while
the corpse of the young hero was borne past us, proud that we
had joined a cause worthy of the sacrifice of such noble lives.
At length the mournful train passed by, and we were again on
the road to Washington.
. At Philadelphia the '' Soldiers Aid Society " (God bless it) gave
us a collation we much needed ; and we found it a fact estab-
lished by experience and weakened by no exception, that a
healthy supply to the inner man, is a necessary sustainer to the
energy, courage and enthusiasm of the soldier.
We arrived at Baltimore, about 4 o'clock P. M., on Monday
the 27th instant.
This was the great point of interest to all as the scene of the
first blood shed in the present struggle.
Disembarking from the cars we waited some two hours in
Pratt Street, for the arrival of our baggage trains. Perfect
order and quiet prevailed, though tho streets were thronged with
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citizens. Many words of cheer were quietly spoken ; water and
refreshments were distributed ; a few flags were displayed, one
large one being suspende(^across the street ; occasionally a lady
was seen waving her handkerchief; but with these exceptions,
the calm was evidently that of a spirit under the restraint of
fear. It was the privilege of our Regimental Band, to play the
first national air in the city, subsequent to the murderous assault
upon the Massachusetts Sixth. With their Drum-Major Francis
H. Pike at their head,— a man especially qualified to be a drum-
major— they worked with a will on their brazen pipes, filling the
quiet of the " Monumental city " with the stirring notes of
"Yankee Doodle," and an emphatic "Hail Columbia."
It was remarked, that the spectators were more generally
pleased with the regiment, than any which had before passed, and
that the soldiers exhibited unmiritakeable traits, characteristic of
the State from which they hailed.
At rather a late hour we reached the Camden Station, and
were once more on the road to Washington.
Our march through the city had been attended with but little
other patriotic demonstrations, than we ourselves had made;
and although the walks and streets were literally packed with
citizens, and from the crowd around the depot a few faint cheers
rose above the noise and confusion of our departure, a stranger
might have been easily convinced, that the people of Baltimore
were viewing a funeral procession, conveying their dearest friend
to the final resting place, rather than observing the march of a
single regiment of " Yankee Mudsills."
It was past one o'clock Tuesday morning. May 28th when we
reached Washington, tired, and faint with hunger.
We made the best of such accommodations as could be fur-
nished for a few hours rest, and early in the day were brought
into line, marched up Pennsylvania Avenue, passing the White
House in review before President Lincoln, and on to Kalor-
ama, some two and a half miles from the city. Here we laid out
our camps three days from the time we left Concord.
We had scarcely reached here when a special messenger ar-
rived from the President, complimenting Col. Tappan as having
the best and most thoroughly appointed regiment that had thus
fe,r reached Washington. Immediately, philanthropic ladies and
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gentlemen, as "well as Sanitary committees, visited us, proffering
their services and aid for our relief, and seemed very incredulous
when told that we wanted nothing. It ^as in reality a novelty to
see a regiment come prepared to take care of itself; so hastily
had the troops left their homes, and rushed to the defence of the
capitol.
Nothing of marked interest transpired in camp during our stay
here, although expectation was kept constantly alive, we having
received orders from Head-Quarters, Thursday evening, May
30th to be in readiness to march at a half hour's notice.
We simply had the usual routine of military duty, commencing
with "reveille " in the morning, and closing with " taps " at night.
The interval ])etween was filled with yquad, company and battal-
ion drill, a practical school for officers, the parade and religious
services, together with the various roll calls, guard mounting,
fatigue duty, &c. This routine has now become too familiar to
the public by frequent descriptions, to require special notice.
Our religious services were somewhat marked and interesting,
daily bringing a large concourse of spectators, of all classes
from Washington.
They consisted of singing by the entire regiment, and of read-
ing the Scriptures and prayer by the chaplain ; and on Sundays
was added a short address. The eloquence and fervor of the
prayers on these occasions, can never be forgotten by the listen-
ers, and the deep solemnity which prevailed, indicated on the
part of the soldiers, a very desirable sense of dependence upon
a higher power. Not only the pei'fect decorum of the men, but
the frequent military effect upon the spectators, witnessed con-
clusively the salutary influence of religious services in the army.
One of the most impressive services I ever witnessed, occurred
here on the first evening of June, and although it may not be of
any particular importance in this history, yet I must be excused
for relatmg it, as it not only illustrates the point under consider-
ation, but also indicates the eagerness of the men for the fight^
as they firmly believed that the expectations aroused by General
Mansfield's order, before mentioned, were about to bo realized.
Rumors had been continually received through the day, to the
effect, that the rebels were advancing on Washington.
All eyes had been turned towards Arlington Heights, and all
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hearts were inwardly hoping, that rebel temerity would lead them
to attack us, when of a sudden, as we were forming for parade
and religious services, a heavy boom of artillery broke upon our
ears. " Boom," " boom," " boom," spoke the brazen mouths from
Arlington, and some thought they caught the indistinct rattle of
musketry in the distance. An unofficial messenger rode into
camp, and informed head-quarters, that an engagement was in
progress, and from conversation overheard at General Head-
Quarters, he judged that we were to be called out.
After the parade, the Colonel communicated the information to
the men. At this point. General Mansfield, — the gallant, patri-
otic, scarred old hero,— with a portion of his Staff, rode up to
the Colonel. This was a sure evidence to the men that work was
before them. Fight gleamed in every eye. It cost a struggle
to suppress their enthusiasm during the religious services, but
their ardor found a partial vent through the chaplain, who catch-
ing the enthusiasm prayed with a fervor that surpassed himself.
In his earnest supplication for his country, he seemed to wrestle
with the Almighty; beseeching him to throw the shield of his
mighty arm around its defenders, and should they be brought to
battle '• to send their missiles of death straight on their errand,
and God Almighty li^ve mercy on the souls of the slain."
When the prayer was ended, the regiment as one man joined
in singing a hymn arranged to one of our national airs.
From the picturesque heights of Kalorama, swelled up the
grand pcecn of that little host.
There was beauty on grove, stream, and verdant lawn ; there
was splendor in the magnificent sunset; but nobler and more
grand than nature, was the sight of that zealous band, resting on
their arms, as they praised God in song, and with patriotic earn-
estness prayed Him to preserve their country, and aid them in
defending its glorious banner; and as the -'boom," "boom,"
" boom " from Arlington broke in upon them, each voice rang
clearer and louder in the swelling anthem,' that through the am-
ber air of sunset, rose grandly up to heaven.
The effect was mutual upon spectators and regiment, and the
scene was worthy of perpetual preservation.
"When that parade was dismissed, the men were prepared for
" holy battle ; "— a preparation which is hoped they retained to
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the first anniversary of that occasion, when the expectations of
this day were realized by many, who, when in the ranks of the
noble Fifth, fought and bled, and nobly died, " down in the dark
valley of death " at Fair Oaks.
The alarm proved groundless,— simply an artillery practice,
— and the excitement subsided to its usual level.
Such scenes, together with the frequent beating of the long
roll, rousing us from our slumbers, and the visits from the heads
of the different Departments at Washington, were among the
principal things which alleviated the monotony of camp life.
The men began to crave novelty and activity ; and like most
soldiers with the same longings, they were soon gratified to their
satisfaction at least.
Saturday June 8th we received orders to march on the follow-
ing Monday at 7 o'clock A. M.
At the appointed time we were on the road, and were soon
joined by other troops who 'were brigaded with us under the com-
mand of Col. Charles P. Stone. Our brigade consisted of the Ist
N. H., 9th N. Y., and l''th Penn. Infantry Regiments and Cap-
tain Magruder's Battery of Artillery.
We knew not our destination, and it was not necessary that
we should. We had only to follow our guide ; a very easy and
pleasant order, but its execution in this instance, was not es-
pecially attended with any beatific sensation ; — our guide being
mounted on a splendid stallion of the Vermont Morgan stock,
and the regiment on foot, performing its first march, each man
with a fifty pound knapsack, a few days' rations, a canteen of
water, full accoutrements, with forty rounds of ball cartridge,
and a Springfield musket. The sun was not a vigorous promoter
of pedestrian movements,— the mercury standing 100 degrees in
the woods, and that grand centre of our solar system, pouring
down such a torrent of heat, upon the flint stone and quartz that
paved the road, that it became almost intolerable, and the load
on the men was most excessive. They had just commenced sol-
diering, and supposed that it was a military necessity for every
one of them to assimilate as nearly as possible in tlieir load to
a pack pedler. It was not in human nature to endure it. Many
fell in the road as if struck with death, and were borne insensible
to the wagons. Others fainting with heat and exhaustion, were
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for a time allowed to ride the horses of the field and staff offi-
cers ; — Col. Tappan himself frequently dismounting, and lifting
a private to his saddle.
A halt at noon of about two hours, in a fine grove of oak and
chestnut, was very agreeable. Having eaten our rations, and
being refreshed by our rest, we resumed our march and reached
Rockville about nine o'clock in the evening ; — a distance of
nineteen miles from our encampment. We camped in the Mont-
gomery County Fair Grounds. But few tents were pitched that
night, for many of the men as soon as they were within the en-
closure, and " broke ranks," sunk on the damp grass, and lay
there until morning. It was a severe initiation to marching ser-
vice, but which the men bore with a fortitude worthy of great
credit.
While in this encampment, christened " Camp Lincoln," we
made the intimate acquaintance of the N. Y. 9th, the manner
of which is worthy of note. At noon, their rest being shorter
than ours, they passed us, at which our men were a little piqued,
considering it a breach of etiquette.
They now occupied the north acclivity of the Fair Grounds
;
we the south. At the dress parade the following day, the 9th
came out first, and we looked on in mute curiosity. We followed
with a grand parade, every man evidently determined to do bet-
ter than " any man o' York." It was unquestionably the best
parade in the history of the regiment. The 9 th collected at the
fence of the parade ground, on the south and gave us many com-
pliments and frequent cheers.
The parade over, our regiment rushed en masse to the fence on
the north side of the grounds, and commenced a most vociferous
cheering of the 9th. They returned the compliment, and for ten
minutes the two were pitted against each other, in the vigorous
exercise of their vocal organs, when suddenly the 9th vaulted the
fence and rushed into the area. Our regiment accepted the chal-
lenge, and instantly not less thaa fifteen hundred men, a moment
before total strangers, were shaking hands, embracing each other,
rolling on the grass together, shaking the earth with their stamp-
ing, and literally filling the air with their caps. It was one
grand, wild, joyous tumult. Could the valiant Manchegon have
seen it, he surely would have exclaimed as at Inn- Castle, " Mark
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how the discord of Agromantes' camp is transfered hither amongst
us." It was a scene of sinking of all prejudice in the cordial
greetings of kindred spirits, not often witnessed. This was the
commencement and foundation of that intimate friendship, which
ever after prevailed between the two regiments, attracting the
attention of all who saw them in their intercourse.
The people of Rockville were struck with the utmost con-
sternation at our visit. They " reckoned " " beauty and booty "
was our sole errand, while we in return thought if such was our
errand we had most surely come to the wrong place. Slaves were
missing and the camps were searched to find them, but in vain;
— slave owners under the then existing orders, being allowed
free access to the various camps for that purpose. The first
impression of the people was soon dissipated by the orderly
behavior of the men.
One solitary union flag, indicated that secession was the pre-
vailing sentiment. This waved in the yard of Rev. L. S. Russell,
rector of the Episcopal church, and son of Major Russell of Bos-
ton, of revolutionary notoriety. There were a few other union
families, and many that professed union sentiments only for the
occasion.
Friflay 14th at 3 o'clock, we were ordered to march in the
direction of Poolsville. Reports were current from Washington,
that Harper's Ferry was evacuated by the enemy, and that he
was liable to sweep down upon the straggling regiments and
small brigades stationed as guards along the river. No little
solicitude was felt, as the march before us was apparently a per-
ilous one. The utmost cheerfulness however prevailed. We ar-
rived at Darnestown, a distance of nine miles about 9 o'clock in
the evening, where we bivouacked for the night, and in the morn-
ing, Saturday 15th, at an early hour resumed our march, and ar-
rived at Poolsville about noon, another distance of nine miles.
It was now apparent that the object of the expedition was
mainly to guard the river against the rebels who might contem-
plate crossing ; and perhaps, if circumstances justified, we might
cross and march upon Leesburg, Va., about five miles inland
from Conrad's Ferry.
Being informed that a large force of the enemy were at Lees-
burg, Col. Tappan by order of Col. Stone, detailed Company
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" A," as a picket, and sent them about 12 o'clock under the com-
mand of Lieutenant-Colonel Whipple to the Ferry.
Sunday morning, companies " A," " G," " I," " " and " E,"
under command of Major Stevens proceeded to the Ferry by
orders of Colonel Stone.
It may be well to observe that there was some difference of
opinion, about Colonel Stone's plan of sending so many men to
the Ferry, Colonel Tappan thinking that a simple picket would
be less liable to invite an attack ; that not being the object in
view.
The tents were left behind, as they might serve as targets for
the enemy. Monday morning, June 17th Colonel Whipple was
ordered to the Ferry, to take command of the division of the
regiment stationed there. He had arrived within a mile, when
the enemy opened on us with rifles, and in about half an hour
commenced firing with 6 lb. cannon, three in number, and con-
tinued at intervals for an hour, while we had nothing with which
to return their fire, br.t Springfield muskets.
In the evening they opened again with cannon and rifles, and
thus continued from time to time through the remainder of the
day, and the day following.
On Monday evening the first day of the fight, Colonel Stone,
at the request of Colonel Whipple, ordered Captain Gardner of
the Pennsylvania Riflemen and twenty of his company, to the
Ferry, who joined in the fight, firing simultaneously with our boys
into the smoke of the enemy, the only present indication of their
exact position. Here the firing on both sides ceased.
The enemy acknowledged the loss of one captain and two
privates killed, and about twelve wounded.
No casualties occurred on our side.
As soon as it was ascertained that ihe firing was in the
direction of the Ferry, Colonel Tappan, with the other half of
the regiment, started for the scene of action.
He was soon, however, overtaken by a messenger from Col.
Stone, with orders for him to return and guard the camp from
an anticipated attack from another direction.
An incident occurred here worthy to be recorded to the mem-
ory of the actress. Mrs. Doctor Brace was sitting by the chap-
lain's tent door, when the firing was first heard. Mounting her
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horse, she rode home and wrote the following note to the captain
of a company of infantry, belonging in Poolsville
:
The captain was union, but most of his men were secesh.
" Captain Fletcher : Do you fight under the ' Stars and
Stripes ? ' If so,— iqi and he doing ; Virginia is firing upon Mary-
land. Shall we stand idly by and let northern men protect our
homes and firesides ? " It speaks for itself.
This perhaps is a fair sample of the spirit of the true union
women which we met.
Their boldness and decision would shame very many of the
professed union men at the north.
One more incident illustrates their courage and independence.
A Miss Susan Dawson, of Dawsonville, a young lady of nine-
teen years, whose widowed mother's house, was ever a soldier's
home, was one day on a visit to her uncle's at Poolsville. Her
uncle being absent, a " Secesh " came to the door, and demanded
a stand of arms that her uncle had in his possession.
Her aunt being a timid woman, Susan bravely stood in the
door and refused to give them up. He first attempted to intimi-
date by insolence and threat; but finding her fearless he asked
to see the arms, when she replied, " The arms belong to the State
of Maryland, and in due time will be returned to the State au-
thorities. You can neither have them, nor see them ; and the
sooner you are off the better." He skedaddled.
We remained in camp at Poolsville twenty-one days, the time
being spent by most of the regiment in very hard work, we having
some fifteen miles ' of the river to guard night and day, aside
from much guard and picket duty in other directions.
For days at a time we had not less than twenty miles of sen-
tinels, so near to each other, that the discharge of a musket
would in a few minutes alarm every man in the regiment.
The labor was most of the time exhaustive, but generally borne
with cheerfulness. Wliile in camp, fun and frolic was the order
of the day. Never was there a set of men together, whose in-
genuity was more prolific of expedients to kill time, and lighten
the burden of duty. The regiment acquired and retained, through-
out this division of the army, a reputation for great fearlessness
and daring, and passed everywhere by the sobriquet of the " New
Hampshire Wild Cats," by no means an inappropriate title.
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It was not unfrequent that they would propose and secure in-
terviews with the rebel pickets midway of the river, by swimming
or fording, — drink each others' health, and return to duty.
One H. N. Prescott of Bristol, swam across the river, unmoored
a boat, pushing it before him till he thought it safe to get into it.
He was scarcely seated, when a rebel ball passed between his
arm and side, glanced upon the side of the boat, spent itself in
the bow and rolled back to his feet. Whereupon he rolled over
into the water, and pushed the boat across, swimming behind.
Such incidents and others peculiarly exciting at the time, with
occasional alarms, and startling reports afforded a pleasing va-
riety to the scenes and duties of this most protracted encamp-
ment of the campaign. The camp at the Ferry was christened
" Camp Tappan; " this at Poolsville, " Camp Stone."
Wednesday, July 3d we broke camp, and marched eight miles
to the mouth of the Monocacy, a branch of the Potomac.
Across the mouth of the river is the aqueduct of the Chesa-
peake and Ohio canal ; a magnificent structure of granite masonry,
resting upon seven arches, its entire length being about one hun-
dred and seventy-five paces.
Our camp — " Camp Goodwin," — was on a swell of land
commanding a view of the mouth of the Monocacy and the oppo-
site shore of the Potomac. We had scarcely arrived here, before
many of the boys were in the river, and engaged in friendly con-
versation with the rebel pickets, a temerity for which two of
them paid dearly. A teamster named Emerson, and the cook of
Company B., were taken prisoners and retained in the hands of
the enemy until the fall of 1862. Here we passed the " Fourth."
Friday morning the fifth, the half of the regiment stationed at
Conrad's Ferry, five miles below, marched to Monocacy, arriving
just in season to join the advance befoi'e marching to Point of
Rocks. This was a march of only six miles on the tow-path of
the canal, between which, and the river, was a narrow belt of
wood, many of the trees of great size and of all varieties.
There were Oak, Black Locusts, Weeping-Willows, and of the
smaller variety, Pawpaw, Thorny Prickly Ash, with many natu-
ral bowers of grape and woodbine. This was a little oasis in
the severe marching duty that had fell to our lot, half of the
regiment having marched twelve miles, and Captain Kelley's
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company sixteen ; while a detail of ten men from eacli company
at Monacacy, acting as guard for the wagon trains, marched
eighteen miles.
At half past ten o'clock, we arrived in good order at Point of
Rocks,— a little, dirty, secesh village.
The proprietor of the St. Charles Hotel, on the previous day,
had refused Colonel Stone entertainment, whereupon he marched
up a company of men, took military possession, and run the
hotel on his own hook. Here we saw the cars for the first time
since leaving Washington.
Saturday, July 6th a detachment under Colonel Tappan set
out by cars for Sandy Hook, and in the night orders were
received to make ready to leave camp (" Camp Berry,") to send
all bnggage that could be spared to Frederick, to leave our tents
behind in charge of a guard, and to prepare for rapid movement.
Sunday the 7th, at noon, the reserve were brought up by cars
to Sandy Hook, twelve miles, opposite Harper's Ferry.
It was Colonel Stone's design to cross over here and take pos-
session of Harper's Ferry, being convinced of the very apparent
fact, that it was in all respects the most desirable base for co-op-
eration with General Patterson.
A brief glance at movements in the " Department of Pennsyl-
vania" and vicinity, previous to this date will give the reader a
fair idea of the state of affairs.
On the eighth of June the troops to a considerable number
around Washington, received orders to march up the Potomac,
to Chambersburg and Greencastle to reinforce General Patter-
son, who had projected an attack upon Johnston, then strongly
posted at Harper's Ferry.
The troops marched on the tenth ; and Patterson had nearly
completed his preparations for the attack when Johnston quietly
evacuated Harper's Ferry, intelligence of which movement
reached Patterson on Friday the 14th instant. On Saturday his
army was put in motion towards Martinsburg, and arrived at
the Ford at Williamsport that night. On this day General Scott
informed Patterson that McDowell was to attack at Manassas,
and that he must cross his army in Virginia, which movement was
executed Sunday, and the army camped at Falling Waters, while
at the same time the 17th Indiana, Colonel Lew Wallace com-
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mandino:, was at Hancock needing reinforcements. On the night
of this day (16th) another order from General Scott was received,
stating that instead of McDowell's attacking Manassas the enemy-
were threatening Washington, and therefore directed that the
artillery, regulars and a portion of volunteers, including Colonel
Burnsidc's Rhode Island regiment, then serving with Patterson
to move immediately to Washington for its protection. Thus
Patterson was crippled to start with, and his flank demonstration
as a necessary sequence was a failure, and Johnston just then
retreating, suddenly assumed an oflensive attitude along a base
including Williamsport, Clear Springs and Hancock, with a base
of supplies at Martinsburg and another at Winchester. Patter-
son having taken up nearly his old position, again crossed the
Potomac on the second of July, and driving the enemy at Falling
Waters back on Winchester, camped his own army at Martins-
burg. Such was the position of the armies in this Department.
Such had been Patterson's conduct up to that day.
It is hard to believe that any one under the circumstances could
have done better,— of his subsequent movements more hereafter.
The belief was prevalent that a great mistake was committed
when Stone was not allowed to cross at Harper's Ferry as he
desired and which movement he had commenced to execute, when
a messenger came from up the river with orders from General Pat-
terson, to advance to Williamsport and join him in pursuit of
Johnston.
His disappointment may be appreciated by the remark attrib-
uted to him, that " he wished the messenger's horse had broken
his neck, an hour before it reached Sandy Hook." But orders
must be obeyed, and at 7 o'clock p. m., we marched again, still
keeping the Maryland side of the river. We arrived at Sharps-
burg, a distance of twelve miles, at two o'clock on the morning
of Sunday the seventh, bivouacked in somebody's mowing field,
and at nine o'clock in the morning were again on the move, and
arrived at Williamsport, twelve miles from Sharpsburg in the
afternoon. We forded the river immediately, and for the first
time " trode the sacred soil of Virginia."
Here we joined again the New York 9th, and other regiments,
and bivouacked on the banks of the river for the night.
The day had been intensely hot, the thermometer indicating in
the shade 103 degrees above.
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It was a tedious march, aflfording us little of the rest, incidental
of the Sabbath, quite in contrast with those sacred days in New
England, marked with the chime of bells,— the sweet sounds of
sanctity and peace.
At four o'clock of the morning of Monday the 8th, we again
marched with the entire command of Colonel Stone for Martins-
burg, a distance of twelve miles, where we arrived at noon, and
joined the command of General Patterson.
Between Williamsport and Martinsburg, Patterson had an
engagement with Johnston, called the battle of " Falling Waters."
The name is taken from a rapid stream of pure cold water, so
narrow that a man can jump across it.
The prostrate fences, the torn and ruined trees, the riddled
and demolished houses, and with the fresh graves by the road
side, all indicated the field of action.
A rebel cannon ball crashed through a large house, entering
the corner of the roof, and through the aperture was run up the
union flag. There seemed to us a special significance in the sight
of the dear old banner, placed in the very rents of destruction
;
and our hearts made prophecy of a time, when every battle gap
shall denote a nation risen into larger life, when Right shall
tower above Wrong.
When over every hideous rent,
Where cannon balls crashed through,
Shall float the white and crimson bars,
The pennon with its undimmed stars
In their loved field of blue.
The destruction of property here by the rebels, was very great.
One can hardly imagine the wild joy of the union people here,
when they saw the rebels running before the federal troops, and
felt that they had protection.
There were here concentrated, about fifteen thousand troops
and it was the design to march the following day in pursuit of
Johnston. Here, perhaps, commenced the marked mysteries of
General Patterson's conduct. When the morning came, and all
were on tiptoe of expe ctation, it was decided to postpone the
march until further orders. And in this state of suspense we
were kept until the 15th, every private knowing perfectly well
how much was pending, and how important it was to prevent
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Johnston from marching from Winchester to reinforce the enemy
at Manassas.
It was well for the comfort of the regiment, that we had these
few days of rest. Our clothes were badly worn, and many of
us foot-sore, and almost shoeless. The short season of quiet
was grateful and desirable. What new pants we had, were dis-
tributed, but not a pair of shoes could be obtained.
But necessity, here as elsewhere, became the mother of inven-
tion.
Leather, thread, awls and hammers were obtained, pegs were
made with knives; and soon were extemporized a number of
shoe-maker shops in the grove in which we were encamped.
The scene was altogether both novel and attractive; and
although the work was done at some disadvantage, yet the old
shoes were mended, and all were finally prepared for marching,
A feeling of universal satisfaction arose in the army, when
orders were given on Sunday the 14th instant, to march the fol-
lowing day. All hearts were tired with enthusiasm, when at five
o'clock, A. M., on the morning of the 15th, we found ourselves on
the march, and on the road towards Winchester. Now, at last
we were likely to have a desired opportunity of rendering
important service to the cause in which we were engaged ; the
magnitude of which had strengthened us to leave the comforts of
home for the privations of the camp, and for the triumph of
whicji, wc had left the habitations of peace, to welcome the
scenes of peril and destruction.
The array in motion, made a grand display, being composed of
about twenty thousand men, representing twenty-seven regiments,
with a train of six himdred wagons. Our division advanced by
the pike, the other by the cross road. Both divisions were, how-
ever, in sight of each other, most of the way.
Colonel Stone's command marched in the following order:—
first, Advance Division of the 17th Pennsylvania Infantry, and a
company of scouts; second, a company of Cavalry; third, two
sections of Perkins' Battery; fourth, 17th Pennsylvania Infantry;
fifth, 1st New Hampshire Volunteer Infantry; sixth, one section
New York 9th Battery; seventh, 9th New York Infantry.
The rebels were scattered along the road in small companies^
but fled on our approach. A few cannon shots were exchanged.
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but no one was injured. Once we supposed they had made a
stand ; and the army was drawn up in line-of-battle, and Double-
day's '' big guns " were brought to bear upon a grove in which it
was thought were masked batteries. It proved a false alarm
liowever. We arrived at Bunker Hill, ten miles from Martins-
burg, at two o'clock, p. M., and encamped on the ground just
vacated by the rebels, a small force of which retreated from
Bunker Hill on our approach.
We were now within fifteen miles of Winchester, and all
minds were elated with the expectation of being led in the morn-
ing to that place, either to engage the enemy, or intercept and
prevent him from rcenforcing the army at Manassas. The morn-
ing came but no orders, for the army to move forward, were
issued.
An apology for a reconnoisance in the direction of Winchester,
by two pieces of artillery, a body of cavalry, and part of a regi-
ment of infantry, was all the demonstration of the day.
In the mean time Johnston left Winchester, on the way to
reenforce General Beauregard, with the larger part of his army.
The evening brought orders to march the next morning. It
proved to be orders to " advance upon Charlestown," which it
will be perceived was a retreat.
Wednesday the 17 th at break of day, we were again on the
march, passing through a little dirty village, called Middleway.
We arrived at Charlestown about noon, a distance of twelve
miles. We marched into the principal street of the village,
taking the people by utter surprise.
We were soon made sensible by the insolence of the ladies,
and the wry faces of the men, that there was very little union
sentiment prevailipg.
After an hour's rest we went into camp outside the village.
It now became entirely certain that there was no design of
meeting the enemy, and signs of discouragement and demoraliza-
tion ra^pidly increased, and continued until General Banks came
into command.
The course pursued by General Patterson has been the subject
of severe censure and remark, and few loyal men have been dis-
posed to show him much mercy. The mystery is perhaps as
gTeat to-day as ever. Whether it originated in cowardice, or
treachery, or both, is a matter of diversity of opinion.
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It has been said that General Patterson having telegraphed
for instructions, and receiving none, did not wish to take the
responsibility of attacking, and supposed that Manassas had been
taken, and his army was not needed. It is however, certain,
that on the twentieth, Johnston, to the knowledge, and without
the interference of Patterson marched to Strasburg.
As before stated, it was Colonel Stone's plan, when at Sandy
Hook, to cross over with his brigade, and take possession of
Harper's Ferry.
From thence, he designed to pass on to Charlestown, take pos-
session of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, and take up a posi-
tion there, while Patterson should move straight down from
Martinsburg, through Bunker Hill, on the front of the enemy.
Then if the attack should be deemed feasible, while Patterson
moved on the front, he should move on the enemy's flank, giving
us all possible advantage, and holding the railroad communi-
cation. He would prevent Johnston from getting in Patterson's
rear, cutting oS" his supplies, rcoacupyiog Martinsburg, and of
course routing our army. But immediately obeying an order
decidedly against his own plans, feelings, and wishes, he joined
General Patterson, who, not concluding to attack the enemy,
moved the whole army to Charlestown and Harper's Ferry, to
hold the railroad and cover his own rear ; — in short, effected
the very movement which Colonel Stone designed to execute with
his own brigade. Here was Patterson's great mistake ; for if a
direct attack upon the enemy would have been imprudent, he
ought, at least, by all possible means, to have kept him occupied,
thereby preventing his marching to Beauregard's support.
Charlestown was a place of more than ordinary interest to the
troops, as the scene of John Brown's trial, imprisonment, and
execution.
The court house, the jail, and the site of the gallows, were
visited by thousands, and everything that could be gathered in
the form of relics, was carried away. Thus is the place forever
immortalized by one who stood as " Freedom's foremost acolyte,"
and whose name will be wreathed evermore into the simple bal-
lads of an enslaved, but we trust to be a ransomed people.
The following incident occurred here, which should in justice
to the New Hampshire 1st, be understood; as others have claimed
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the credit of it. Captain Kellej's company while on picket,
Thursday night, captured^ a horse and carriage with two men.
They also arrested two negroes at separate times, who proved to
belong to the same master. They both told the same story, as
follows :—
Their master was in the secession army. Their overseer liv-
ing two miles out of the village, was captain of a company of
local militia.
On the approach of our array, he disbanded the compsmy,
secreted the arms under the floors of the Court House, hid his
uniform and went homo. A report (of these facts,) was made in
the morning to Head-Quarters, and a search was ordered. Lieu-
tenant Nettleton, of company D, being that day Lieutenant of
the guard, commenced the search in the attic, but found nothing,
when a citizen informed him that he helped bury the arms in the
cellar of the Court House ; whereupon Lieutenant Nettleton set
a squad of the Massachusetts 12th to digging. Captain Barton
being present and assisting.
Forty-three stand of arms were found, and were carried away
by the Massachusetts 12th, who claimed the credit of the discov-
ery. All the county records, stationery, <fec., were also found
here, evidently buried in great haste.
The officer of the guard with a squad of men, also surrounded
a house, and arrested a rebel lieutenant and his accomplice,
securing their arms.
On Saturday the 20th we received the first information of fight-
ing at Manassas. Tn the night we received orders to cook one
day's rations.
Sunday, 21st, the day of the battle of Bull Run, we left our
camp— " Camp Whipple " and marched to Harper's Ferry, six
miles distant, and pitched our tents on Bolivar Heights, overlook-
ing the village ; for here we were furnished with tents, in place
of those we left at Point of Rocks ; having been nearly destitute,
since leaving that place.
]>y this time, General Patterson was held in the utmost disgust
by nearly his whole command, and we hailed with joy the .news
that he would be superseded by General N. P. Banks, who
arrived in the night of Wednesday 24th instant, and assumed
command, under which the army soon began to manifest a more
cheerful and hopeful spirit.
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Friday 26th the regimental train was sent over the river, and
we bivouacked in the woods, on the west slope of the Heights.
As the term of our enlistment was now drawiug to a close,
thoughts of home began to crowd upon the mind. Some misun-
derstanding arose about the time of oui' discharge, a part of the
men insisting that the three months dated from their enlistment.
The Government decided that the time commenced with the
day of mustering in, to which all submitted.
Some little time after thj expiration of the term of service
the regiment left camp at Sandy Hook on their return to New
Hampshire ; and on tbeir arrival at Concord, was mustered out
of service August 12th, 1861, many of the men immediately
reenlisting in the new regiments then organizing.
As the subsequent history of the men of this Regiment will be
traced in the Report of the Adjutant- General, this history prop-
erly closes here. It will be noticed by his report, that but three
men died of disease during the campaign.
The casualties were as follows :—
Discharged before leaving the State, 3
Discharged by reason of disability, * 13
Discharged by sentence of Court-Martial, 2
Deaths from different causes, 4
Captured by the enemy, 5
Transferred to 2d N. H. Regiment, 1
Deserted, 7
Total 35
Although this sketch may be uninteresting to the general
reader, it is thought that it may give some insight into the man-
ner in which our first campaign was executed, and redeem in
some measure, our three months regiment from the oblivion in
which it has been cast by the splendor of other New Hampshire
troops in their achievements upon the field.
The importance of the services rendered by the three months'
men are greatly underrated. It can but be admitted that without
them the nation was lost. Although the history of this regiment
can boast of no " impetuous charges into the deadly breach,"—
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no fields of slaughter passed through, — no triumphs of the bat-
tle field or trophies won, yet the services rendered and the duty
performed were arduous in the extreme, and of the most vital
importance.
But few of its officers or men remain. Many of them received
high promotions in other New Hampshire Regiments, but still
more fill the honored graves of the battle fields, or sleep unmarked
in the hospital burial-grounds.
The officers of this regiment I have purposely avoided men-
tioning. Colonel Tappan is too well known throughout the State
to require it. Colonel Whipple, Major Stevens, Adjutant Fellows,
Captain Bell, and others have been subsequently given the com-
mand of regiments, while Surgeon Crosby has since won an envi-
able reputation while serving in the army of the Potomac, and
Abbott, the best of Chaplains, continues to pursue his holy
calling.
It is earnestly recommended and urged upon the Adjutant-
General of New Hampshire, to publish from the records in his
office, a nominal military history of the men of this regiuient,
which formed the nucleus from which most of our regiments
sprung.
What a record it would be of preferment gained, glory won,
advancement secured,, on many a hard fought field ; and what
fearful visions it would bring to the mind, of the deadly
encounter,— the shock of battle,— the death-struggle of our
brave countrymen in their earnest endeavors to save the nation,
preserve the union and perpetuate the principles of true liberty.
Glory to the surviving sons of the old First! God rest the
souls of those who have yielded up their lives upon the altar of
their country, and in mercy alleviate the sorrows of the bereaved.
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Second Regiment, N. H. Vols., Third Brigade,
^
Third Division, Twenty-Fourth Army Corps, >
IN THE Field, Dec. 20, 1864. 3
'I'o the Adjutant General of the State ofNew Hampshire :
General:—Having indirectly learned that you intend to pub-
lish in your Annual Report a brief history of the several regiments
from the Old Granite State, I have taken the liberty in an unoffi-
cial way of furnishing a few statements which may serve to per-
petuate the memory of the veteran Second Regiment.
It is to be regretted that some able historian does not present
himself who could embody the history of this regiment in such
fitting words as would make it not only a valuable record for
future reference, but also a worthy tribute of that honor which is
due the brave sons of New Hampshire who have yielded up their
lives for their country's cause.
I know that I cannot do the subject justice. I am not a writer.
I am nothi:;g more nor less than a plain soldier, fitted only for
the position which I occupy, (and perhaps not that,) but as no one
steps forward to perform the task, I offer this feeble communica-
tion, that partial justice may be done, not only to the officers, but
to the rank and file of the Second New Hampshire Volunteers.
The laurels and reputation of this regiment have been too
dearly bought to be allowed to sink into oblivion without a pass-
ing notice. While we honor, revere and mourn the loss of our
brave comrades, whose bones now lie mouldering upon nearly
every battle-field in Virginia, still the star of the '' Old Second
"
shines with undiminished lustre, and its banner is supported by
brave hearts and strong arms, who arc as ready now to offer up
their lives for their country as when the fall of Sumter fired the
northern heart.
The rolls of the Second since its organization show a list of
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over three thousand names. Its present aggregate is not far
from five hundred and fifty. Besides what it has lost in the cas-
ualties of the service, it has furnished many ofiicers and men for
every branch of the army and navy.
The roster of officers in more than thirty regiments in the field
contain the names of those who were once identified with the rank
and file of the Second. Every regiment from New Hampshire,
with two exceptions, have been supplied iti part with officers from
the ranks of the Second. The following list will show the num-
ber of commissioned officers that it has furnished for its own and
other organizations.









3 Captains in the Regular Army,
61 Captains in the Volunteers,
1 First Lieutenant in the Regular Army^
90 First Lieutenants in the Volunteers,
71 Second Lieutenants in the Volunteers,
2 Captains and A. Q. Masters.
1 Captain and Commissary of Subsistence,
3 Medical Cadets.
Entering the service at tlie commencement of the war, this reg-
iment has traveled more than six thousand miles and participated
in over twenty battles, and has lost in action upwards of one
thousand men.
It has been under the command of McDowell, McClellan, Pope,
Sigel, Burnside, Hooker, Meade, Grant and Butler.
The following is the list of the engagements in which it has
participated
:









First Malvern Hill, 1862,
Second Malvern Hill, 1862,
Bristow Station, 1862,
Second Bull Run, 1862,
Chantilly, 1862,
Fredericksburg, 1862,





First Cold Harbor, 1864,
Second Cold Harbor, 1864,
Siege of Petersburg, 1 864,
Fair Oaks, October 27, 1864,
Skirmish at Proctor's Creek, 1864,
Skirmish at Chesterfield, 1864,
Skirmish at Darbytown, 1864,
Skirmish at Spring Hill, 1864,
The most sanguinary battles in which it has been engaged are
First Bull Run, Williamsburg, Fair Oaks, Second Bull Run, Get-
tysburg, Cold Harbor, and in the battles in front of Petersburg.
In these engagements alone the loss in killed, wounded and miss-
ing was more than eight hundred.
On the 29th of August, 1862, at the second battle of Bull Run,
the Second made what is often talked about, but seldom witness-
ed, a bayonet charge. It was a determined and desperate rush
of the whole line upon three times their number, and a deadly en-
counter with the cold steel in which many a rebel soldier yielded
his life to that king of weapons. Out of twenty-one officers who
weut into the fight, ten fell on the field. One hundred and twen-
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ty-two non-commissioned officers and privates, heroic fellows as
ever faced a foe, went down in that storm of shot which three
lin<js of rebel soldiers rained upon us. The battle of Fair Oaka,
on the 25th of June, 1862, which General McClellan called "an
affair," was a sad day for Company " B," of the Second. Out of
forty-two that went into the battle, twenty-two fell. Tlie whole
loss of the regiment on that day was not more than seventy.
At the battle of Gettysburg, July 2, 18G3, three hundred and
thirty-one officers and men went into the fight;. The regiment
lost two hundred and five. Out of twenty-three officers, twenty-
one were killed and wounded. Our men fought like tigers. The
regiment on that day was commanded by Col. Ed, L. Bailey.
Brigadier General Graham, under whose eye we fought, conferred
a well merited compliment upon the commanding officer of the
Second for the cool, gallant and efficient manner in which he
manoeuvered and fought his regiment on that occasion.
In the battle of Drury's Bluff, on the 16th of May last, the reg-
iment doubtless inflicted more serious da:nage on the rebels than
in any other fight in which it has been engaged. It was esti-
mated that our regiment alone killed over fifteen hundred rebels
and wounded three times that numi)er. The ground was strewn
for more than three hundred yards in our front so thick with
rebels that it was difficult to move without treading upon the
dead. Our loss was small, for we had the advantage of fighting
behind breastworks.
Much more could be written of the many other battles and
skirmishes in which we have participated, but I fear that I have
trespassed too far already, I cannot close however without ad-
verting to one member of the Second New Hampshire Volunteers
who should have been remembered long ago, for a more deserv-
ing volunteer New Hampshire has never sent into the field.
When I commenced this sketch I intended to abstain entirely
from all personalities, for where all have done so well it would, I
fear, be invidious to institute comparisons. In this instance I
think all will excuse me. I allude to Miss Hauiuet P. Dame.
I allude to her in this connection, because she is more nearly con-
nected with the Second than with any other regiment, and there is
not a military organization from New Hampshire some of whose
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members have not received her hind care and attention. She is
dear to the hearts of all our soldiers ; all feel that a more noble,
self-sacrificing, patriotic woman does not exist, and her noble de-
votion to the cause which all profess to love has shone forth more
conspicuously while suffering from seeming neglect..
She has followed the army from the commencement of the war
until the present time, and she has indeed been an angel of mercy
to hundreds of sick and wounded soldiers from our State. Many
days and sleepless nights she has stood by the side of our noble,
patriotic sons who have gone to their long homes, doing all in
her power to alleviate their sufferings, and soothe their sorrows
in the dying hour. The fathers, mothers, brothers, sisters,
wives of New Hampshire can never thank this noble woman
enough for the deeds of mercy she has done for their loved ones.
At the second battle of Bull Run, while she was on the battle-
field, nursing and assisting the wounded, she was taken a prisoner
of war and marched to Stonewall Jackson's head-quarters. On
the next day she was released and allowed to pass inside our
lines.
Major Samuel P. Sayles, who was shot through the leg at Get-
tysburg, Captain Perkins and Captain Converse, who both lost
their arms, say that through her exertions their lives were saved.
Many others bear the same testimony. How often the remark
has been made by the sick and wounded, " What should we have
done but for Miss Dame ?" It is not for notoriety that she so
untiringly devotes herself to the cause. The poorest and most
humble private receives her attention as readily as the officer
highest in rank. She always goes where her services are the most
needed. Shot and shell strike no terror to her. I remember
distinctly that at the battle of Fair Oaks a twelve pound shot
passed through her tent, but it did not frighten her to the rear as
such things do many of our surgeons.
She is now connected with the hospital of the army of the
James, and is as untiring in her efforts to care for the suffering
soldier as when she commenced her career of usefulness in the
army nearly four years ago. She is honest and faithful — her
character and reputation spotless. These few remarks embody
but a small portion of the merits of Miss Harriet P. Dame, of
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Concord, N. H. Her name should be registered in the archives
of our State in letters of gold, that it may be handed down to
posterity as a fitting embodiment of the patriotic devotion of the
women of America, and as a revertment of the cheerful homage
of brigliter days.
The fair name of the Second, like many other regiments during
the past year, has been marred by the frequent desertion of a
miserable set of vagabonds sent to us, known as " bounty jump-
ers." The regiment is now, I think, well nigh rid of these worth-
less scamps, and although our reputation has been slightly tar-
nished from this cause, yet I find that wherever we go, and to
whatever organization we are assigned, that we meet with a
cordial welcome, and every general is ever ready and pleased to
have the Second in his command.
We are now in the Third Brigade, Third Division, Twenty-
Fourth Army Corps. The brigade is commanded by Brevet
Brigadier General Guy V. Henry, formerly colonel of the For-
tieth Mass. Vols., and considered one of the best officers in the
service. He has made the brigade what it is, and it is acknowl-
edged to be the best in the army of the James.
At a review of the brigade a few days since, it was unanimously
acknowledged that the Second New Hampshire Volunteers made
the best appearance of any regiment in the brigade ; and we feel
that we are not excelled by any regiment in the army. I think
the record of the Second shows that we march well,fight well and
vote well. If we have done well in the past, it is only an earnest
of what we will endeavor to do in the future.
Whatever name or fame the regiment may possess, it is indebt-
ed almost wholly to the untiring zeal end effort of Colonel, now
General, Gilman Mauston.
New Hampshire can ever look back with pride to the wise
selection that was made by the Governor and Council of New
Hampshire in placing the Second under so able a commander.
He gave us our first lessons in the field in the face of the enemy.
He has proved himself brave untiring and vigilant. He has been
three times wounded at the head of his command, and is distin-
guished for gallantry in the field and for signal ability in the!
National Councils. He was removed from us a long time ago by
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a well merited promotion to Brigadier General. Yet lie has ever
watched the fortunes of the Second with an eagle eye, and he is
dear to the heart of every member of the regiment.
In October last, when he took command of the First Division,
Eighteenth Army Corps, his old brigade met him, and placing
their hats upon their bayonets, gave him three times three cheers.
It was a touching and fitting compliment to their gallant chief-
tain.
Let his enemies say what they please, no man has ever sur-
passed him in bravery and adaptation to the position to which he
has filled. He is devoid of ambition, incapable of envy, and
New Hampshire may well be proud of her noble defender.
I will add in conclusion that the magnanimous acts of kindness,
generosity and watchful care bestowed upon the regiment by the
present chief magistrate of the State and his able chief of staff
are appreciated, both by officers and men.




Major, Second New Hamj^'ihire Volunteers.
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THIRD INFANTRY.
REPORT OF BATTLES, ENGAGEMENTS, &c.
Head Quarters, 3d Regt., N. H. Yols.,
James Island, S. C, June 19, 1862.
To Acting Brigadier General Robert Williams :
Sir:— I have the honor to present the following report. On
the mornmg of the 16th instant, I received orders to form the six
companies of my regiment remaining in camp,— four companies
being on picket,— and fall in the rear of the Rhode Island 3d,
which I did at three o'clock.
After the line had been formed a short time I received orders
to march forward. When I came up with our pickets I was joined
by the remaining four companies of my regiment. I soon received
orders to again advance, which I did till I reached some wooden
buildings near the enemy's earthworks, and as I had then got in
advance of those I was ordered to support, I halted my command
and waited for further orders. Orders soon came for me to
move on, and support the advance. Thinking I had made some
mistake, and that there was some of our forces in advance, I
threw forward my two flank companies as skirmishers under cov-
er of some shanties that were very near the earthworks, and gave
them a fine opportunity to operate against the enemy ; Company
A, was commanded by Capt. Clark, and Company E, by 1st
Lieut. Maxwell. I then moved the remainder of the regiment to
within forty yards of the side of the earthwork, and opened fire,
driving therefrom three guns, which appeared to me to be facing
the southwest. " I found there was no artillery facing the side I
was on, and it would have been very easy for me to have gone
into the fort, provided I could have crossed a stream between me
and the earthwork, about twenty yards in width, with apparently
four or five feet of water, and the mud very soft; the men there-
fore could not cross. After getting into this position, the enemy
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soon opened on me from a battery that was about two hundred
yards in our rear, throwing grape into the ranks, from wliich we
suffered severely. In a short time they opened fire with riffes
and infantry ; at the same time a battery about a mile nor^h of
us, opened on us with round shot and shell, one shot from which
killed a captain and non-commissioned ofiBcer, yet the men stood
all these fires, and obeyed orders promptly. There soon appeared
on our left a body of the enemy forming in three battalions, in
which form they marched to reenforce the earthwork in front of
us. During this time I had informed the General of our position
and of the above mentioned reenforcement. At this time the
Rhode Island 3d made an attack on the force in my rear, materi-
ally assisting me in my position. Meanwhile the reenforcements
of the enemy had come in range of our fire, and I opened fire on
them with good effect, but they were so well covered that they
succeeded in throwing a portion of the force into the fort, and
there being well covered, their fire on us was very severe and
detracted our fire from the reenforcement and gave them an op-
portunity to throw them all into the fort. Their number was so
large we could not cope with them to any advantage ; and by this
time the other batteries, both in our rear and the one at tiie north
of us, opened afresh on us, with more effect th n ever. Some of
my men by this time had fired over fifty rounds, and many of the
guns were very foul ; some even halving to shoot away their ram-
mer, being unable to draw it.
Finding at this time that I was far in advance of all our forces,
and seeing some of the forces retiring from the field ; aind as it
appeared of no advantage to hold my position any longer, I gave
the order to retire, which the regiment did in good order, to the
old buildings from which we started. I soon received orders to
fall back in the rear of some of our forces, and in a short time
after reaching that position, orders to return to camp. All my
command, with one exception, behaved so well that it is hard to
discriminate in favor of any few; but a number of cases coming
under my personal observation I will take this opportunity to
mention them. The field officers. Major Bedel, Acting Lieut.
Colonel ; Captain Plimpton, Acting Major, rendered me great as-
sistance ; coolly performing all their duties and encouraging offi-
* 16
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cers and men by their example. Adjutant Libby and Sergeant
Major Copp rendered me great assistance. The Adjutant was
several times much exposed in carrying orders, but came out of
the fight unscarred. Of the captains I would particularly men-
tion, for meritorious conduct, Capt. Donohoe of Co. C, and
Capt. Wilbur of Co. B, and Capt. Randlett of Co. F. His
(Capt. Donohoe's) company was stationed on the left, and received
the first fire of the enemy's reenforcements, which wounded his
Lieut, and Orderly Sergeant and many of his men. Capt. Wil-
bur, with his company, was next in line, and much exposed to the
enemy's fire. He was cool, and continually encouraging his men.
Capt. Randlett's company was under a severe fire, during which
the captain kept his men in order, and set them a good example.
1st Lieut. Handerson, commanding Co. G, was in position near
Co. C, and handled his company finely, with the assistance of
2d Lieut. Cody detailed from Co. C, to assist him. Lieut.
Cody was shot through the tliigh, and Lieut. Handerson was shot
in the arm. Capt. Dow, of Co. H, although he carried his
company on to the field in good shape, behaved very imprudently
while there, making remarks about the impossibility of our sus-
taining our position, and the impropriety of our remaining in that
position ; all this in the hearing of his m«n ; discouraging the
men, and taking their attention from the enemy in front of us.
Among the non-commissioned officers and privates who are
worthy of special mention are Orderly Sergeants Libby, of Co.
B ; Donohoe, of Co. C ; Hawkins, of Co. I ; and Trickey,
of Co. Gr, who came under my personal observation ; also 2d
Sergt. Campbell, of Co. K. Capt. Clark, of Co. A, reports
that 1st Sergt. Houghton deserves mention for the faithful man-
ner in which he performed his duty on that day; but my space
will not allow me to mention all who are worthy of mention for
their good conduct.
We went into the fight with 26 officers and 597 enlisted men,
and 104 were killed and wounded. Surgeon ]\[oulton was absent
from the regiment from Sunday morning the 15 th inst., till Wed-
nesday morning the 18th, without my consent, and therefore the
whole duty of the Hospital department devolved upon Asst. Sur-
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geon B. F. Eaton, who faithfully performed his duties to the sick
and wounded soldiers.
With great respect this report is
Respectfully submitted,
JOHN H. JACKSON,
Lieut. Col. Commandinor Sd N. H. Vols.
Head Quaeters,
Hilton Head, July 10, 1862.
2b His Excellency, the Governor of New Hampshire
:
Sir:— I have the honor to enclose herewith the official report
of Lieut. Colonel John H. Jackson, of the 3d New Hampshire
Volunteers, concerning the part taken by his regiment in the bat-
tle of Secessionville, or on James Island, S. C, on the 16th of
June, with the list of killed, wounded and missing of the regi-
ment on that day. As no doubt your Excellency will have seen
the official report of the commanding General before this reaches
you, I shall not attempt to give you an account of the battle.
The 3d Regiment was ordered to the position on the side of the
marsh of which Colonel Jackson speaks, and was kept in that posi-
tion as long as possible, for the purpose of keeping down the tire of
the work and covering General Stevens' second advance. So
well did they do this that the enemy could not man their guns on
General Stevens' side, and he was enabled without loss to bring
up his regiments to within four hundred yards of the work, ready
for the assault, when the order was given to retire.
With deep regret for the many men who have fallen and with
their families, I desire to express to your Excellency my admira-
tion of the extreme bravery, discipline and soldierly conduct of
the officers and men of the 3d Regiment. I do not believe it
possible for men to have acted with more courage, and I desire
particularly to call the attention of your Excellency to the marked
gallantry of Lieut. Col. Jackson; Major Bedell; and Captain
Plimpton. Their conduct was noticed even by the enemy, as it
was afterwards stated at a flag of truce.
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Surgeon Moulton's absence was, in the first place by my permis-
sion. His being absent at the time of the battle was caused by
an accident, and I attach no blame whatever to Him for it. I
have always found him prompt and eagerly attentive to his duties.
With great respect
I am, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
ROBERT WILLIAMS,
Colonel \st Mass. Cavalry, Commanding Post.
Head Quarteks, 3d N. H. Vols.,
Bermuda Hundred, Va., May 11, 1864.
Lieut. E. L. Moore, A. A. A. G., 2d Brig. 1st Div. 10th A. C.
Sir:— In accordance with instructions received from Brigade
Head Quarters, I have the honor to make the following report
of the part taken in the affair of the past two days by the 3d
N. H. Vols. We left camp about seven o'clock on the morning
of the 9th, marched with the brigade to Chester Station on the
Richmond and Petersburg railroad, arriving about twelve o'clock
M. ; marched thence down the railroad to Port Walthal Junction,
"arriving about 2 o'clock p. m., thence to Richmond turnpike,
where the regiment was ordered to report to Brigadier General
Terry, and by him posted at Brandon Bridge on a road from
Richmond to Petersburg two and a half miles from Petersburg,
where we arrived about an hour after dark with instructions to
hold the position and allow no troops to advance across the bridge
;
to reconnoitre the position of the enemy, the condition of the
bridge, the enemy's batteries, the depth of water in the river, &c.
I marched the column to within about seven hundred yards of the
bridge, formed a line of battle, and advanced with a line of
skirmishers to within about a hundred and fifty }ard3 of the
bridge where I met the enemy advancing. I was afterwards in-
formed by a man living near by that the enemy numbered two
hundred and were advancing to capture a cavalry patrol that
had previously looked the ground over; the enemy opened fire
which was returned, when he opened with grape and canister
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from a work on the opposite side of the river, the firing lasting
but a few minutes. It being quite dark and knowing very little
of the position of the enemy or the ground, I did not try to push
the enemy back, but posted ray pickets for the night. While re-
connoitering the next morning, the enemy opened with grape and
canister firing a few rounds. This position was held until one P. m.,
10th inst., when I was ordered to fall back; proceeded up the
turnpike to Head Quarters of Division, and was ordered to de-
ploy my regiment as skirmishers at the front, where I remained
until about six o'clock p. m., when I was ordered to return to earap.
All the officers of my command behaved so well, it would be
difficult to select any particular one, for especial praise ; the men
behaved well and underwent their fatiguing duties cheerfully.
The casualities were Private John Smith, of Co. D, wounded
in hand (severe,) Patrick Mansfield, Co. I, in head (danger-
ous,) and Private John Kennedy, Co. A, a case of " sun stroke."
In returning to camp, shots were accidentally fired by catching the
triggers in the bushes, it being dark at the time, and the following
named men were wounded ; Privates James Ryan, Co. E, in
leg (slight,) John L. Wing, Co. K, in finger (slight,) and John
Wilson, Co. K, in hand (severe.)
I am. Sir, very respectfully.
Your obedient servant,
(Signed.) J. I. PLIMPTON,
Lieut. Col. Commanding 3d N. H. Vols.
Official copy for Brig. Gen. Head, Adjt. Gen. of N. H.
J. F. Randlett, Lieut. Col. 3d N. H. V.
Head Quarters, 3d N. H. Vols.,
Bermuda Hundred, Int., Va., August 23, 1864.
General Natt Head, Adjutant General State of N. 11. :
General:— I have the honor to transmit to you by Capt. R.
W. Houghton, Commanding Detachment 3d N. H. Vols., the old
battle flag of the Regiment. Its worn and tattered folds render
it unserviceable as a proper regimental stand of colors, yet the old
flag is loved all the more, for there will ever remain in the mem-
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ories of all its brave defenders who now survive, the most pro-
found admiration. The old Third have fought beneath its folds
and I believe the honors won have been great and immortal. At
James Island, Morris Is'and, Fort Wagner and its siege, Drnry's
Bluff', Half-way House, Bermuda Hundred a' d Deep Run, have
fallen many noble sons of the " old Granite State."
I most sincerely desire that this flag may be preserved by the
State authorities, where in future years its defenders may have
the pleasure of looking upon it, remembering their services du^
ring three long years in active service in defence of our glorious
nation's honor.
Lieut. Col. Plimpton would have sent this flag had he lived,
and I desire to carry out his plan so far as possible.
The original members are being mustered out to-day here. I
regret exceedingly that they were not allowed to proceed to New
Hampshire previously, in order to be mustered out there. They
will probably arrive in New Hampshire on Monday next.
The organization of the 3d Regiment will be continued, by
virtue of Special Orders No. 102, Head Quarters 10th Army
Corps, dated August 21, 1864, a copy of which I herewith trans-
mit.
Yery respectfully, I have the honor to be.
Your obedient servant,
HENRY S. DOW,
Capt. 3d N. H. Vols., Commanding Regiment.
Head Quarters Tenth Akmt Corps, >
In the Field, August 21, 1864. >
Special Orders
No. 102.
I. In obedience to instructions from the Major General Commanding the Depart-
ment : upon the mustering out of the officers and men of the 3d New Hampshire
Volunteers whose terra of service has expired, the regiment will not be consolida-
ted, but will retain its old organization.
« * •
By command of Major General Birney,
(Signed,) ED. W. SMITH,
Assistant Adjutant General.
Official,
(Signed,) A. T ^^ry, Assistant Adjutant General.
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Head Quarters 3d N. H. Vols.,
September 27, 1864.
Capt. Adrian Terry, Jsst. Adjt. Gen., 1st Div. 10th A. C:
Captaix :— In accordance with instructions received this date
from the Brevet Major General Commanding Division, I have
the honor to submit the following report of the part taken by
this command in operations North of James River, from August
14th to 17th, 1864.
The Regiment moved with column 2d brigade, 1st division,
10th army corps, at midnight August 13th, crossed the J. mes
about daylight 14th, ]mrticipated in reconnoissance of that date.
On morning of 15th recrossed the river to Jones' landing in column
which again crossed below Deep Bottom ; marched to Deep Run,
on 16th about m., charged with 2d brigade, 1st division, the ene-
my's works at Flussels mills carrying his line, capturing a large
number of prisoners ; advanced by order of Col. J. R. Hawley,
commanding brigade, about three hundred yards beyond the cap-
tured line ; there met the enemy in force ; madeanother desperate
charge through open field under galling fire from the enemy, tow-
ards another angle of same line, as mentioned as taken. At this
moment it was discovered as impracticable to advance on account
of the force of the enemy and his secure position ; as retreat was
ordered, the command fell back to that portion of the line first
taken ; the enemy pursued and made tliree successive attempts
to dislodge it, but were handsomely repulsed. After holding this
position for more than an hour, orders were received to move
to the rear. Thus ended the engagement.
Our losses in killed, wounded and missing, including 1 officer
killed, and 9 wounded, was 93. Lieut. Col. Josiah I. Plimpton,
commanding regiment, fell in the open field in the advanced posi-
tion, at the moment orders were 'received to fall back. He was
through the heart and expired instantly, while actively engaged
in moving his command in order.
Of the conduct of the officers and men of this command dur-
ing the above named operations I need not comment, as the
General commanding the division was present, and did not fail to





Major Sd iV. H. Vols., Commanding Regiment.
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Head Quarters 3d N. H. Vols.,
Laurel Bill, Before Richmond, Ya., Oct. 13, 18G4.
Lieut. E. Lewis Moore, A.A.J. Gen., 2d Brig. Ist Div. 10th A. C
:
Lieutenant:— In accordance with instructions from Brigade
Head Quarters, I have the honor to make the following report of
the part taken bj my command in recent operations " north of the
James."
On September 29th moved at 4, a. m., with 2d brigade in 1st
division column from Deep Bottom towards New Market Road
before the Heiglits. Was ordered by Col. J. C. Abbott, command-
ing brigade, to throw my regiment forward to join the 7th Con-
Becticut volunteers skirmishing, and command the skirmish line.
Advanced about two hundred yards across ravine and light woods
;
came to an opening from which I discovered the enemy's position
to be in continual line of breastworks and rifle pits at foot of the
hills, and running with New Market Road. Col. Abbott instructed
me to advance my line as rapidly as possible reporting success
to him, exercising my own discretion. When in full view of the
enemy and his works five hundred yards across the opening, I ad-
vanced a light line and drew from the enemy the disposition of
his forces ; finding my line flanked on the left by works similar to
those in my front, and discovei'ing that he was reenforcing the
flank, I ordered my men to lie down, the advantage of the roll-
ing ground being such as to entirely protect them from his in-
fantry, while his artillery played over us into the ravine. I then
sent a messenger to Col. Abbott informing him of the disposition
of my command, respectfully suggesting that a force be sent to re-
lieve my left flank. I was informed that Gen. Terry had sent a
detachment of colored troops to that duty. As scon as those
troops advanced, I pushed forward my first lino of skirmishers,
and finding but a small force in my front, ordered my whole com-
mand to charge. The enemy discovering the success of the colored
troops on my left, gave us their works without much struggle.
Finding my way clear, I determined to gain the position on the
heights before the enemy shculd discover the actual strength of
my foi'ce. lie had already started with his guns, leaving the 7th
Connecticut Volunteers, commanded by Capt. Atwell. in charge of
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the works on the road. I advanced with the 3d New Hampshire
and took possession of the heights. Immediately pushing out a
few skirmishers, they captured a Mr Libby owner of the farm we
occupied, (said to be of Libby Prison notoriety.) This gentle-
man was in his loaded wagon started for Richmond. From him
and the negroes of the place captured, I learned that the enemy's
battery consisted of eight guns. I judged from my own observa-
tions of the enemy, that his force was about six hundred infantry,
two hundred cavalry and the battery. The cavalry at one time
advanced as if to charge, but seeing the remainder of Col. Ab-
bott's command advancing, retired. My own force was less than
three hundred.
In this operation so remarkalily successful, I am much indebted
to Capt. Atwell and his command, 7th Connecticut volunteers, for
the cheerful and gallant manner in which they obeyed my orders.
As I am quite positive that had the enemy discovered my real force,
or seen the least spirit other than determined bravery, they would
not have given us the position. Occupying tliis position half an
hour, I received orders to rejoin the brigade. Afternoon of
same day marched with 1st division on reconnoissance, to within
two miles of city of Richmond ; returned to our entrenched lines
same evening.
During the day the officers and men of my command, behaved






Major 3d N. H. Vols., Commanding Regiment.
Head Quauters 3d N. H. Vols.,
Laurel Hill, before Richmond, Va., Oct. 15, 1864.
Lieut. E. Lewis Moore, A. A. A. Gen., 2d Brig. 1st Dlv. IQih A. C:
Lieutenant:— I have the honor to make the following report of
the part taken by my command in reconnoissance of 1st division,
10th army corps, before Richmond, on the 1st day of October,
1864.
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Left entrenched position at 9 1-2 o'clock a. m., marched up
Darbytown Road to junction of Richmond Central Road ; after
proceeding about one and three-quarters miles on this road,
my regiment was deployed as skirmishers, with 6th and Tlh Con-
necticut and 7th New Hampshire Volunteers, under Col. Rockwell
of 6th Connecticut Volunteers. Advanced to within sight of reb-
el capitol ; met no infantry opposition to within seven hundred
yards of its fortifications. The artillery fire was very heavy
from every point of the enemy's front.
Losses of command, wounded 1 ; missing 1 ; total 2. In this
day's duty the regiment was under command of Lieut. J. Homer
Edgerly, whose conduct Avas reported by all to have been ex-
tremely praiseworthy. The command returned to our entrench-
ments at about ten o'clock, p. m.
I was absent from my command as " Division Officer of the
Day," and by order of Major General D. B. Birnej', Corps Com-
mander, accompanied 10th Connecticut Volunteers, in a move-
ment to the left of the division column, to divert the enemy's





Major od N. H. Vols., Commanding Regiment.
Head Quarters 3d N. H. Vols., }
Laurel Hill, before Richmond, Va., Oct. 16, 1864. 3
Lieut. E. Lewis Moore, A. A. A. Gen. 2d Brig. 1st D.v. 10th A. C
:
Lieutenant:— I have the honor to make the following report
of the part taken by my conunand in the action of Oct. 7th, 1864.
Broke camp within entrenched line. Laurel Hill, about 8 1-2
o'clock A. M., moved towards right of our line in column of 2d
Brigade, 1st Division, 10th A. C. ; formed part of line of battle
with that brigade on New Market Road ; here learned the enemy
were advancing driving our cavalry fo;ce. Col. J. C. Abbott,
commanding brigade, ordered me to advance the right wing of
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my regiment as skirmishers to meet the enemy; advanced as di-
rected ; met the enemy in force about seven hmidred yards from
N. M. Road, in line of battle running parallel with the same. The
right of my line was soon after connected with skirmishers from
3d Brigade ; my left connected with a detachment of Gen, Kautz
Cavalry. These cavalry skirmisliers had been driven by the enemy
and claimed { osition in the opening. I did not deem it prudent
to advance further as the enemy's line of battle was within one
hundred yards, his skirmishers being driven handsomely by my
men, a few moments after gaining this position and I discovered
from the bristling bayonets of the enemy, and his quiet yet ex-
posed deportment, that he was determined to advance. At this
critical moment my orderly reported to me that the cavalry had
fallen back, leaving me no word, and my left flank entirely ex-
posed. I immediately faced my command by left flank and cov-
ered the ground so unceremoniously left by the cavalry; the ene-
my advanced steadily at this point to within eighty yards of my
line and were huidsomely repulsed by my skirmishers. At this
time my men began to complain their ammunition was getting
short, which I reported to Col. Abbott, who informed me he could
not replenish it, but gave me seventy-five men from the 7th Connecti-
cut Volunteers armed the same as my own men (Spencer Repeat-
ing Carbines.) With these few men, not over one hundred and
fifty in all, I succeeded in keeping the enemy back for more than
half an hour, when he advanced in bayonet charge in two lines of
battle. M}^ men were confident they could repulse them, and
as my orders had been " to hold them as long as possible," there
was no chance for those on the left of the line to escape, and no-
bly they contested the ground with the formidable force within
fifteen yards of my line, some of them destroying their arms be-
fore surrendering. Thirteen of these brave fellows fell into the
enemy's hands, I trust unharmed prisoners. There was no possible
chance for escape for our main line opened fire on the enemy before
the left of my line began to give way. I attach no blame to any
one foi" this, for had my men returned to the line it must have
been with the enemy. I immediately joined my left wing which
was in the main line of battle, 2d battalion, from the left of the
brigade line. The enemy must have been punished severely, as
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on my left the distance was less than one hundred yards and the
encni}'- stood a long time in full view in line of battle and received
a tcriific fire from t':e seven shooters. Those of my men who
were secreted beneath logs when the enemy charged over them, cap-
tured thirty-one of the enemy as they fell back, one man captur-
ing six pi-isoners.
Afternoon of the same day, advanced with division column in pur-
suit of enemy, but he would not receive battle ; returned and took
position on ground contested with the enemy.
Of the conduct of the men and officers of this skirmish line I
make no comment, but I trust the importance of tlie repeating
rifle or caibine for skirmishing will be fully appreciated, as I do
not believe the same number of men armed with any other peice
would have held the enemy in check for a moment.
My loss was in 3d N. H. Volunteers, 1 man killed, 11 wounded




JAMES F. RAND LETT.
Major Commanding Zd Regiment, jS. H. Vols.
Head Quarters Sd N. H. Vols., )
Laurel Hill, before Richmond, Va., Oct. 21, 1864. )
Lteut. E. Lewis Moore, A. A. A. Gen. 2d Brig. \si Dlv. lOth A. C
:
Lieutenant:— I have the honor to report the following as
the part taken by my command in recounoissance of October
13th, 1864.
Left camp at four o'clock, a. m., marched in column 2d Brigade,
1st Division, 10th A. C. ; on meeting cnr my was ordered to deploy
my command in rear right wing, brigade line, as reserve. Soon
after was ordered to right of division line in rear of 1st Brig-
ade, to communicate A\ith Col. Pond commanding that brigade.
Col. Pond ordered me to form column in rear of his command,
which I did by deploying in column by wing right in front. After
lying in this position for more than an hour, orders were received
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to charge the enemy's works in our front. Col. Pond's brigade
reenforced by the 10th Connecticut Volunteers formed in battalion
line in double column closed in mass. My command formed thir-
ty yards in rear of battalion of direction; the line advanced
steadily at c mmand forward, for about two hundred yards, when
the command to charge was given, we dashed forward about two
hundred yards further ; a yell given by the charging column seemed
to inspire hope of success, but proved to give the concealed ene-
my the position of our forces and drew a terrific tire, under which
Col. Pond's brigade retired in confusion. My command retained
their position not a man leaving the ranks. Col. Pond soon ral-
lied a portion of his brigade ; orders were received to retire and
I covered the retreating column.
I cannot refrain from comment on this charge after stating so
much relating to the conduct of this brigade. It appears to me
that our advance was made too far to the right, as nearly all the
fire from the enemy came across from enemy to left of our flank.
I do not think the position could have been carried with the force
of our command, but i cannot refrain from stating that it is my
belief that the ground was not thoroughly skirmi.died before the
charge was made.
On retiring I was ordered to join the 2d Brigade, and with
them returned to camp.
Of the conduct of my officers and men in this unhappy afi"air I
am truly proud, as none but true soldiers would have stood with




JAMES F. RAND LETT,
Major Sd N. H. Vuls., Commanidng Regiment,
Head Quarters 3d N. H. Vols.,
Laurel Hill, before Richmond, Va., Oct. 30, 1864.
Lieut. Ferdinand Davis, A. A. A. General, 2d Brigade, \st Di-
vision, lOiA Army Corps
:
Lieutenant:— I have the honor to forward the following re-
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port of the part taken by my command Oct. 27Lh and 28th, in
skirmish on Darbytown and Charles City Roads.
Marched from camp at Laurel Hill at 3 : 45 o'clock on morning
of the 27th in column 2d Brigade under command of Col. Abbott;
reached Darbytown Road 5 1-2 o'clock ; received orders to deploy
my command in advance of 2d Brigade and move forward as
skirmishers towards enemy's works, my left resting on Da;by-
town Road, my right connecting with skirmishers of (3d) Col.
Plaisted's Brigade. Met the enemy's skirmishers in rifle pits be-
fore his works ; succeeded in driving them from their position to
behind their main line of outer defences of Richmond. My loss
in this operation was three killed and three severely wounded.
At 10 o'clock received orders to move to the right of division line,
the division being right of 10th Corps; moved to this position by
facing my line by right flank and passing in rear of skirmishers
of 1st and 3d Brigades; there I was rcenforced by 7th Connecti-
cut Volunteers, Capt. AtwcU commanding. In my new line the
left ol 7th Connecticut Volunteers connected with right of 67th
Ohio Volunteers from 1st Brigade, the right of the'Sd New Hamp-
shire resting on Charles City Road. Received orders to advance
towards enemy's works and ascertain his force and position.
Assured that the line in advance of 1st Brigade would move for-
ward at same time, I advanced through woods about one hundred
yards ; came to an opening ; in attempting to cross the corn-field I
found the enemy posted the same as I had encountered him on
the left, in pits. The skirmishers of 1st Brigade failed to ad-
vance, and consequently a terrific fire from the enemy in our front
and on the left flank, made it impossible for us to advance more
than one hundred yards into the field without great sacrifice of
men. My command laid down holding every pace of ground
over which we had advanced; I then attempted to have the 1st
Brigade line advance, but to no purpose. Finding it impractica-
ble to advance the left of our line, for the reason that there were
none to engage the enemy who gave ug such heavy flank fire, I
extended with my reserve my lines further to the right of Charles
City Road ; drove the enemy's skirmishers in the woods from my
front, and succeeded in gaining a position where my fire flanked
his pits and drove all before my regiment to behind his works,
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thus gaining a fine view of the Charles City Road and tlie line of
works generally. During this advance a contin;:al artillery and
infantry fire played upon us, whose effect ceased as soon as his
skirmishers were driven in. The distance was so short from the
pits that their aim was almost certain, and although but eight
men were hit by the enemy's fire, four were killed instantly.
I have to regret the loss of one valuable soldier on the morn-
ing of the 28th shot by our cavalry who fell back the evening pre-
vious, and on their advance in the morning new men did not know
our position. My total loss 7 killed, 8 seriously wounded. At
2 o'clock p. M., 28th, I received orders to assemble my command
and join Brigade on Darbytown Road, having been on skirmish
line thirty-two hours.
Of the conduct of the officers and men of my command, I feel
I am justly proud, each officer did his whole duty, each enlisted
man stood nobly by his comrade, and although the night was cold
and rainy, not a grumble or complaint at hardship or suffering






Lieut. Col. 3d N. H. Vols., Commanding Regiment.
Head Quarters 3d N. H. Vols., >
Before Richmond Va., Nov. 18, 1864. 5
Brig. Gen. Natt Head,^J/'^. Gen. New Hampshire, Concord N. H:
General:— I have the honor to transmit herein a record of
events of my command since Nov. 3d, 1864,
Received orders at 9 o'clock on the evening of 2d inst., to put
my command in order for march immediately, two days rations
" cooked or uncooked," all camp and garrison equipage and regi-
mental teams to be taken along. My regiment was at this time
on the picket line, were relieved and returned to camp at 2 o'clock
on the morning of the 3d ; at 4 o'clock two hours later, moved
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witli column of 2d Brigade,. 1st Division, 10th Army Corps, to
Deep Bottom. The night had been cold and rainy, the march al-
though short -was rough on account of mud ; about 5 o'clock, p. m:,
went on board transports, arrived at Fortress Monroe about 3
o'clock, P. M., of 4th inst. ; there we were transferred to United
States Steamer " United States." On this transport were four
regiments: 13th Indiana; 7th Connecticut; 7th and 3d New
Hampshire Volunteers. The accommodations for the men were
insufficient and as a consequence they were literally packed, many
being obliged to stand or sit up for want of room to lie down.
On the morning of the 5th we got under way at day-light, ar-
rived in New York Harbor at 1 o'clock, Sunday p. m. ; at 9 o'clock
disembarked at Fort Richmond, Staten Island, marched to the
barrack streets, but as the rooms of the houses were taken up my
ccmmand was ordered to bivouac in the streets; my men found a
wood-pile near and soon had fires and hot coffee. At 4 o'clock
on the morning of the 7 th inst., to add to our comfort, a smart rain
storm commenced; at 8 o'clock inspection; at 10 quarters were
discovered for us inside Fort Richmond in the stone casemates.
These being almost entirely open at the sides served only as pro-
tection from the rain, but were even colder than the street biv-
ouac. At 1 o'clock I received orders to move immediately with
one hundred men of my command on board transport Westfield,
with Light Battery " M," Capt. Langdon, 1st U. S. Artillery,
taking with me five thousand rounds extra ammunition ; arrived at
the dock ; two days rations of coffee, hard bread and pork, were
issued to the command. Judging from the order received that I
was immediately to participate in active operations in preserving
law and order in the City of New York, the purpose for which
we had been ordered from our position before Richmond, I moved
my command to meet the emergency not even taking time to di-
rect my servant to take me rations or as much as a towel of my
personal baggage. On board the Westfield we lay off Fort Ham-
ilton until dark when we again crossed to Staten Island, taking
on board the 112th New York, 13th Indiana and Uth Maine
Volunteers, and were immediately ordered to the pier at foot of
Forty-second street to wait further orders. All day of tlie 8th
we lay at this point, my books, papers and regimental and all
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officers baggage had been left at Fort Richmond, and I found my-
self lying idle with nothing to do except to overawe with our
presence those disposed to riot in the city, with the strictest or-
ders not to leave for a moment my position without orders. It
was a day of sore disappointment to us all who had anticipated
the privilege of adding our votes to the loyal majorities in favor
of and confidence in the present administration of our country.
At 4 o'clock Brigadier General Hawley, commanding the forces
from 10th Army Corps, came along side and proposed to take
an officer on board his Flag Ship and send him to Fort Richmond
for my election papers. I detailed Captain W. H. Trickey to go
j
we waited very patiently for his return until dark ; but General
Hawley was called in another direction ; took Captain Trickey
with him; the Captain returned to me about m., of the 9th iust.
I have to regret very much that my men were not allowed to ex-
press their confidence in the Government; by their votes to sus-
tain the present administration, but am happy to enclose the ac-
companying certificate from the officers of the command, reliev-
ing me from all responsibility of the denial. We remained on
board the Westfield until p. m., of the 11th inst., when we de-
barked at Fort Richmond. On the 14th we embarked on board
the " United States " again, for the army of the James, arrived
at our old camp ground before Richmond on the eve of 17th
having been gone fifteen days.
Of this expedition I have only to state that we have never en-
dured more of hardships before the enemy ; we have no casuali-
ties to mourn, but hunger, cold and inconvenience generally char-
acterized the whole expedition. I believe I am not disposed to
grumble at sacrifices, but I do think it hard to live in New York
Harbor three days on raw salt pork and hard bread ; this was
the extent of my feed and that of my command, and short at
that.
I have not written the above as a complaint, such conduct
would be unmilitary; but for the purpose that you may have a
correct record of the history of the command.
I am, General, very truly,
Your friend and obedient servant,
JA^IES F. RANDLETT,
Lieut. Col. M N. H. Vols., Commanding Regiment.
17
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The following extracts, from monthly reports made to the Ad-
jutant General's oflfice, is the only matter of record received ol
the operations of the Fourth Regiment N. H. Vol. Infantry, during-
the several campaigns in which it has borne a conspicuous part
and won an imperishable name, reflecting the highest honor upon
the State which sent it forth.
The Fourth Regiment New Hampshire Volunteers was organ-
ized at Manchester, N. H., and was mustered into the service of
the United States in September, 1861, and left for Washington,
D. C, September 27th, under command of Colonel Thomas J.
Whipple. On its arrival at Washington it went into camp near
Bladeusburg Toll-gate.
On October 9th, 1861, at six o'clock, a. m., broke camp and
marched to the Depot and proceeded by Railroad to Annapolis,
Md., arriving at four and a-half o'clock, p. m.
Encamped at Annapolis from Oct. 9 th, to the 19 th instant, on
which day (at half past four, p. m.,) the regiment broke camp and
marched to the slip opposite the NavaJ Academy and was con-
veyed by lighters to the Steamer Baltic, on which the regiment
embarked the same evening and proceeded to Fortress Monroe
and arrived Oct. 2 1st. On the 29th instant, left Fortress Monroe
and arrived and disembarked at Port Royal, S. C, November 7th,
and immediately went into camp.
At this place a portion of the regiment consisting of ten com-
missioned officers and two hundred and sixty-one men, under
command of Major J. D. Drew, was sent in detached service to
Tybee Island.
January, 1862.
The regiment left camp at Hilton Head, S. C, January 21,
1862, and embarked on Steamer Delaware the same day and pro-
ceeded to Warsaw Sound, arriving January 26th, remained on
board the Delaware at the close of the month.
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February, 1862.
The regiment encamped on the border of Warsaw Sound, eleven
days during this month, on the twenty-first instant, embarked on
the Steamer Empire City and proceeded down the coast on a
secret expedition.
March, 1862.
The regiment arrived at Fcrnandina, Fla., March 5th, and on
the 8th instant, companies A, B, C, D, G, H, I and K, embarked
on Steamer Boston. Companies A, B, D, G, H, I and K, were
landed at Jacksonville, Fla., March 1 3th. Company C, was landed
at May Point Mills. Companies E, and F, embarked on Steamer,
March 19th, left Fernandina March 20th, and arrived at St. Au-
gustine, March 21st.
September, 1862.
Seven companies left St. Augustine September 10th, and ar-
rived at Beaufort, S. C, on the 11th instant. Detachment of
three companies at Beaufort, S. C, ordered to join the regiment
September 24th.
October, 1862.
A portion of the regiment was in the battle of Pocotaligo
Bridge, October 2 2d.
NAMES.
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the causeway by the flank ; three companies passed and formed
in line on the solid ground, while the fourth company (Co. G-,)
was ordered to halt and repair the bridge, (which the enemy had
partially destroyed,) so that it should be passable for artillery.
The artillery having passed over, I deployed the whole regiment
as skirmishers, and we acted as the support of the artillery from
this place, to the place where the artillery finally posted. After
firing as skirmishers for a few minutes, at the most advanced post
occupied by our forces, we were relieved by some other regiment,
and I sent orders to have the regiment reformed in line. At this
time I was temporarily disabled. Lieut. Col. Sleeper moved
the regiment to the front on the left of the ;^'ixth Regiment Con-
necticut Volunteers, where it remained for some half hour, when
Lieut. Col. Sleeper was ordered into the road with the regiment,
where it remained a few minutes, when it was again ordered into
the woods at the left. At about five o'clock, Lieut. Col. Sleeper
received the order to retire. I rejoined and assumed command
of the regiment at the caaseway. On passing the causeway the
regiment took up a position in the woods on the right. Being
ordered to act as rearguard, we moved (after the other regiments
had passed,) to the ground u^:ed as a hospital. I caused all the
scattered arms and accoutrements to be collected as we retired,
and all other property I destroyed. Owing to the large number
of wounded in front, which we carried, our march was very slow.
Before we reached the shore, more than one half of my regiment
were at work carrying the wounded. I cannot refrain from men-
tioning that in many instances we found wounded men by the
roadside with only one or two men with them, the rest of the
men detailed to carry them having deserted them. No wounded
man was left behind. M/ regiment arrived in camp at four
o'clock in the morning.
In conclusion I am proud to be able to say that there were no
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July, 1863.
The regiment moved from Folly Island, S. C, and established
camp ou Morris Island, S. C, July 20th, 1863,
September, October and November, 1864.
From the first until the twenty-fifth of September, the regiment
was stationed in tho trenches in front of Petersburg, Ya. Occu-
pying a position in range of Battery Clifton, a rebel work on the
Appomattox. Fatigue duty severe ; weather warm ; but cases of
sickness and casualties few in number. Moved to the north
bank of the James and advanced towards Richmond from Deep
Bottom. Engaged in frequent skirmishes, but no charge until
September 29th, when an attack was ordered on Fort Gilmor, a
strong earth work on the lines of the enemy defending Richmond
on the north bank of the James. Our loss was severe for the
number engaged. During the months of October and November
the regiment was stationed in the trenches on the north bank of
the James
;
picket duty performed continuously.
December, 1864.
Position and duty unchanged until the seventh instant, when
the regiment was ordered to prepare for the expedition against
Fort Fisher, N. C. On the eighth embarked on transports, and
remained on board until the twenty-fifth instant, when the regi-
ment was landed three miles (on the coast) above Fort Fisher at
three o'clock, p. m. Skirmished (successfully) with detachment of
the enemy, stationed to oppose our landing. At night-fall marched
to a point one mile distant from the fort, halted until eiglit, P. M.,
when all were ordered to embark. December thirtieth, reached
former station on Chaffin's Farm, Va.
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[The history of this regiment for the first year of its existence, is thus given by
its lamented Colonel, Edward E. Cross.]
The regiment completed its muster on the evening of Oct. 26,
1861, and left Concord on the 2Slh, nnmbering 1010, officers and
men. On the 31st, we reached Bladensburg, where we encamped.
On the 3d of November, in the midst of a rain, with the roads
in a very bad condition, we formed a portion of Howard's Brig-
ade ordered to Lower Marlborough, Md. The distance about
fifty miles, was made in two days. We marched back in two
days, after remaining one day. No more severe march has been
made by any regiment in the army of the Potomac.
On the 27th of November, the regiment marched across Long
Bridge into Virginia, and was assigned, with the remainder of
Howard's Brigade, to the Division of General Sumner. A great
deal of hard leibor was here expended in rendering habitable a
bad location for a camp, but we afterwards had the satisfaciion of
having the neatest, most comfortable quarters in t'le division.
The regiment soon commenced doing picket and out-post duty
at the front, and established the first line of pickets fronting the
enemy at Fairfax Court House. In the intervals of picketing
and scouting whenever the weather would allow— the men were
thoro'.ighly drilled, not only in regimental drill, but by brigade,
also in the bayonet exercise. The commissioned officers were
also drilled in the practical part of this duty. Schools were es-
tablished by the Colonel and Lieutenant Colonel, for the theoret-
ical instruction of officers and sergeants, during the winter eve-
nings. A " common school " for the rest of the boys in the regi-
ment as needed instruction in elementary branches, was also put
in operation—the necessary books being donated by the Sanitary
Commission.
All thi'ough the Winter my regiment furnished heavy details to
build roads, repair bridges and cut timber. The pioneers were
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also instructed in making gabions, fascines and other engineer-
ing work. The good eifcct of tliis drill and instruction has since
been apparent to officers and men, on many trying occasions.
Measles and mumps prevailed in my regiment to an extraordi-
nary extent, but at no time up to the day of the battle of Pair
Oaks, did the regiment fail to turn out more men for duty, than
any other in the entire Division. All through the Winter we av-
eraged from six hundred and fifty to ciglit hundred men for duty,
daily. Several times when the regiment was out on duty, at the
front, it was exposed to severe storms of rain and snow without
tents, for five or six davs at a time.
On the 1st day of March, while on picket, received orders to
move up and join the remainder of Howard's Brigade then on a
scout at the front. While on this expedition the regiment was
called out in the night to meet the enemy. No less than seven
minutes from the time the " long roll " commenced beating, the
whole regiment was on the march.
On the 10th of March, my regiment under its commanding
officer, formed the advance guard of Sumner's Division when it
moved from " Camp California " on Manassas—Major W. Cook
commanding my skirmish line. On the march to Warrenton
Junction, the entire force were obliged to ford creeks and rivers,
some waist-deep—crossing five of these fords in one day. Guard
and picket duty was severe, the weather cold and rainy—the
roads almost impassable. Often the men could not build fires
—
often the ground was so wet and muddy that they could not lie
down. There were no tents, no wagons, no cooking utensils,
but tin cups. We endured these hardships for thirty-one days
;
yet the men were cheerful, and we averaged seven hundred
for duty, daily. There was hardly a man on the sick list, and no
straggling during the severest marching.
On the 28ih of March, Gen. Howard commanded a reconnois-
ance in force from Warrenton Junction to the Rappahannock
River, eight miles—for the purpose of forcing tl;e enemy to cross
the river, and burn the railroad bridge. I had the honor again
to command the advanced guard—Lieut. Col. Langley command-
ing the skirmish line. The enemy were driven in all day, the
bridge and railroad depot burned, and the rebel forces shelled
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out of their position. Here the Fifth regiment first came under
fire—the skirmish line from the enemy's riflemen, and the main
body from shot and shell. The behavior of the regiment on this
expedition and its important service, gained great praise from the
commander of the forces^
Without returning to " Camp California " where our tents and
regimental property was left, the regiment proceeded to Alexan-
dria, and on the 4th of April, embarked for the Peninsula. The
weather was cold and wet when we reached Ship Point, and the
men were obliged to wade ashore from the vessel and camp on
the water-soaked earth, with no tents. My regiment was at once
set to work making " corduroy road " through a swamp, and
building bridges. Our daily detail was about three hundred men
for this purpose. Added to this hard labor in mud and water,
the locality was very unhealthy. Our Brigade Commander here,
as always, did all that he could for our comfort, and no pains
were spared by the regimental officers to look out for the health
of their men,—to this, may be attributed the fact that we had less
men in the hospital at Ship Point, than any other regiment of the
Brigade.
In building roads and bridges the men showed the usual good
qualities, so much so as to be greatly complimented by the Gen-
eral over us. When the seige of Yorktown opened the Fifth
was sent to join the Engineers Brigade, under General Wood-
bury. While with this brigade, we constructed twenty-five thous-
and gabions and a large number of fascines. The regiment also
built a tower one hundred feet high and forty feet base, of heavy
timber, for an observatory at General Headquarters. This labor
was about completed when the enemy evacuated Yorktown.
The march of our regiment to Williamsburg, was one long to
be remembered. We started just at dark in the midst of a se-
vere rain. The road was horrible. Fifty thousand men with all
their wagon and artillery had passed along that day. The track
was boidercd by thickets most of the way, and in the centre a
sea of mud, in some places absolutely knee deep. The night
was pitch dark, and the whole brigade plunged along in the most
wretched condition imaginable,—halting towards morning in an
old corn-field for rest. In a few days we marched back to York-
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toAvn, and on the 11th of May, embarked for West Point, en the
Paraunkoy River. From this place we marched to the Chicka-
hominy River, near the enemy. Here the regiment was at once
put in fighting order.
On the 25th of May, I received orders to report to General
Sumner with my whole regiment, for fatigue duty. We marched
early in the morning, and I was informed by General Sumner
that the work was to build a bridge, sufficieutly strong for artill-
ery and wagons—over the Chickahominy swamp and river. Oa
reaching the locality, the labor seemed impossible. The swamp
was flooded from one to four feet deep with water and nearly half a
mile wide. On one border was the channel of the stream—over
thirty yards wide and quite deep. Here, a Minnesota regiment
had commenced work the day before, but had been ordered
away. The swamp was a mass of huge trees, vines, brushwood
and old wrecks of trees and shrubbery. Tlic labor was vigor-
ously begun, and with some assistance from small detachments of
the Sixty-fourth and Sixty-ninth Regiments New York Volunteers,
the bridge was built. It was supported by piers composed of
heavy logs—was seventy rods in length. It was completed by sun-
down on the evening of May 30th,—^just in time for Sumner's corps
to cross the next day, in season for Sedgwick's Division to check
the enemy. How much depended upon that bridge, to be known
in history as the " Grape Vine Bridge," can readily be seen ! In
this great undertaking the officers and men labored together, of-
ten in water waist deep, with slimy mud and thick brush under-
neath and around them. Well may it be pronounced one of the
most important and arduous labors of the Peninsula campaign
!
Reaching the field of battle in the evening of t!.e 30tli of May,
the Fifth was pushed ahead and formed the advance guard and
skirmish line of the Army. During the night wo discovci-ed the
enemy within three liundred yards of us. and took several pris-
oners. At daylight the commanding officer of tlie Regiment cap-
tured a rebel courier with important dispatches. The Filth fired
the first and last shot at the great battle of June 1st, and alone
met and drove back a strong column of the enemy — fighting
them at thirty yards range— and although outflaiiked by the
greatly superior numbers of the rebels, caused tiiem to break and
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retire in disorder. Our loss was severe, but wo had tlie proud
satisfaction of hiving performed our duty without flinching, and
added another enduring laurel to the military gbry of our State.
The Colonel and Major of the Regiment being severely wounded,
the command fell to Lieut-Col. Langley. After the battle of Fair
Oaks, tlie Regiment was at once placed in tlie Jh-st line, constant-
ly picketing and skirmishing— leaving quite a number of men,
killed and wounded— until the movement to Harrison's Landing
commenced. Nearly all the regimental property was secured,
and the Regiment fell back with its Brigade, fighting at Savage
Station, Peach Orchard, White Oak Swamp, Charles City, and
Malvern Hill. It Avas the last Regiment that marched off the
battle-field. Lieut-Col. Langley being sick most of the time on
this march, Captain— afterwards Major Sturtevant, had com-
mand. Being in hospital at the time, it was not my fortune to
be present with the Regiment during the retreat; but I have
since heard from many sources, good accounts of the patience,
courage, and excellent conduct of officers and men.
From Harrison's Landing the Regiment marched to Newport
News, where I again assumed command, and we soon after sailed
to Alexandria, landed, and marched to our old locality, "camp
California." Nearly one year's active service— battles, sickness,
hardship and the various incidents of warlike life had now re-
duced the Regiment to about three hundred and fifty men for
duty, and these were worn and ragged, many of them barefooted
and without overcoats or blankets. For protection from the
inclemency of the weather, only the tattered remains of their
shelter tents.
With only one day allowed for rest, we marched to Arlington
Heights
;
a::d the next day about 2 o'clock, received orders to
march without shelter tents or blankets, as rapidly as possible to
the front, to reinforce Gen. Pope. We marched twenty-three
miles with only one halt, and then laid down in a rain, on wet
ground, to rest. More than twenty of the men had no shoes, and
their feet were blistered and bleeding. The next day we were
marched to the front, and formed the skirmish line in face of the
enemy
;
which position we htld without relief, until the entire
army moved away, when we fell back and joined the main body
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at Fairfax Court House, being the last regiment that left Centre-
ville. From this place we marched the same clay to within a
short distance of Chain Bridge, twenty-six miles, without a single
straggler, even among the barefooted ! The next day we marched
into Maryland and camped at Tenallytown. By dint of hard
efforts a i'cw shoes and some clothing was here obtaincJ, and on
the 4th day of September we marched for Frederick, Maryland.
The weather wjs very hot, the roads dusty. After passing
through Frederick, we camped near the battle-ground of South
Mountain, but were held in reserve during the battle.
On the 15th of September, Richardson's Division crossed the
South Mountain in pursuit of the enemy. The Fifth New Hamp-
shire was ordered to the front and deployed as skirmishers. In
this position we drove in the cavalry of the enemy, and discover-
ed the rebel line of battle beyond Autietam river. In the pur-
suit the Regiment captured over sixty prisoners. We might have
taken more ; but I could not spare men to pursue them. All the
remainder of the day and until late at night, the Fifth engaged
the enemy's sharpshooters; driving them from a strong position.
We were not relieved until nearly exhausted. The next day four
companies were sent to hold the enemy's riflemen in check, and
prevent their burning an important bridge over the Antietam.
—
Other companies were sent to destroy obstructions in the rivers.
On the 17th, the day of the great battle, the Fifth went into the
fight with three hundred rifles and nineteen commissioned officers.
The Regiment behaved nobly, and in the language of the official
report, " was entitled to the sole credit of discovering and defeat-
ing the attempt of the enemy to turn the left flank of Richardson's
Division. The large State colors of the Fourth North Carolina
Regiment, which we captured in this fight, are now, by special
permission of the War Department, in our own State. We re-
mained on the field where we fought, assisted to carry off the
wounded and bury the dead, gathered up over four hundred rifles
and, through the whole, had no stragglers, nor did we leave be-
hind a man able to work ! My men entered the battle very rag-
ged, more than forty of them without shirts, and I was compelled
to equip thirty recruits from the bodies of the slain
!
On reaching Bolivar Heights the Regiment was at once placed
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on active duty, and we formed a portion of the advance on Han-
cock's reconnoisaiice. It was soon, however, permitted a brief
period of rest and supplied with much-needed clothing and equip-
ments. Tiie statistics of the Regiment for the year ending Octo-
ber 26, 18G2, are as follows :
ORIGIXAL STRENGTH OP THE REGIMENT.
Officers and Men,
Recruits received during the year,
Total,
LOSSES DURING THE YEAR.
OFFICERS.
Killed in battle, 1
Died of wounds received in battle, 1













Total casualties of battle, . . - . .
DEATHS IN THE HOSPITAL OF THE REGIMENT.
During the year, .......
In other hospitals, ......
Total deaths from disease during the year.
Officers resigned, -.....,
Officers dismissed the service, . . . .
Discharged for various causes, during the year,
Dropped from the rolls for absence without leave, by
order of the War Department,
TOTAL STRENGTH DURING THE YEAR.
Officers and men,
Total losses by death, discharge, dismissal, deser-
tion, &c., &c., including the Band (twenty-
one) mustered out, during the year end-
ing October 26, 1862, . - - -
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Enlisted men, - - 323
TOTAL PRESENT AND ABSENT.
Officers, - . 39
Enlisted men, - - 668
Total strength on the 26th of October, 1862, - 707
I hare thus presented a brief sketch of my Regiment for its
first year. I have no hesitation in saying tliat it has had less
recruits, has performed more labor, and made more severe
marches, than any regiment from the State, in the same time; and,
to say the least, has fought as weU. In whatever position placed
—in battle, or on the march, enduring hunger, cold, or heat—the
Regiment has never faltered, never -failed to do its duty. A
sense of oblig tion to my officers and men for their patience,
courage and fortitude, constrains me to bear this testimony to
their worth, as brave soldiers. It is my earnest wish that those
who are left of us, may live to see the skies of our country no
longer darkened with tlie clouds of war, but radiant and glorious
in the sunshine of peace.
[In addition to the preceding sketch of the history of the regiment during the
first year of its existence we insert the following reports, furnished by Major Lar-
kin, which cover a few months at a subsequent period. It is matter of profound
regret to the Adjutant General and will be, doubtless, to the people of New
Hampshire that no fitting memorial of a regiment which has achieved a national
reputation should be embodied in this report. But appeals to the present com-
mander and those who have preceded him have failed to secure the necessary facts.]
In pursuance of orders from the wav department the Fifth
Regiment New Hampshire Volunteer Infantry reported for duty
to the Major General commanding the army of the Potomac on
the 31st day of May, 1864, and was assigned to the Second Army
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Corps. Early on the morning of the 1st day of June, the line of
march was taken up. and in the afternoon of the same day, the
regiment, commanded by Colonel Charles E. Hapgood and num-
bering twenty-seven commis.'^ioned officers and about fi\e hundred
and fifty enli ted men, reported for duty to Major General Han-
cock, commanding the Second Corps, then lying near Gaines'
Farm, Va. By order of General Hancock the Fifth New Hamp-
shire was assigned to the First Division, Brigadier General F. A.
Barlow, and by him again assigned to the First Brigade of that
Division.
About ten o'clock, in the evening of the 1st, this regiment
moved with the rest of the corps toward Cold Harbor, arriving
in the vicinity of that placp i:i the forenoon of the 2d of June.
In the afternoon, line of battle was formed and the regiment
moved a short distance to the front awaiting further orders.
Towards night breastworks were commenced and were strength-
ened as much as possible during the night. On the morning of
the 3d of June, the regiment moved out from the breastworks
and Ibrmed in line immediately in rear of the picket line, having
on its right the Second New York Heavy Artillery, and on ils
left the One Plundred and Eighty-Tliird Pennsylvania Volunteers.
At the command to advance, the Fifth New Hampshire moved
toward the enemy's breastworks on the double-quick without fir-
ing a shot. The rebels were driven from their entrenc' mcnts in
front of the regiment leaving one gun and several prisoners in
our possession. After pursuing the retreating foe a short distance
the enemy's supports were encountered and opened a galling
cross fire. Unavoidal)ly in some disorder from charging over so
great a distance, fiied upon from the front and both flanks and
failing of any support, the regiment withdrew to the position
from which it had started, with an aggregate loss in killed,
wounded and mis-ing of two hundred and two officers and men.
From the 3d to the 12th of June, the Fifth Regiment remained
in the breastworks at Cold Harbor, suffering numerous losses
from the enemy's fire.
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About nine o'clock, of the night of the 12th, the Fifth New
Hauipshirc left their works at Cold Harbor and took up the line
of march for the Chickahominy River. On the morning of the
13th, the regiment relieved a portion of the Sixth Corps as guard
at Bottom's Bridge. After the passage of the Second Corps, the
Fifth following in rear of the corps, crossed the river at Long
Bridge, and arrived at Wilcox's Landing on the James River,
about seven o'clock, on the night of the 13th. During the night
of the 14tli, the Fifth crossed the James arriving in front of Pe-
tersburg on the morning of the 16th of June. About 3 o'clock,
p. M., the Fifth New Hampshire formed line of battle on the ex-
treme right of the First Division and on the left of the Third
Division. In the engagement which followed Colonel Charles E.
Hapgood was wounded and the command of the Regiment de-
volved on Major J. E. Larkin. In the evening a line of rifle pits
was thrown up.
During the chra-ge made by a portion of the Ninth coi'ps on
the 17th, Major Larkin was ordered by his Brigade commander
to move his regiment forward. In the execution of this order
the Regiment moved out of its breastworks in line of battle and
making a half wheel to the right occupied a rise of ground in
front of the enemy's earth-works for two hours and a half, com-
manding the rebel works and expending 160 rounds of ammunition
per man. While all did well, first Sergeant R. H. Chase, com-
pany C, seemed to his commander to merit special mention, for
his bravery and coolness throughout the action. Three times
through the heavy fire he carried communications to the Brigade
commander and with his own hand brought cartridges from the
breastworks to his regiment.
On the 18th instant the Fifth moved forward and took a posi-
tion near the Petersburg and Norfolk railroad. In gaining the
railroad six men were wounded on the skirmish line. The Regi-
ment remained in the second line of battle till the night of the
20th of June.
On the 21st of June the Regiment moved to the left toward
the Jerusalem plank road, crossed that road and proceeded to-
ward the Petersburg and Weldon railroad. At night the Regi-
ment went on picket. The next morning it was withdrawn and
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rejoininj^ the Division marched to the right, in front of a line of
works which had been thrown rip the night before by a portion
of the Division. After proceeding for a short distance, the Regi-
ment countermarched and occupied the breastworks just in time
to repel an attack from a rebel force in our front. On the 24th
of June tlie Regiment moved to the second line, where it remain-
ed till July 9th. During the night of the 9th, the Fifth moved to
the left and relieved a portion of the picket of the Sixth corps,
where it remained till July 12th. At that date the Regiment
was withdrawn from the picket line and moved some three miles
further to the left, down the Jerusalem road to the cavalry sup-
ports. On the morning of July 13th, camped in rear of the Fifth
corps, where we remained till July 26th, performing our part of
the arduous fatigue duty required in the prosecution of the siege.
On the afternoon of July 26th, the Regiment took up line of
march for Deep Bottom ; crossed the James about 3 o'clock, a.
M., of the 27th, and rested a short time on the North bank.
—
Line of battle was formed, the Twenty-Eighth Massachusetts
Volunteers on the right, the One Hundred and Eighty-Third Penn-
sylvania Volunteers in the centre, the Fifth New Hampshire Volun-
teers on the left. The left wing of the Fifth was then deployed
as skirmishers, the right wing being in reserve. The line moved
upon the enemy's works, driving him out and capturing four Par-
rot guns and a number of small arms and prisoners.
On the night of July 29th, the Regiment left Deep Bottom and
re-crossing the James, arrived in front of Petersburg the next
day. During the affair on the 30th, the Regiment was held in
reserve.
[The following order issued by General Hancock, will show his appreciation of
the services of the Fifth New Hampshire, during the operations which have been
above detailed.]




The Major General Commanding desires to express to the
troops his gratification with their conduct during the late move-
ment across the James river. While all the troops who kept
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their ranks and sustained the arduous march (he regrets to say
there were many who did not) are deserving of praise, the follow-
ing organizations seem to merit particular mention. The Fifth
New Hampshire, Twenty-Eighth Massachusetts, One Hundred and
Eighty-Third Pennsylvania, and Twenty-Sixth Michigan Volun-
teers, all under Colonel Lyncii—One Hundred and Kighty-Third
Pennsylvania Volunteers, all from General Miles' Brigade, consti-
tuting part of the skirmish line of Gen. Barlow's Division, for
their gallantry in the capture of the enemy's Battery on tlic morn-
ing of the 27th, and the skirmish line of General DeTi-obriand's
Brigade— General Mott's Division, particularly the Ninetieth
and One Hundred and Tenth Pennsylvania Volunteers for good
conduct and bravery in their severe action on the right of the
Battery, and the Twenty-Sixth Michigan Volunteers for gallantry
in the reconnoisance of the 28th instant.
The spirit exhibited by the Command shows that they are
determined to maintain the high reputation they have heretofore
acquired.
The Major-General Commanding will not be unmindful of the
services of individual officers a.nd soldiers or organizations and
will reward them to the extent of his power.
By order of Major General Hancock,
(Signed) FRANCIS A. WALKER,
Assistant Adjutant General,
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This regiment which was recruited mainly in the western sec-
tion of the State and rendezvoused at Keene, left for the seat of
war 1024 strong, under the command of Colonel Converse, on
the 25th of December, 1861. Soon after arriving at Washington
the regiment was assigned to General Buruside's Division and
proceeded to Hatteras Inlet, N. C. On the Sth of March, 1862,
Colonel Converse resigned his command and Lieutenant Colonel
(now General) Simon G. Griffin was soon after promoted to the
Colonelcy. During the early part of its term of service the reg-
iment suffered severely from sickness, and since it became accli-
mated and fitted to endure the hardships of camp and field, its
losses at the hands of the enemy have been very heavy.
From the scanty materials which are deposited in this office
a hasty and imperfect history of this regiment is compiled. It
is regretted exceedingly that a command which has seen such
service and so distinguished itself, should not have found a his-
torian whose own reputation was identified with its fair fame and
who could supplement the meagre materials at our command, by
his personal experience.
On the 7th of April, 1862, four companies of the Sixth Regi-
ment and two companies of the Ninth N. Y. Vols., under the
command of Lieutenant Colonel S. G. Griffin, embarked on trans-
ports and proceeded to Elizabeth City, N. C, where they anch-
ored for the night. The next morning they proceeded up the
Pasquotank River to a point about six miles above the city, where
they landed and broke up a rebel camp, capturing seventy-four
prisoners and one hundred and fifty stand of arms. The expedi-
tion returned to camp xipril Sth, 1864.
On the 18 th of April, the regiment under command of liieu-
tenant Colonel S. G. Griffin— acting in conjunction with other
forces— embarked on transports and proceeded to a point about
a mile and a-half below Elizabeth City where they landed. The
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next morning they marched about thirty miles to Camden, N. C,
where a large body of the enemy was found entrenched. An en-
gagement took place, resulting in the rout of the enemy. The
regiment lost in this affair one killed, one missing and two
wounded. It returned to camp on the 20th of April. The suc-
cessful issue of this important expedition gave rise to the follow-
ing congratulatory orders
:
Head Quarters Department op North Carolina,
Newbern, April 26, 18G2.
General Orders,
No. 30.
The General commanding desires to express his high appreci-
ation of the excellent conduct of the forces under command of
Brigadier General Reno, in the late demonstration upon Norfolk.
He congratulates them as well upon the manly fortitude with
which they endured excessive heat, and extraordinary fatigue, on
a forced march of forty miles in twenty-four hours, as upon the
indomitable courage with which, notwithstanding their exhaustion,
they attacked a large body of the enemy's best Artillery, In-
fantry and Cavalry in their own chosen position, achieving a com
plete victory.
It is therefore ordered as a deserved tribute to the persever-
ance, discipline and bravery exhibited by the officers and soldiers
of the 2Ut Mass., 5Ut Penn., %th N. Y., Sdth N. Y., Qth N. H.,
and Marine Battery under Colonel Howard, on the 19th day of
April, a day already memorable in the history of our Country
that the above regiments inscribe upon their respective colors
:
" Camden, April 19th, 1862."
The General Commanding desires especially to express his ap-
probation of General Reno's strict observance of his orders,
when the temptation to follow the retreating enemy was so great.
By command of Major General Burnside,
(Signed,) LEWIS RICHMOND,
Assistant Adjutant General.
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Head Quarters 2d Division,
^
Department of North Carolina, >
Newbern, April 30, 1862. )
General Orders, ^
No. 42. 5
Brigadier General Reno takes great pleasure in transmitting
tlie coBgiatulatory order of the Commanding General concerning
the recent " Battle op Camden."
Seldom have soldiers been called upon to perform more ardu-
ous service, and never has such service been performed with more
cheerfulness.
With such officers and soldiers, he believes that victory will
always rest upon our banners, and the sacred cause for which we
contend, will soon be brought to a triumphant close.
By order of I. L. Rsxo, Brigadier General,
(Signed,) EDWARD M. NEIL,
Assistant Adjutant General.
There are in the Adjutant General's office no records whatever
covering the period immediately after its transfer to Virginia,
when the regiment participated in Pope's disastrous campaign
and distinguished itself under McClellan in the pursuit and check
of Lee"s invading army. The part which the regiment took in Gen-
eral Burnside's brief but bloody Virginia campaign, also passes
unchronicled, as do iis experiences on the march and in provost
and guard duty in Kentucky and Tennessee, and its participation
in the campaign which culminated in the capture of the capital
of Mississippi. Lieut-Col. Bixby furnishes the following list of
battles in which the regiment was engaged during this period,
j
which we trust may serve as heads for some future discourse
;
August 29—30, 1862, second Bull llun, Va. Loss heavy.
September 1, 18()2, Cliantilly, Va. Losri considerable.
September 14, 1862, South Mountain, jNIaryland. Loss slight.
September 17, 1862, Autietam, Maryland. Loss heavy.
November — , 1862, Annisville, Virginia. Skirmish.
November 17, 1862, White Sulphur Springs, Va. Skirmish.
December 13, 1862. Fredericksburg, Virginia. Loss heavy.
June 15—July 4, 1862, Vicksburg, Mississippi. Loss slight.
July 8—16, 1862, Jackson, Mississippi. Loss slight.
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Where the regiment was stationed or wliat service it rendered
Ironi the close of its Mississippi campaign, in the summer of 1862,
to the beginning of the last successfhl assault on Richmond, in
the spring of 186], does not appear by any returns on file in this
office.
It seems from the monthly regimental returns for May and
June, 186-1:, that the regiment left Bristoe Station, Va., on the
4th of May, 1864, marched to Germania Ford and crossed .the
Rapidan, May 5th. The regiment was hotly engaged iix the bat-
tle of the Wilderness, May 6th, charging the rebel entrenchments
and capturing seven commissioned officers and one hundred and
six cnlisti d men. From the 12th to the 18th of May, the regi-
ment was engaged with heavy loss in tlic battles near Spottsylva-
nia Court House ; whence it marched to the North Anna river,
via Bowling Green, and took purt in the action at that place
May 25th and 26th, incurring only slight loss, however. From
this point the regiment marched to the Pamunkey river, and
crossed near Hanovertown May 28 th, and engaged the enemy
with slight loss near Tolopotomy Creek. The reuiment was on
the skirmish line from May HOth to June 1st. On the 2d day of
June the regiment moved towards Cold Harbor and engaged the
enemy on that and the following day near Bethesda Church, suf-
fering heavy loss. From the 5th to the 13th of June, the regi-
ment was on picket duty in the vicinity of Cold Harbor, when it
again took up the line of march, crossing the Chickahominy River
at Jones' Bridge and the James River, below Charles City,.on
the night of the 15th. On the 16th, the regiment arrived in front
of Pctcrsburgh, and on the 17 th engaged tlie enemy, carrying in
conjunction with the other regiments of the Second Brigade 2d
• Division. Ninth Army Corps, the outer line of the rebel defences
and capturing several guns with slight loss.
The regiment was among those which were needlessly slaugh-
tered at the explosion of the Petersburg mine on the 30th of
July, 1864, and was again engaged, with slight loss, in the fight
for the Weldon Railroad on the 19th day of August. The sixth
performed duty in the trenches near the Weldon Road, from
September 1st, to September 9th, when it was- withdrawn to the
reserve camj) near Parks Station, and performed fatigue duty to
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September 29th, availing themselves of other brief cessation from
active service to perfect themselves in drill. It was moved to
the front and participated in the engagements near Poplar Grove
Church and Pcgram House on the 30th of September and the 1st
of October, with a loss of four officers and one hundred and nine
enlisted men. The regiment was on picket duty near the Pegram
House from October 3d to October 26th, 1864; when it partici-
pated, with slight loss, in a reconnoisance towards the South
Side Road, returning to its old camp on the 28th, and soon after
going into winter quarters.
36
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Headqqarters 7th N". H. Volunteers, }
Federal Point, N. C. February 2d, 1865. 5
Brig. Gen. Natt Head, Adjutant General of New Hampshire.
Sir:—In accordance with your request I hereby transmit a
brief history of the Seventh New Hampshire Volunteers, from
the date of its organization January 1, 1865, for use in your
next annual report. Your request finds me at the front, liable to
be interrupted by various duties, and with the greater part of the
earlier regimental records stored at Norfolk, and at present inac-
cessible to me. Therefore this record must be made chiefly from
memory and from private notes. Hence there may occur some
immaterial inaccuracies.
It is not impertinent to advert to the manner in which this reg-
iment was raised. On the 2d day of September, 1861, 1 received
authority from the War Department to raise a regiment of in-
fantry in the State of New Hampshire. At that time and very
soon after, the State authorities proceeded to organize four regi-
ments of infantry, a battery, a company of sharpshooters, and a
battalion of cavalry. The draft upon the State for men was
therefore heavy, and the success of what was somewhat in the
nature of an individual enterprise, was thought by many to be
doubtful. The proposition was laid before the governor and
council, and they were asked merely to pay to men enlisting in
the regiment the bounty ($10.) which they were then paying to
those enlisting in other regiments, and to give the entei^prise their
good will. This they readily decided to do. The headquarters
of the regiment were established at Manchester, the circulars at
once issued, and, notwithstanding the natural competition, by the
1st of November I had gathered eight hundred men in camp. It
was understood at the outset that the governor and council would
commission such oflficers as were designated by me, and I accord-
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ingly issued provisional commissions to recruiting officers, waiv-
ing my riglit to the colonelcy only on the condition that it should
be bestowed upon a graduate of West Point. The governor and
council commissioned H. S. Putnam, then a First Lieutenant of
Topographical Engineers, beyond all question the ablest and most
accomplished soldier who has in the present war received a com-
mission from New Hampshire as colonel. The enterprise was
further strengthened by selecting the late Daniel Smith, Esq., of
Dover, as major, and Andrew H. Young, Esq., of the same city,
as quartermaster, and by a well considered distribution of the
subaltern officers. From the commencement every dollar for the
recruiting, the transportation, the rations, and the outfit of the
regiment was paid directly by the United States. Thus a regi-
ment, bearing on its rolls one thousand and four officers and men,
with a most complete outfit and in an excellent state of disci-
pline, moved from its camp on the 14tli day of January, 1862,
not having cost the State a single dollar, excepting the bounties
paid the men. I deem it not unfitting that these facts should be-
come a matter of record in your annual report.
From January 14th, 1862, the date when the regiment moved
from Manchester, to June 17th, 1863, when it landed upon Folly
Island, S. C, it saw but little field service. From January 14th
until February 13th it remained in New York; from the latter
date until June 16th it was on the passage to and at Tortugasj
then at Beaufort until September 1st; then at St. Augustine and
Fernandina, Fla., until June, 1863, when it again reached Hilton
Head, and went into camp preparatory to the active movements
upon Folly and Morris Islands. In all this time their duties had
been confined to camp, garrison and fatigue duty, and to light
picketing. But this was in many respects the most trying period
in the whole three years of service. In camp in New Hampshire
until mid-\yinter, then confined in the bad air and straightened lim-
its of a building in New York City, then in the more confined
limits of transports until they arrived within a tropical region,
the men became weakened and susceptible to disease. Remain-
ing there until the 16th of June, they were transferred to mala-
rious regions, so that they reached St. Augustine in September,
having lost by discharge and disease two hundred men. In that
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period, also, the regiment performed a very great amount of labor
for the Government in policing and putting in order forts and gar-
risons, and in erecting piers, building boats, and doing other gov-
ernment work. In all that time also it was under a severe disci-
pline, and constant drill and instruction.
The only approximation to active operation in which any part
of the regiment participated, was the movement against Charles-
ton in March, 1863, to which Col. Putnam with five companies
was attached. But the troops did not disembark from the trans-
ports at Folly Island, and the five companies were returned to
St. Augustine after an absence of two weeks.
At midnight on the 17th of June, 1863, the regiment landed
upon Folly Island, S. C, and the next day marched nearly to its
northern extremity and went into camp. The batteries were then
being erected upon the northern point of that island, and until
the 10th of July the regiment was either on guard or fatigue
duty. On the morning of the 10th at daylight these batteries
opened upon the enemy's works on Morris Island, and soon.
Strong's column having secured a landing, the remaining troops
passed over. This regiment passed over in the second column,
and was at once moved to the northern part of Morris Island,
relieved the force already there, threw out pickets, and when
darkness came, threw up slight earth-works. The first unsuccess-
ful assault on Wagner took place on the morning of the 11th,
and that evening moving up still nearer to that work, the Seventh
New Hampshire commenced what was afterwards the second par-
allel in that siege. On the 18th of July the second assault on
Wagner was made. The details of that bloody onset are famil-
iarly known. After a furious bombardment, which lasted during
the entire day. Strong's brigade, just at twilight, advanced upon
the works. It staggered back, leavhig a few on and near the
parapets ; Putnam's brigade, in which was the Seventh New
Hampshire, followed close upon Strong's, in the face of a most
deadly fire. The attempt to take the work was, in less than an
hour, seen to be a failure, and such officers and men as had gained
the works were withdrawn. In this attack Col. Putnam, Capt.
Brown, and Lieutenants Baker, Cate, Bennett and Bryant were
killed. Capt. Leavitt was so severely wounded that he died
41
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•within three days. Capt. House died the following October.
Lieutenants Davis and Worcester died in a few days after the
assault, while Lieutenants Ham and Taylor, both severely wound-
ed, recovered and returned to duty. The loss to the regiment in
this action was two hundred and twelve in killed, wounded and
missing.
From this time for five months the regiment remained upon
Morris Island, unintermittingly on duty, in the trenches, on picket
and on fatigue. It was a long period of arduous service, and
partly in the intense heat of summer.
On the 20th of December the regiment left Morris Island, and
the next day landed at St. Helena and reported to Col. Joseph
E,. Hawley, into whose brigade it was incorporated. Here it re-
mained until the 4th of February, 1864, when it again embarked
in the expedition of Gen. Seymour to Florida. In the meantime
it had received an accession of more than three hundred recruits,
and had been armed with the Spencer repeating carbine, and
thoroughly drilled, so that on the date above named it left St.
Helena with six hundred and fifty men for duty. On the 8th it
landed at Jacksonville, Fla. On the 9th it marched into the inte-
rior, and by the night of the 11th had reached Sanderson, a small
station about fifty miles from Jacksonville, where the whole force
of Gen. Seymour bivouacked. On the next day, by order of Gen.
Seymour. I marched toward Lake City, to support, if necessary,
a mounted regiment which had been previously sent out in that
direction, and which was understood to be closely pressed by the
enemy. After advancing about ten miles I fell in with the 'cavalry
scouts of the enemy, who retired after a light skirmish, and after
completing the purposes for which I was sent out, I returned to
Sanderson the same night. The next day tlic whole force fell
back about ten miles to a place called Barber's Plantation, where
it remained until the 20th.
I am compelled here to allude to a matter upon which it is dif-
.
ficult to speak, after this lapse of time, without indignation. On
my return to Sanderson on the night of the 12th, Gen. Seymour
directed me to turn over enough of the carbines in my possession
to arm a mounted regiment, which was in his force, and receive
Springfield rifles in return. I protested, but in vain. It was to
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no purpose that I urged that more than three hundred of my men
were recruits, and that since their arrival at my camp there had
been barely time to instruct them in the use of the carbine, and
that they were not drilled at all in the use of the rifle. The
order was issued, and the left wing of the regiment was deprived
of its carbines. The arms received in return were of the Spring-
field pattern, and their condition may be judged from the fact
that forty-two of them were pronounced unserviceable by the in-
spector the day after they were turned over. The men were
dispirited, the officers were annoyed and chagrined, and the whole
eflFect of the proceeding could not have failed to have been em-
barrassing to any officer.
On the morning of the 20th of February, before day, the whole
of Seymour's force moved again toward Lake City. After march-
ing about fourteen miles, the enemy's skirmishers were met ; and
in two miles farther, they were found in force. A fierce battle
ensued, closing only with the approaching night, and in the de-
feat of our troops. The Seventh New Hampshire was in the ad-
vance, and was led within two hundred yards of the enemy's line
by flank and left in front. At that point they were brought into
column and massed. The deployment had not commenced, be-
fore the enemy opened a very severe fire of artillery and mus-
ketry. The column faltered, and at last broke in a good deal of
confusion. They were rallied again, however, and during the re-
mainder of the battle did good service. It may be said with per-
fect truth that whatever may have been discreditable in this affair,
is to be attributed to causes beyond the control of any person in
the regiment. My loss in this engagement was in the aggregate
two hundred and nine in killed, wounded and missing.
After the disastrous termination of the battle of Olustee, our
forces commenced their retreat, and at about two o'clock, a. m.,
arrived again at Barber's, having marched thirty-two miles. Two
days more brought the whole force in the immediate vicinity of
Jacksonville, where my regiment remained until the 14th of
April, almost constantly on duty. At the last date named the
regiment sailed from Jacksonville, and touching at Hilton Head,
reached Gloucester Point, Va., and disembarked seven days af-
terwards. After a little more than two days of preparation they
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again embarked, and landing at Bermuda Hundred, Va., on the
morning of May 6th, at once advanced into the country. A halt
was made about seven miles from Bermuda Landing at a place
known as Ware Bottom Church, and the Seventh New Hamp-
shire was thrown out as picket for the night. Near this place
the present line at Bermuda Hundred was established. On the
morning of May 9th, the Tenth and Eighteenth corps again ad-
vanced, reaching the Petersburg and Richmond railroad, cutting
it, and passing the northern fortifications of Petersburg. The
regiment bivouacked for the night on the railroad, but in the
morning the enemy pressing down from Drury's Bluff, the brigade,
in which was the Seventh New Hampshire, was moved forward to
repel them. On account of the sudden illness of Col. Hawley
commanding brigade, that command devolved upon me ; leaving
Lieut-Col. Henderson in command of the regiment. I sent the
regiment to the extreme left of the line, upon a small elevation,
with instructions to hold it as long as possible. Very soon a
brigade of the enemy advanced and attempted a charge, but were
met by a fire so steady and rapid that it recoiled again. Three
times it attempted to charge, and each time were driven back,
and the regiment held undisputed possession of the ground until
it was withdrawn with the rest of the brigade. For its conduct
on that day the regiment was complimented upon the field by the
commanding general, (Terry,) and especial credit was awarded
to Lieut-Col. Henderson, for his coolness and determination. At
the close of this action, the regiment returned to camp near the
Ware Bottom Church.
On the 12 th, the advance was made upon Drury's Bluff. The
next day the regiment supported the Third New Hampshire in
the bloody assault made by them on the right of the enemy's
works, and afterwards skirmished beyond the works up to other
batteries. On the next day it advanced on the main works of the
enemy, investing them, and was heavily engaged all day. The
next day was Sunday, and the troops were allowed to rest. On
Monday we again advanced, until the whole line retired, when
halting from time to time to repel attacks of the enemy, it fell
back upon its camp at Bermuda Hundred.
From this time until June 9th the regiment was on constant
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and severe duty, on what was then the disturbed and threatened
front at Bermuda Hundred, and nearly every day under fire. On
the above named "date I marched across the Appomattox, thence
towards Petersburg, being a part of the force commanded by
Major General Gillmore on that day. The skirmishing was light,
though the artillery fire of the enemy was considerable ; but the
attempt to assault the works being abandoned, the regiment re-
turned to camp at Bermuda Hundred that night.
On the 16th June, having been myself temporarily assigned to
duty elsewhere, and Lieul-Col. Henderson in command, the
Seventh was engaged in a very spirited fight in front of Bermuda
Hundred—an affair in which less than two brigades held in check
nearly all day the main column of the enemy in its transit from
the north to the south of the James. From this date followed
picket and fatigue duty until August 15th, when the Seventh was
in that force which crossed to Deep Bottom, first pressed upon
New Market Heights, and afterwards assaulted and carried a
part of the enemy's works at Deep Run. The Seventh was in
this assault, and was one of the last to retire from the field,
which had been nearly won. Here Lieut-Col. Henderson fell
mortally wounded—an officer of the rarest qualities, admired and
loved while living, and deeply mourned while dead.
On the 2 ' st, the regiment again reached camp, and rested un-
til the 24tli, when it was moved across the Appomattox, into the
intrenchments before Petersburg. There it remained until Sep-
tember 28th, in severe duty and under almost constant fire, when
it was again a part of the column which advanced north of the
James.
At this time I was again in command of the brigade, leaving
Lieut-Col. Rollins in command of the regiment. On the 29 th of
September, the advance was made upon New Market Heights
which were carried, and the troops continued to advance, first to
Laurel Hill, then up the Darbytown Road, to within three miles
of Richmond, thence Terry's division retiring, rested within in-
trenchments at Laurel Hill. On the 1st of October, Terry's di-
vision again advanced toward Richmond on the Darbytown Road,
and the Seventh occupied the left of the line of skirmishers, which
advanced within two miles of the rebel capital under a severe
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fire of artillery ; and this is one of the five regiments which have
at the present date advanced nearest to Richmond. Returning
again that night, it rested until the 7th, when the enemy attacked
furiously General Birney's right at Laurel Hill. In that attack
the Seventh was in line with no intrenchments before them, and
with the rest of the second brigade of Terry's division, withstood
nearly the whole of the heavy onset of Field's (rebel) division,
driving them back, after a severe fight, with heavy loss.
Then, again, was a rest until the 18th, when the Seventh again
were engaged in the reconnoisance on the Darbytown Road, last-
ing during a day of sharp fighting. Again, there was another
rest until October 27th, when it was again in another reconnoi-
sance on the Darbytown Road, lasting until night of the 28th,
the fighting being almost entirely on the skirmish line, when it
returned to camp. Then in camp until November 3d, when it
proceeded to New York with the force under General Butler, re-
maining until after election, when it again returned to camp, ar-
riving November 1 7th, and went, apparently, into winter quar-
ters.
[In addition to the preceding narrative for which the Adjutant General of New
Hampshire would return his hearty thanks to Col. Abbott, the following official
reports giving more minute details of some engagements to which reference has al-
J
ready been made will be of general interest.]
Head Quarters 7th N. H. Vols.,
Bermuda Hundred, Va., May 17, 1864.
Lieut, E. Lewis Moore, A. A. A. General.
Sir :—I have the honor to submit the following report of the
part tnken by my regiment in the late expedition commencing on
Thursday, May 12th, and closing on Monday, May 16th.
On Thursday, May 12th, under command of Lieut. Col. Hen-
derson, the regiment marched to the place known as Purdy's, on
the turnpike, and there bivouacked; at that place I joined it
during the night. The next morning, May 13 th, I marched
towards Chester Station, passed it, crossed the railroad and pro-
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ceeded in the direction of Chester Court House, thence, turning
towards the right, again approached the railroad, and a rebel
earthwork, which it was proposed to assault. By order of Col.
Hawlcy, commanding the 2d brigade, Terry's division, I took po-
sition fronting the earthwork, in order to support a battery.
While in that position, the assault on that work was commenced
on my left, and I was ordered to support it. I accordingly
moved in that direction, across a small stream, and passed up
toward the earthwork and took position in the edge of the woods
fi'onting it. I there met the Third Regiment N. H. Volunteers
falling back. An assault having been made on the opposite side
of the work, and the Seventh Connecticut Volunteers having come
up on my left, an advance was made and it was ascertained that
the works had been already evacuated.
I was ordered by Brigadier General Terry to proceed into a
piece of wood, and from its edge obtain a flanking fire on a rebel
battery posted in a field about six hundred yards from the earth-
work. I at once proceeded skirmishing through the wood, and
reached a point opposite where the battery was posted, and
found that it had retired within an earthwork. I then sent for-
ward skirmishers to examine the earthwork and ascertained that
it contained three pieces of artillery supported by infantry. I
then called in the skirmishers to the railroad, and remained until
about 10, p. M., when I was relieved and returned within the en-
trenchments for the night.
The next day, May 14th, I occupied a portion of the front of
the whole line of Terry's division which had been advanced about
a mile to the eastward. This position was directly in front of a
strong earthwork. During the afternoon the line was advanced
within two hundred and fifty yards of the earthwork, and at that
point I held a position on the left of the Seventh Connecticut
Volunteers. The firing both from artillery and musketry was
constant, and after dark, my position was assaulted by a heavy
force and was handsomely repelled.
By order of Col. Hawley, having been relieved by the Third
New Hampshire Volunteers, I withdrew, at about 8, p. m., to a
field four or five hundred yards in the rear, where the command
rested until daylight on the morning of the 16th. At that time
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heavy firing was heard on the extreme right of the 1 8th corps which
gradually extended along the whole line to our front, and I received
orders to form line of battle and advance toward the earthwork
already spoken of. For about an hour I occupied a position in
the edge of the woods fronting the work, when I was detached
from the 2d brigade with orders to report to Major General
Smith at the " Half-way House " on the turnpike. On the way
thither I met General Smith, who ordered me to take a position
in the woods in front of where I then was. I had hardly reached
the position, when I was fired into from the rear by our own
troops, and had one officer and three men wounded. I then
moved to a point near the Halfway House, and was ordered by
General Smith to take command of the Tenth New Hampshire
Volunteers and a section of a battery, and hold the approach by
the turnpike. Soon after, by order of General Smith the Tenth
New Hampshire was withdrawn to the right, and it being re-
ported by the officer commanding the skirmish line, that the en-
emy was forming a heavy line on my left, I reported the fact to
General Terry, who very soon sent Colonel Plaisted, command-
ing tlie 8d brigade of his division, with two regiments to strengthen
the position. I remained at the Half-way House, in the position
which I first occupied, until about 3, p. M., when I withdrew by
order of General Terry on the turnpike, and thence retired within
the entrenchments.
Of the conduct of my command, both officers and men during
this expedition, I desire to speak with more than ordinary em-
phasis. Although the command was in almost constant service
for five days with unusual exposure, with short rations, and much
of the time under severe fire, I know of few if any instances, of
orders which were not obeyed with cheerfulness and alacrity.
And in all cases when exposed to the fire of the enemy, the com-
mand behaved with the coolness and bravery becoming soldiers.




Colonel 1th New Hampshire Volunteers.
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Head Quarters 7th N. H. Vols.,
Bermuda Hundred, Va., June 10, 1864.
Lieut, E. Lewis Moore, A. A. A. General.
Sir :—I have the honor to submit the following report of the
part taken by my regiment in the reconnoissance of the 9th in-
stant.
I moved from camp at about 10 o'clock, p. m., of the 8th inst.,
and occupying the right of Hawley's Brigade, marched towards
the Appomattox. I reached and crossed the pontoon bridge at
a little before 3, a. m., of the 9th, when a halt was ordered. At
about 4, A. M., the march was resumed, on the road towards Pe-
tersburg. Other troops were in advance of me. Nothing worthy
of note occurred until the column had advanced about five miles,
when the cavalry which was in advance encountered the enemy's
pickets. This was not far from 7 o'clock, a. m. By order of
Colonel Hawley my regiment was deployed in line of battle, and
proceeded by skirmishers from the Seventh Connecticut Volun-
teers, advanced across an open field. The enemy's skirmishers
retired, and by order of Colonel Hawley, I returned my regiment
to the road and proceeded through a belt of woods across the
Petersburg and City Point Railroad down a slight ravine, and
came into an open meadow which extended for half a mile on the
right of the road, while on the left of the road was partly open
field and partly wood. The road here took a southerly direc-
tion. I was first directed by Colonel Hawley to form a line of
battle on each side of the road, and at right angles with it, which
I did, but soon after passing about five hundred yards from the
edge of the woods, I was ordered to halt. At the point where
I halted there was thick woods on the left, and the meadow above
mentioned on the right of the road. This position I occupied
until about 12 o'clock, m. On the left of the road, at a distance
of about five hundred yards was an earthwork from which spher-
ical case shot and canister were occasionally thrown, but with
little efiect. At about 12, m., receiving the order to retire, I pro-
ceeded back on the road followed by the skirmishers. I halted
a short time where the eni my's pickets were first encountered,
and then with several halts returned to the Appomattox. I ar-
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rived at the bridge at about 7 o'clock, p. m. After a brief halt
at this point, I crossed and returned to camp, where I arrived






Colonel *lth New Hampshire Volunteers.
Head Quarters 7th N. H. Vols.,
Near Bermuda Hundred, Va., June 17, 1864.
Capt. p. a. Davis, A. A. General 1st Division 10th A. C.
Captain :—I have the honor to submit the following report of
the part taken by the Seventh New Hampshire Volunteers in the
action of the 16th.
At about 7 oclock, a. m., the regiment, together with the Third
New Hampshire, proceeded to the works left by the enemy in the
open field opposite batteries four and five. At about 8 o'clock,
the regiment, by order of Brigadier General Foster, moved to
the right and then advanced a considerable distance, forming
line of battle along the edge of certain woods. Soon after the
regiments were moved forward on the road leading from Bermuda
Hundred to the Richmond and Petersburg Turnpike ; advancing
by the right flank along the road, the skirmishers of the enemy
were encountered in the woods near a small shop or shed—
a
line of battle was formed, and considerable skirmishing ensued.
By order of Brigadier General Foster the regiment was moved
back, first a distance of one hundred yards, and shortly after,
still further back, beyond the ravine, the enemy's skirmishers fol-
lowing, and the enemy appearing in force, both in front and on
the flanks. Remaining in this position some time, by order of
General Foster the Third New Hampshire moved to the right
and advanced to connect with the left of Colonel Howell's brig-
ade, and the Seventh New Hampshire formed on the left of the
Third New Hampshire, and proceeded to engage the enemy who
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appeared in front with a strong skirmish line, and indications of
a large force behind it. After about an hour, the enemy appear-
ing in force on the left flank, by order of General Foster the
regiment was withdrawn a short distance to a line of rifle pits
a.bandoned by the enemy, and after remaining here a short time,
the regiment was withdrawn further to another abandoned line
of the enemy's works, and from thence still further to the edge
of a piece of woods, where a line of battle was formed. The
right of the Seventh New Hampshire resting on the road, and
joining the left of the Third New Hampshire. In this position
the line was vigorously attacked by the enemy but the regiment
held its ground. Skirmishing continued until sunset, at about
which time, by order of General Foster, the regiment was moved
to the rebel works, where it had been stationed early in the
morning as a reserve for that portion of the picket line.
The regiment remained in this place till about 1 o'clock, a. m.,
to-day, when it was relieved and returned to camp.




(Signed,) T. A. HENDERSON,
Lieutenant Colonel 1th New Hampshire Vols., Commanding.
Head Quarters 7th N. H. Vols.,
August 24th, 1864.
Lieut. E. Lewis Moore, Acting Assistant Adjutant General.
Sir :—I have the honor to submit the following report of the
part taken by. the Seventh New Hampshire Volunteers in the
movement on the north side of the James river, commencing Au-
gust 13th and ending August 20th ultimo. At eleven o'clock, P. M.,
of August 13th, with twenty-one officers and three hundred and
sixty men, I marched from camp at Bermuda Hundred and took
the road to Deep Bottom. Owing to an understanding that the
corps was to march to Bermuda Landing and there embark on
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transports, many men were reported for duty who were not able
to endure a march or a campaign. In consequence there was an
unusual amount of straggling, and I crossed the pontoon bridge
at Deep Bottom with less than three hundred men. After pass-
ing over the pontoon bridge my regiment, occupying the right of
Hawley's brigade, passed by the earthworks at Deep Bottom
and formed in line of battle on the left of a road. At this time
the Seventh Connecticut Volunteers formed on its left, and my
line was a prolongation of that of Pond's brigade, which was on
the right of the road. Soon after daylight our forces having
pressed in the enemy's pickets, I advanced to an open field front-
ing a line of the enemy's earthworks, where by order of Col.
Hawley I formed in double colnmn en masse on the right of the
brigade. Nearly this position I occupied until about 4, p. m.,
when I moved to the right about one thousand yards and rested
in line of battle. This position I left at about 10, p. m., and
marched to Deep Bottom, where I bivouacked for the night. At
about 9 o'clock on the morning of the 15th I marched from Deep
Bottom along the New Market road about three miles, and rested
in line of battle in the rear of a piece of woods, my front being
towards the west. At about 4, p. m., I moved about two thousand
yards to the right and took position behind slight intrenchments
during the night. On Tuesday, the 16th, I was detailed and en-
tered upon duties as corps officer of the day, the command of the
regiment thereby devolving on Lieut. Col. Henderson, but at the
request of Col. Hawley I was present with the regiment and did
in fact exercise the command during the day. At about 10, a. m.
of the 16th, still occupying the right of Hawley's brigade, I
moved about one thousand yards to the right by flank, and then
advanced in line of battle, changing the point of direction grad-
ually to the left, across a ravine, where the whole brigade was
halted. The assault on the enemy's works having been com-
menced, and the outer works carried, I advanced to the line of
those works. Upon reaching the works, by order of Gen. Terry,
I passed beyond them, changed front to the right and advanced
about one hundred yards, taking position so as to intercept a
flank movement of the enemy from that direction. As the action
progressed, finding that the brigades that had advanced were fall-
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ing back, and that there were movements of the enemy on my
left flank which promised to be serious, while there was very little
in my front, I recrossed the intrenchments and took position dn
a line with it. This position I occupied during the remainder of
the fight. While here portions of Hawley's brigade retired from
the advanced position and took position on my right, while por-
tions of other brigades occupied the line of works on my left.
Nearly all the time while in this position my command sustained
an annoying fire on the left flank, with some slight fire from the
right. Two distinct charges were also made by the enemy in
my front, which were handsomely repulsed. At length finding the
extreme left of the line giving way and myself the ranking oflB-
cer on the line, I became solicitous for orders. Accordingly I
passed a short distance to the left, then through the slashing to
the rear, with the design of finding either Gen. Terry or Gen.
Birney. Not succeeding, I was returning by the same path when
I found that the enemy were already occupying that portion of
the intrenchments. Making a detour to the right, I reached the
slashing, where, finding an aid of Col. Hawley, I sent the order
for the line to retire. Thus my regiment was one of the very
last to retire from the line of the rebel works. While at these
works, Lieut. Col. Henderson fell, having been struck near the
hip by a rifle ball. He died in about four hours. He was a most
valuable and useful officer, and fell in the faithful performance of
his duty. The regiment retired across the ravines, and with
Hawley's brigade reformed near the intrenchments, which they
occupied on the night of the 15 th. Thence advancing again
across one ravine in the direction of the enemy's works, my reg-
iment took position, erected intrenchments, and remained until
about 11 o'clock, p. m., of the 18th. During the time it did its
share of picket and fatigue duty, and in repelling the attack made
by the enemy on the works about dark of the 18th. Withdraw-
ing from this position as abpve stated, I took position with Haw-
ley's brigade about two miles to the south-east, on the Chicka-
hominy road, where I remained until 5, p. m., of Saturday, the 2Uth.
Having been detailed as corps officer of the day, I again marched
to the point near where I rested on the night of the 15tli, where
my regiment was placed on picket, and in connection with the
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Fourth New Hampshire Volunteers and One Hundred and Fif-
teenth New York Vohintcers, held the front of the 10th corps.
At 10 o'clock, p. M., by order of Maj. Gen. Birney, I withdrew
the picket, reformed the regiments, with my regiment in the rear
covered. by a detachment of the Fourth Massachusetts Cavalry,
retired to the lower pontoon bridge, and crossed it, making a halt
near Jones' landing until daylight. I reached my former camp
at Bermuda Hundred early on Sunday morning, the 21st. It is
gratifying to be able to speak in terms of commendation, both of
officers and men, during this brief period of somewhat severe ser-
vice. Upon the whole, I do not know that any regiment could
be expected to perform its duties more faithfully, or with more
alacrity under like circumstances. My loss during this movement,
(a list of which is hereto appended.) was as follows : killed, one





(Signed,) JOS. C. ABBOTT.
Colonel Seventh New HampsJdre Volunteers.
Head Quarters 7th N. H. Volunteers,
Laurel Hill, Va., Oct. 12, 1864.
Lieut. E. Lewis Moore, Acting Assistant Adjutant General.
Sir :—I have the honor to submit the following report of the
part taken by the Seventh Regiment New Hampshire Volunteers
in the recent actions north of the James River. Striking camp
near Pitkin Station, at 3, p. m., on the 28th ult, the regiment
marched to Deep Bottom, halting inside the fortifications at two,
A. M., of the 29th. Moving out at daylight on the New Market
road, tlic regiment occupying the left of the second brigade, Ter-
ry's division, line of battle was formed and tlie troops advanced
upon the enemy's works at New Market Heights, which offered
but slight resistance, their artillery being withdrawn as the skir-
mishers advanced. One man alone was wounded while the regi-
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ment was crossing a ravine and brook. Marching on toward
Richmond, we halted during the forenoon just outside the enemy's
second line, then abandoned by them near Laurel Hill. At about
three, p. m., we were marched up the Darbytown Road to within
about three miles of the city of Richmond, returning during the
evening to the vicinity of Laurel Hill. The next day the regi-
ment was moved about half a mile to the left, immediately out-
side the enemy's abandoned line, which had been temporarily
altered and reversed. On the 1st of October the regiment took
part in a reconnoisance toward Richmond, and being deployed as
skirmishers, advanced under a sharp artillery fire to within about
one and a half miles of the city, and within a few hundred yards
of its defences, when I halted in a position partially concealed by
woods, until ordered to fall back. I marched back inside the
breastworks that night. The loss that day was six wounded and
eleven missing. Nothing further of moment occurred until Oc-
tober 7th, when the enemy being reported as driving in the
cavalry on the right, the brigade was moved to a point just be-
yond the fortified line, its left connecting with them. The ene-
my opened briskly with artillery which did but little injury to
the regiment, most of their shots passing over or to our left.
—
Towards noon a line of battle advanced rapidly against us, but
the fire of the line was so destructive as to stop them almost im-
mediately after it was opened ; many of the enemy came in and
surrendered in preference to retreating. My horse being shot
under me, injured my foot and leg in falling in such a manner as
to oblige me to go to the rear, and the regiment remained in the
command of the senior captain. The casualties during the en-
gagement were three killed and fifteen wounded.
During the afternoon the regiment was moved out to a point
about a mile distant, but being a part of a reserve, did not again
encounter the enemy. They returned during the night to the po-






Lieutenant Colonel 1th ISlew Hampshire Volunteers.
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Head Quarters 7th N. H. Volunteers,
Laurel Hill, Va., Oct. 14, 1864.
Lieut. E. Lewis Moore, Acting Assistant Adjutant General.
Sir :—I liave the honor to submit the following report of the
part taken by mj regiment in the movement of the 13th instant.
My regiment was in line and reported to Brigadier General Haw-
ley, commanding second brigade, at four o'clock, A. m. By his
order I moved by the right flank to the sally-port on the right of
the third brigade, and thence to tlie old rebel earth-work on the
Darbytown or Central Road. The brigade was then formed in
two lines at right angles with, and on the north side of the road,
my regiment being in the second line and in double column in
mass. Still in this order and relative position and with little
delay, I advanced three or four hundred yards into the woods,
ray left resting near the north side of the above named road,
when a halt was ordered. In this position I remained until
about half-past three, p. m., during which time the skirmish line
was developing, and the first brigade attempted to force the
enemy's line, when I received orders from Brigadier General
Hawley to retire. I then retired to a line about three hundred
yards in front of the old rebel earth-works, and thence by order
of General Ilawley, moved with the brigade to the intrenchments
from which I marched, arriving at sunset. While at a halt in the
woods the fire of the enemy which reached me, was at times con-
siderable, but fortunately only two of my men were struck at all,






Colonel *lth New Hampshire Volunteers,
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[In conclusion, I subjoin Col. Abbott's complimentary order to the veteran sol-
diers of his regiment on the expiration of their original term of service.]
Head Quarters 7th N. H. Volunteers,
Lanrel Hill Va., Dec. 19, 1864
General Orders,
No. 65.
Officers and Soldiers :—The term of the original members of
this regiment having expired, they are about to be mustered out
of the service of the United States. Companions in arms, for
three 5^ears, that relation now ends ; and you look back upon an
experience as honorable as it is varied. Since that night when
the first tap of the drum was heard in Camp Hale, you have trav-
ersed twenty degrees of latitude, and performed duty from New
Hampshire to the Gulf of Mexico. This rent standard, these
thinned ranks, these browned faces, are witnesses alike of the
conflicts in which you have participated, and the hardships which
you have endured. It is now your undisputed privilege to know
that you have served your country when her safety was menaced,
and that you have thereby contributed to the support of good
government, of liberty, and the rights of men, you do now be-
queath to history and tradition the story of Wagner, Olustee,
Chester liill, Drury's Biuif, Deep Run, New Market Heights,
Richmond, Laurel Hill and the Darbytown Road, as well as all
those skirmishes, and marches and bivouacks running from the
17th of June, 1863, down through an almost uninterrupted cam-
paign t(5 the present date.
To those officers and men who, having thus faithfully performed
their duty for three years, now return to their homes, 1 bid God
speed in their after journey of life. When you return to the du-
ties and opportunities of citizenship I admonish you not to for-
get what, to each free man, to each commonwealth, to the conti-
nent, to letters, to the arts, to civilization, is involved in this great
controversy of arms : to cherish still recollections of this old
standard, of the number now faintly emblazoned upon it; of that
gallant and intrepid spirit who led us to the tragedy of Wagner,
and those who there fell with him ; of others still who have fallen
upon other fields, and whose bones now lie scattered in distant
42
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and remote places ; of the weary marches by day and by night,
the flaming line and the ensanguined sword ; and, lastly, of ns who
remain, still following in the path which you liave trod, until we
may return, as you now do, to the pursuits of peace, but in a
country which is at peace.
This is not the occasion to advert in detail to merits or defi-
ciencies. It is rather proper for me to say that in those three
years, I have witnessed in you so much of patience in hardship,
so much of fidelity in duty, so much of cheerful obedience to au-
thority, and so much of genuine bravery in the field, that I sink
all of criticism and proffer to you unreserved thanks. Officers
!
I thank you for the uniform courtesy of your official and social
intercourse with me. Men ! I thank you for numberless acts of
personal kindness, and for that confidence which has enabled me,
through you, to serve our country without reproach.
It is thus that I address those of this regiment who now return
to their homes. You who remain demand no word from me now,
for before you is still that duty which no soldier can mistake, and
that honor to which all can confidently aspire.
And upon all I invoke the aid of that God who rules in the
afi"airs of men, and in whose trust these words of parting are
uttered.
By order of the Colonel,
(Signed,) JOHN GREEN,
Firat Lieutenant and Adjutant.
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The Eighth Regiment of New Hampshire Volunteer Infantry,
Col. Hawkes Fearing commanding, rendezvoused at Mancliester,
N.-H., in the fall of 1861; the several companies going into
camp, as fast as they were filled up, on the Fair Ground north of
the city. The encampment was named " Camp Currier," in com-
pliment to the Hon. Moody Currier, of Manchester, who was at
that time a member of the Governor's Council, and distinguished
for the public spirit and patriotism he displayed in raising and
equipping for the field, the noble regiments of volunteers who
have since so well sustained the honor of the State, in many a
hard-fought campaign.
The organization being complete, the regiment was mustered
into the service of the United States on the 23d of December,
1861 ; and, on the 24th of January following, left " Camp Cur-
rier," in the midst of a driving snow-storm, for Fort Indepen-
dence, Boston Harbor, where, after being hospitably received
and entertained in Faneuil Hall, by the authorities of the city of
Boston, they arrived on the 2 5th of January, 1862. Three weeks
were spent in drill, while waiting transportation to the south, un-
til, on the 15th of February, 1862, the six left companies em-
barked on board the ship " E. Wilder Farley " for Ship Island,
Mississippi, the rendezvous of General Butler's expedition, and
were followed a few days after by the four remaining companies,
under command of Lieut-Col. Lull, on board ship " Eliza and Ella."
After experiencing the discomforts incident to a long voyage on
crowded transports, both vessels arrived at Ship Island ; the
" Farley " arriving March 15th j but the " Eliza and Ella " having
been obliged to touch at Nassau, N. P., for water, did not arrive
until the 2Tth. The regiment being once more united, went into
camp at the upper end of Ship Island, which uninviting locality
lays, like a long, low, sand-bank, along the coast of Mississippi,
separating the waters of Mississippi Sound from those of the
Gulf.
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Forts Jackson and St. Philip having fallen before the irresist-
able valor of the navy, under the gallant Farragut, it remained
for the army to follow up and complete the victory, by the occu-
pation of New Orleans. The larger part of General Butler's
forces were conveyed from Ship Island, up the Mississippi river
;
the remainder were to approach the city by way of Lake Pon-
chartrain. The Eighth New Hampshire were of this latter force,
and four companies of the regiment were the first to seize and
occupy Forts Wood and Pike, by which the entrance to the Lake
was defended,—the rebels retreating precipitately, on the ap-
proach of the expedition.
The summer of 1862, was spent at Camp Parapet, Louisiana,
where, although decimated by disease and death occasioned by
the malarious locality, and often called to arms by threatened
attacks, no severer duty was performed than is usual in the rou-
tine of camp life. In October, 1862, the regiment formed a part
of General Weitzel's expedition, the object of which was the ex-
pulsion of the rebels from, and the occupation of the district of
Lafourche— one of the most productive and wealthy parts of
Louisiana. The troops were conveyed up the Mississippi on
river steamers, landing at Donaldsonville at the head of Bayou
Lafourche. From this point, the Union troops moved down the
Bayou the 8th with a squadron of cavalry and two pieces of ar-
tillery marching on the right bank of the stream, the remainder
of the troops upon the left. With the exception of a night skir-
mish between the pickets of the Eighth and a scouting party of
rebel cavalry, no opposition was met with, until, a little beyond
the village of Labadieville, the enemy were discovered in force
under General Morton, advantageously posted on both sides of
the Bayou, sheltered by a hedge and ditch. Companies E and
F of the Eighth, were deployed as skirmishers to ascertain the
position of the enemy. Soon the sharp crack of their rifles told
that they had discovered them, and that the action had com-
menced. Almost at the first fire, the gallant Captain Warren
fell, the first sacrifice of the regiment upon the altar of liberty
and Union. The position of the rebels being ascertained. Gen.
Weitzel threw re-inforcements across the Bayou, and the line ad-
vanced upon the enemy, the Eighth in the van. A short but sharp
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conflict ensued, ending in a charge which scattered the rebels in
confusion, many being killed and wounded, about three hundred
taken prisoners, and one piece of artillery and a large number of
small arms captured. Being in the advance, and the first to
charge the enemy's batteries, the Eighth suffered more severely
than all the other regiments engaged, losing sixteen killed and
forty-six wounded—among the former being the brave Captain
Kelliher, who fell at the head of his men in the charge. The
colors were riddled with bullets and the staff shot off about four
inches above the hand of the color sergeant, who, nevertheless,
seized the remnant and bore it forward amid the enthusiastic
shouts of the men. No further opposition was encountered, the
enemy having evacuated the Lafourche country and crossed over
Berwick I'ay into Attakapas.
After a day's rest at Thibodeaux, the Eighth were sent with
two squadrons of cavalry and a section of artillery, the whole be-
ing under the command of Colonel Fearing, to take possession of
the New Orleans and Opelousas Railway. By a circuitous and
tiresome march, through cypress swamps, heavily wooded and
festooned with the sombre drapery of moss that characterizes
Southern forests, the expedition reached Tigerville, Louisiana,
capturing an immense quantity of sugar, that the rebels had been
obliged to abandon upon the advance of our forces. On recon-
noitering the railroad, it was found that a bridge, some one hun-
dred and twenty feet long, across Bayou Boeuf, had been destroy-
ed, while a mile of the track was covered with the ruins of en-
gines and cars, burned to prevent their falling into our hands.
Yankee skill and ingenuity were called into requisition, a detail
was made from the regiment, the bridge rebuilt, the track relaid,
an engine put in running order, and in one week trains were
passing over the road, bringing stores and ammunition from New
Orleans, ninety-three miles distant.* During the winter of 1862-3,
Lieut-Col. Lull was detached as Provost Judge of the Parish of
Lafourche, with company B, as provost guard. In the spring of
1863, the regiment took part in General Banks' demonstration
against Port Hudson, at the termination of which, the troops
were rapidly conveyed to Brashear City, and the campaign
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through Central Louisiana, which terminated in the investment
and capture of Port Hudson, commenced.
The enemy, under Gen. Dick Taylor, were first encountered in
force, at Camp Bisland, on Bayou Teehe, intrenched behind
breastworks, mounting a number of heavy guns, and aided by an
iron-clad gun-boat on the Bayou, and on the 12th and 15th of
April, 1863, the battle of " Camp Bisland" was fought, resulting
in the precipitate retreat of the rebels, a large number of whom
were killed and wounded,—the capture of ten pieces of artillery,
two colors, and two thousand prisoners, and the destruction of
the gunboat and three transports. In this engagement, the regi-
ment was advanced within two hundred yards of the works, shel-
tered by a shallow ditch from the ceaseless storm of ball, grape,
and shell, that filled the air, not only from the enemy's works in
front, but from our batteries in the rear. So close was the fire,
that the bullets constantly struck the bayonets that projected
above the edge of the ditch, and the lance that ornamented the
flag-staff was carried away by a fragment of shell. While lying
in the ditch, an order was given to storm the works—the regi-
ment rose as one man, with an enthusiastic cheer, and prepared
to face the storm of lead and iron that would have annihilated
the gallant band before they could have reached the ditch of the
fort, yet no one flinched and the attempt would have been made,
had not the order been countermanded. The loss of the regi-
ment in this engagement, was only two killed and nine wounded
—their close proximity to the enemy, and the friendly shelter of
the ditch, saving them from the effects of the terrible tire. Dur-
ing the toilsome march of two hundred and thirty miles to Alex-
andria, Louisiana, the regiment was frequently ordered to the
front when a show of resistance was made, but no opposition was
encountered save slight cavalry skirmishes. Much suffering was
experienced from heat, dust, and want of water, but the regiment
bore these hardships so cheerfully, as to excite frequent encom-
iums from the commanding general.
In the flank movement, by which General Banks transferred
his forces from Red River to the cast bank of Mississippi, pre-
paratory to the attack on Port Hudson, the regiment was
among the first to arrive at and invest that celebrated strong-
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hold. The lines of investment being completed, reaching in a
semi-circle, from the river above to the river below the place, on
the 27th of May, 1863, a general advance was ordered, for the
purpose of driving the enemy within his inner works. The regi-
ment under command of the lamented Lieut-Col. Lull, (Colonel
Fearing being in command of the second brigade, third division,
nineteenth army, corps,) were assigned a position on the right,
centre, in the second line of battle. The night previous to the
attack, the regiment bivouacked in the woods, within rifle-shot ot
the concealed, but watchful enemy, and as morning dawned, a
hasty breakfast of hard-bread and coflee was eaten, ammunition
was distributed, and all prepared for the '- imminent deadly fray."
The order was given to advance—the regiment had not moved a
hundred rods from their bivouac, before they were hotly engag-
ed with the enemy, who, from behind trees, stumps, and log-breast-
works, poured a deadly fire into the advancing lines ; while, from
their batteries beyond, showers of grape and huge shell were sent
crashing through the woods, prostrating large trees like the pas-
sage of a whirlwind.
The first line of battle was broken and scattered, when the
second brigade, to which the Eighth belonged was ordered to
charge, and with a wild yell, the line swept forward, over the
bodies of the fallen, driving the rebels in confusion from their
outer works, through the tangled abattis, and bi'oken ground in
front of the fort, almost annihilating the Tenth Arkansas rebel
regiment, who occupied the position. The slaughter was terrific,
much of the fightin;^ being hand to hand. Lieut-Col. Lull, while
waving his sword and shouting " forward Eighth New Hampshire !
steady men ! steady !" fell mortally wounded by a minie ball, the
color-sergeant was wounded, and one after another of the color-
guard killed or disabled, until the only remaining corporal grasp-
ed the flag, splashed with the blood and brains of its defenders,
and planted it on the exterior slope of the enemy's works, where,
riddled by grape and canister, it remained until night ended the
strife. Many of the men followed so closely upon the flying foe,
as to get into the ditch of the works, unable either to advance or
retreat, yet by their sharp fire, rendering it instantly fatal to any
rebel, to raise his head above the parapet.
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During the remainder of the day, the enemy's artillery was
silenced by the sharpshooters of the Eighth New Hampshire, and
Fourth Wisconsin—the cannoniers would repeatedly endeavor to
approach their pieces, but as often were driven back, or fell
dead or wounded, by the hail of bullets that was poured upon
them from every stump, log or bush, that concealed a Union sol-
dier. The loss of the regiment on ihii bloody day, was one
hundred and twentj'-four killed and wounded. During the siege,
the regiment was almost constantly iil the rifle-pits, and daily ad-
ditions were made to the lists ot killed and wounded.
On the 14th of June, 1863, another grand assault was ordered,
and, as often before, the Eighth were placed in the front, being
detailed in the storming party. The assault commenced at day-
break, under cover of a terrific cannonade from nearly tlirce hun-
dred pieces of artillery. The storming column was formed be-
hind g- hedge, about eight hundred yards from the works, and
separated from them by an uneven open field. Across this the
8tor:ners advanced, with the well-known "charging yell," until
within about eighty yards of the works, when sheets of flame ran
round the parapet, cannon on the front poured in their storm of
canister, yet, though the dead and wounded fell thick on every
hand, they advanced at " double-quick " until the rebels, thinking
the day lost, began to break and retire from the works. Clieered
by the hope of victory, part of the regiment scaled the parapet,
and, had the supports came up, the place would have been ours;
but the supports—mostly new troops, nii.e months' men—wavered,
halted, and fell back, seeing which, the rebels returned to the
breastworks, cut down or captured all who had entered, and, se-
cure behind their defences, poured a murderous fire upon the rem-
nant of the band of stormers who remained upon the field. Some
escaped by crawling upon their hands and knees into ravines at
the rear, while numerous instances occurred of men who had fallen
badly wounded, being shot again and again, until the cessation
of their movements told that death had ended their agonies.
After the assault, the rebels, with fiendish cruelty, would neither
succor the wounded, nor allow relief from our side to approach
the field, firing on the stretcher-bearers, and refusing to receive
a flag of truce until fijhj hours after the battle, by which time the
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fierce heat of the summer sun and agonizing thirst had brought a
death of torture to many, who, could they have been reached and
cared for, would have ultimately recovered. The loss of the reg-
iment in this charge was one hundred and thirty killed and wound-
ed. On the capitulation of the place, the Eighth was one of six
regiments, selected on account of their meritorious conduct dur-
ing the siege, to receive the surrender. Accordingly on the 9th
of July, 1863, the rebel army laid down their arms, in the pres-
ence of the victors, who, as the glorious "Stars and Stripes"
rose over Port Hudson, forgetting the toil, hardships, and blood-
shed by which the victory had been won, added their exultant
shouts to the thunder of the cannon that proclaimed that the last
obstacle to the navigation of the Mississippi was removed.
The next operation in which the regiment bore a part, was the
expedition to Sabine Pass, Texas. Embarking on a transport
steamer, Sept. 2d, 1863, the regiment joined the expeditionary
fleet, and, after a voyage of two days, arrived off Sabine City,
the point of attack, and on the following day had the mortifica-
tion of seeing the gunboats repulsed, two of them falling into the
hands of the enemy. After the return of this expedition, the reg-
iment took part in a campaign in the interior of Louisiana, march-
ing as far as Opelousas. In December, 1863, the regiment was
ordered to Franklin, La., to be changed into cavalry, under the
designation of " the Second New Hampshire Cavalry." While at
this place, the regiment was mounted and armed with sabres, car-
bines and revolvers, and were constantly drilled in the evolutions
of the cavalry tactics. On the 4th of January, 1864, a large
proportion of the men reenlisted as veteran volunteers, under the
provisions of General Orders 191 War Department, series of
1863, and soon after were ordered to New Orleans, and quartered
in one of the large cotton presses of that city, where, after two
months' drill, such proficiency had been attained in the use of the
arms, management of the horses, and the cavalry tactics, as to
merit the encomiums of many experienced cavalry officers. At
the commencement of the Red River campaign, the regiment, with
the rest of the cavalry division, about fifteen thousand strong,
marched from New Orleans, through the interior of Louisiana,
followed by the infantry, without encountering the enemy in force.
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to Alexandria, La., a distance of three hundred and eighty miles,
where a junction was effected with Gen. A. J. Smith's troops,
who had ascended the Red River. During that part of the route
which lay within the Federal lines, the good order and discipline
maintained were especially noticeable. Fences were untouched
;
hen-roosts and barn-yards—great temptations to hungry soldiers
—remained intact, and the citizens made no complaints of being
molested, either in their persons or property. From Alexandria,
the cavalry pushed the enemy's rear-guard very closely, a skir-
mish taking place near Natchitoches, in which the rebels were
driven, the Eighth (or as they were then called, the Second New
Hampshire Cavalry,) charging through the streets of the town,
killing and capturing a number of the enemy. While waiting at
Natchitoches for the infantry to come up, the regiment went on a
reconnoissance, pushing the enemy's rear-guard back on to the
main body, and ascertaining their numbers and position. When
the forward movement recommenced, the regiment was constantly
at the front, and participated in numerous skirmishes with the en-
emy. At the disastrous battle of Sabine Cross Roads, April 8th,
1864, the regiment fired nearly the first shot, coming unexpectedly
upon the enemy, and charging alone and unsupported upon three
or four regiments of the enemy's cavalry, who broke and fled, un-
masking two divisions of infantry, who immediately opened fire.
Apparently bewildered by the very audacity of the attack, the
enemy allowed the regiment to retire with little loss, when they
might have fallen an easy prey to superior numbers. In the ac-
tion that followed, a part of the regiment were dismounted and
deployed as skirmishers in front of the infantry, and were nearly-
all captured by the enemy, Capt. D. W. King, whose horse was
shot under him in the charge, and forty-seven enlisted men being
taken prisoners, and carried off into wretched captivity in the fa-
mous " stockade," or prison pen, at Tyler, Texas. After the dis-
astrous defeat that followed, the regiment formed line seven times,
and, by their fire, covered the retreat of the broken and retreat-
ing infantry. When, after the battle of Pleasant Hill, Gen. Banks
returned to Grand Ecore, the regiment suffered much from hunger,
the train, with all the commissary stores of the brigade, having
been captured. At Grand Ecore, long lines of rifle-pits and acres
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of abattis were constructed by tlie men of the Eighth, of their
own accord, which, on being surveyed by the chief engineer of
Gen. Banks' staff, met his approval and were adopted as part of
the system of defences. On the march from Grand Ecore to Alex-
andria, the regiment participated in the battle of Cane Eiver, in
which the rebels were driven from the fords and a crossing effected
in the face of the enemy. From this point to Alexandria, the
regiment was the rear-guard of the whole army nearly all the
time, and, from darkness, daily skirmishing with the enemy, hold-
ing them in check to allow the large wagon trains to proceed un-
molested. While at Alexandria, the regiment, with the rest of
the brigade to which it was attached, made two reconnoissances
across Red River, in one instance bivouacking during the night
almost within hearing distance of a rebel camp of several thou-
sand men. On these scouts, a number of the enemy were killed
or captured and much valuable information obtained, with a loss
on our side of only two or three wounded. The march from Alex-
andria to Morganzia, La., on the Mississippi river, was the hard-
est and most exhausting, both to men and horses, ever experienced
by the regiment. Skirmishing continually through the daytime,
and marching on at night to overtake the army, the men had no
sleep, save what could be snatched during the short halts on the
road, when, dismounting, each man would loop his bridle-rein over
his arm, and lay down in the road beside his horse, to rest until
the bugle-note called him " to horse " to commence again the toil-
some march. In one of the innumerable skirmishes that occupied
each day of the march, Lieut. Cobbs of Company B, was cap-
tured by the enemy, dismounted and disarmed, but before he could
be taken to the rear, the regiment charged the rebels with the in-
tention of capturing him. Seeing that he was about to fall into
our hands, he was inhumanly murdered in cold blood, a rebel offi-
cer shooting him with his own pistol. His body fell into our
hands, and was buried on the banks of Red River, by his com-
panions-in-arms, and a rude head-board carved with his name,
rank, and regiment, and the emblems of the Masonic fraternity, of
which he was a member, was erected to mark the spot. At Yel-
low Bayou, La., May ITth, 1864, the brigade, of which the regi-
ment was a part, was surrounded by Polignac's and Taylor's divi-
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sions of the rebel army, numbering some six thousand mcD. The
enemy's lines encircled the brigade in the form of a horse-shoe,
while at the opening and between the brigade and the rest of the
Union army, (which was six miles distant), a battery was planted
that played directly upon the rear. Subjected to a cross fire from
almost every side, the loss in the regiment and brigade was heavy,
but the little band of horsemen retired stubbornly, presenting a
bold front to the enemy, and actually cut its way out of the encir-
cling lines of rebel infantry, within canister range of the enemy's
artillery.
On the 18th of May, the enemy made a fierce assault upon our
picket lines at Bayou de Glace, where the army had halted to
bridge the Atchafalaya river. Gen. A. J. Smith's divisions of the
Sixteenth and Seventeenth army corps, with the brigade of cav-
alry to which the Eighth belonged, were sent back to teach the
rebels that they could not disturb us with impunity. The regi-
ment was placed On the left flank in a thick growth of live oak
and cypress timber, which, however, had no underbrush to impede
the movements of cavalry. As the infantry advanced, the regi-
ment charged the enemy, who were concealed behind the trees
and under a heavy fire, broke and scattered two lines of battle,
and forced back a third, punishing the enemy so severely that they
did not again make their appearance during the remainder of the
campaign. In this encagement, two hundred and fifty prisoners
and two pieces of artillery were captured from the enemy. The
loss of the regiment in the campaign was ninety-six killed, wounded
and missing. While at Morganzia the regiment was ordered to
New Orleans to proceed on veteran furlough. The reenlisted
portion accordingly were sent north via the Mississippi river,
starting upon the 11th, and arriving in Concord, N. H., on the 23d
of July, where they met a warm reception at the hands of the
State authorities, and were entertained at the expense of the State
until the men were furloughed. After spending thirty days at home
among their friends and relatives, from whom they had been sep-
arated for nearly three years, the veterans started for New Or-
leans on the 29th of August, and on their arrival at Camp Para-
pet, La., joined their comrades who had been left behind, and soon
after were ordered to Natchez, Miss., where the regiment is now
(December 15th, 1864), stationed.
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Such is a brief statement of the part enacted by the Eighth
Regiment of New Hampshire Volunteers during the past three
years, in the sacred cause of maintaining the integrity of the
Union, and crushing out armed rebellion against the Federal au-
thority. Many of the best and bravest of the regiment have
sealed with their blood their devotion to the cause of our com-
mon country. Their bodies moulder far from home amid the
swamps and bayous of Louisiana, while those who survive, have,
in nine general engagements, besides many nameless skirmishes;
avenged their fallen comrades, and testified to their belief " that
a country worth living in, is worth fighting for."
From carefully compiled statistics, it appears that one thousand
four hundred and eighty-four men have been enrolled in the regi-
ment since its organization. Of this number, six per cent, have
been killed in action, sixteen per cent, have died of disease, twenty
per cent, have been discharged for disability, resulting from
wounds or disease, fifteen per cent, (nearly all substitutes), have
deserted, and seven per cent, have been transferred to other reg-
iments or the United States navy ; making an aggregate loss of
sixty-four per cent. About two hundred and eleven men now in
the regiment have been wounded in action during the three years'
service. The regiment has always maintained a most honorable
reputation in the army and department in which it has served,
and has received, from Generals Paine, McMillan and Lee, and
Colonels Davis and Chrysler, former brigade commanders, letters
of commendation couched in the most flattering terms.
The regiment has now been in the service three years, the term
of service of the original members who did not reenlist expiring
Dec. 23d, 1864. Judging of its future by its past career, no man
need be ashamed to acknowledge having served in the regiment
;
and in future years, at home among the Granite hills of New
Hampshire, each man will recall with pride the battles of Labad-
ieville, Bisland, Port Hudson, Yellow Bayou, and Bayou de Glace,
nor ever blush to say, " I was a member of the Eighth New Hatnp-
shire r
J. H. MARSHALL,
First Lieutenant and Adjutant Sth N. H. Volunteer Infantry.
Natchez, Miss., Dec. 17 th, 1864.
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